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Oki PCM-24 carrier telephone system
The PCM-24 is another product of Oki's advanced multiplex
and digital techniques. The PCM-24 is a fully transistorized
pulse code modulation (PCM) cable carrier system, and elaborates the complex function of time division multiplex in a
simple package using plug-in modules. It carries 24 channel
toll and local trunks over two non-loaded cable pairs, and
with advantage of regenerative repeatering over 50 sections,
achieves unequalled transmission quality, stable in operation
and free of crosstalk and distortion.
Terminal equipment comes in convenient styles, typically in
5 system 120 channel bay, or a smaller 1 system subrack.
Repeater is a compact sealed box for pole or manhole installation, also available in various configurations. These
are coupled to your existing or new cable pairs of ordinary
quality 0.5 through 0.9mm in diameter, and establish a
dependable path over a span of 100 km or farther. The
PCM-24 builds a more economical multiplex cable system
for trunk circuits linking one telephone central to another.
Built conservatively and maintenance-free, the PCM-24
meets your need of reliable transmission path. Planning
and application for your cable system, interconnection and
integration with your existing telephone system are taken
care of by Oki's 80 odd years of experience in the telephone
switching and transmission. Write today for more information on OKI PCM-24.
Specifications
Number of speech channels: 24 per system
Multiplexing: Time division multiplex (TDM)
Channel sampling rate: 8,000 per second
Clock frequency: 1.544 MHz
Code: 7 bits with /z = 100 log compandor for voice, and 1 bit for signaling
Channel response: 300 — 3400 Hz at 2/5 of CCITT Rec.
Power supply: DC -48V & + 60V. AC 220V
Maximum route capacity: 5 systems 120 ch.
Cable: 0.5mm, 0.65mm or 0.9mm paper orPEF, or 0.65mm ordinary urban cable
Repeatering: 50 repeaters, about 100km

OKI

OKI
ESTABLISHED 1881

electric industry company, limited

10, Shiba Kotohira-cho, Minato-ku, Tokyo 105, Japan Cable: 0KIDENKI TOKYO Telex: TK2627

New York Office: 202 East 44th Street, New York, N.Y. 10017, U.S.A. Cable: 0KIDENKI NEWY0RK Telex: 223217 Tel.: (212) 682-1665 • Mexico Office: c/o Mitsubishi de Mexico,
Colombia Office: c/o Mitsubishi Colombia Ltda. Carrera
S.A. Paseo de la Reforma No. 243, 22 pjso, Mexico 5, D.F., Mexico
•
Cable: 0KIQENKI MEXIC0DF Tel.: 33-21-00
10, No. 19-64, Oficina 602, Apartado Aereo 12356, Bogota, Colombia Cable: MITSUBISHI BOGOTA Telex: 0044705 Bogota Tel.: 43-23-00 # Honduras Office: Edificio de la
Capitalizadora Hondurena 3er Piso No. 301, Apartado Postal 420 Tegucigalpa D.C., Honduras Cable: 0KIDENKI TEGUCIGALPA Tel.: 2-3479 • Bolivia Office: Casilla 4319, La Paz, Bolivia
Cable: OKIDENKI LAPAZ Tel.: 13085 # Taipei Office: c/o Far Eastern Electric Industry Co., Ltd. 10, Sec. 1, Hankow Street, Taipei, Taiwan Cable: 0KIDENKI TAIPEI Telex: TP-263 Tel.: 33611

Jack-in-the-box
HF antenna.
Goes up in 2 hours.
Transport it by air... or store it for emergency standby.
You'll have reliable performance even after repeated field use,
Granger's 747 CA antenna comes out of storage and sets up fast as a 0-to-2000
mile communications back-up if a hurricane knocks out a fixed antenna.
Or, move it by air or surface wherever you need quick communications. The
747 CA is a compact package, and five men can set it up in 2 hours. With gain
of up to 13 db from 4 to 30 MHz, VSWR under 2.1:1, and no lobe splitting, it
performs as well as a permanent installation. A Delta extension kit adds
omnidirectional coverage from 2 to 4 MHz for close-in communication.*
The 747 CA antenna withstands harsh environments... winds up to 100 mph.
Its rigid, nested tower and all materials are corrosion resistant. Available in
models from 1 to 20 kw average (2 to 40 kw PEP), this high-performance
portable or stowable antenna is a good package deal. Write for complete data.

*The Delta Kit is included with antenna Model 747 CB.
The Kit is also available as a retrofit for 747 CA's.
CA/CB models are available for fixed installation.

m/srtmsn
Associates

1601 California Ave., Palo Alto, California 94304 / Granger Corner, 1 Brooklands Rd., Weybridge, Surrey, England /
1-3 Dale St., Brookvale, NSW, Australia
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Telephone transmission has been a familiar field of activity with Philips for many years.
Our history dates back to the time when technical development had not progressed
beyond the stage of VF transmission. In the course of the years we have built up a
comprehensive programme to meet many wishes of various users. 'Conclave' construction
is used for ultimate atmospheric protection. The equipment is all solid-state.

Type no.

Type of equipment
VF equipment

Frequency
range

Features

VF

Loading coils and loading-coil cases

VF or programme
quality

Loading coils of all existing types; fitted in buried-type
cases, in manhole-type cases or in pole-mounted cases;
splice loading; unicoils.

8TR 137

VF repeater (negistor) equipment

VF

Negative-impedance repeaters for loaded and
non-loaded trunk circuits and subscriber lines.

8TR316

VF terminating equipment

VF

Hybrids for connecting carrier systems to two-wire
automatic exchanges; ringing converters for connection to
manual exchanges; relay sets for transmission of
subscriber circuits via carrier systems.

Carrier equipment for open-wire circuits
7TR 001

Carrier equipment for up to
10 stackable channels

12... 160 kHz

Short-haul carrier system for rural areas; individual
channels can be dropped along the line.

7TR 003

1 + 3-channel system

4... 16 and
20. . .32kHz

Adds 3 carrier circuits to the physical circuit on
long-haul open-wire lines; optionals; compandors,
frequency shift signalling; individual channel regulation.

7TR012

12-channel system

36... 84 and
92. . .140 kHz

Can be used in conjunction with 7TR 003 on the same
pair of wires; full range of auxiliary equipment
available.

7TR 011

12-channel repeater

36... 84 and
92. . .140kHz

Simple intermediate repeater for 12-channel systems;
battery-fed and designed for pole mounting.

Carrier systems for cable transmission
8TR312

12 + 12-channel system for two-wire
circuits in singel cables

6... 54 and
60. . . 108 kHz

Mainly for capacity extension on existing VF cables;
small, simple, remotely-powered intermediate repeaters
for underground mounting.

8TR 301

120-channel system on symmetric
twin cables

12... 552 kHz

Provides 2880 circuits on two 12-quad cables with high
flexibility for branching; underground intermediate
repeaters.

8TR 306

4 MHz line equipment for coaxial
cables

60. . .4200
kHz (up to
approx. 6000
kHz for TV)

For 900 or 960 telephone circuits or one TV circuit
on two coaxial pairs.

8TR 307

6 MHz line equipment for coaxial
cables

60. . .5636
kHz (up to
approx. 6000
kHz for TV)

For 1200 or 1260 telephone circuits or one TV circuit
on two coaxial pairs.

8TR 317

12 MHz line equipment for coaxial
cables

312... 12388
kHz

For 2700 telephone circuits or 1200 telephone circuits
+ 1 TV circuit on two coaxial pairs.

50 years in
telecommunication

Tvpe no.

Type of equipment
Telephone multiplex equipment

Frequency
range

Features

8TR311

24-channel system

108 or
12. . .108 kHz

Two versions: housed on a 2 m bay taking 24 channels or
housed on 6-channel panels for frame mounting.

8TR 309

120-channel system

12... 552 kHz

Multiplex equipment for medium-capacity
radio links.

8TR 308

300-channel systepi

60 • • -1300 kHz

Multiplex equipment providing a baseband with
supergroups no. 1 ... 5.

8TR 322

960-channel system

60. . .4028 kHz

Provides basebands of 960 channels by direct
supergroup translation.

8TR 305

2700-channel system

316... 12388
kHz

Provides basebands of 600, 900, 1200, 1800 or 2700
channels using mastergroups and supermastergroups.

8TR 323

2700-channel system

312. . .12336
kHz

Provides 2700-channel basebands built up from
3 x 15 supergroups.

8TR 352

channel and group translating
equipment

60. . . 108 and
312... 552 kHz

Newly designed, compact equipment; 300 channels per
channel translation bay.

60... 108 kHz

High-quality mono or stereo channels; compandor
optional.

line repetition
rate 1.536
Mbits/s

Short-haul PCM system with regenerative repeaters;
bipolar binary line code; up to 4 E & M facilities
per channel.

6...

Programme modulating equipment
8TR319

30. .. 15000 Hz channels per
basic group

Two

Pulse code modulation
8TR 601

24-channel system

For more information on the complete range write for catalogue Telephone
Transmission" to
_
,
,
Netherlands.
N.V. Philips' Telecommunicatie Industrie,P.O. Box 32, Hilversum, The
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Hard Facts about Antenna Hardware

TCI introduces the first antenna with
the efficiency, bandwidth and pattern
for solid short-range communications

TCI

This is TCI 501, designed specifically for "close-in" HF communications from 50 to 300 miles. Unique TCI design eliminates
dielectric catenary supports. One tower concept minimizes shipping and installation costs. Balun-transformer uses 30% fewer
parts. Entire system sets new standards of simplicity and reliability. Covers 2-20 MHz with 100% efficiency.

TCI Model 501
at 2 MHz

Improved Close-in Coverage. The 501 radiates a broad, upwardly directed beam, slightly biased, to provide broad close-in
coverage and short-range point-to-point service. Figure at left
shows typical area of solid coverage, SSN 130, midday, 26db
S + N/N, DSB, 1 kw radiated. The 501 is truly broadband covering the 2 to 20 MHz range with essentially constant patterns,
100% efficiency, and a low VSWR of 2.0:1.

TCI

TECHNOLOGY FOR
COMMUNICATIONS
INTERNATIONAL

Write for complete technical data.
1625 Stierlin Road/Mountain View, California 94040, USA
Telephone (415) 961-9180 Cable Address: TECOMINT

More than 1000
HELLFAX

J |A|M|P|R|O
can solve your
DIRECTIONAL AND
TERRAIN PROBLEMS!

Weather Chart
Equipments
were delivered during the last years!

with a
CORNER

REFLECTOR

ANTENNA

with low reflection co-efficients

They mostly operate continuously via lines or radio
For

bands I and III, with

at weather service stations
gains

at meteorological observatories of airports

of 10 to 120, in several

configurations.

at maritime weather offices
at research stations

Specially designed antennas

at mobile weather stations as well as

to meet your coverage

on board ships of all classes.
HELLFAX Weather Chart Equipment have

requirements are available

proved

from lampro.

their qualities in more than 30 countries; they work
reliably in all climates.
Operation with HELLFAX Weather Chart Continuous
Recorders is particularly economical. Normal paper
from reels, available anywhere and storable for an

Television Antennas
FM Antennas
Coax Switches
Masts

indefinite time, can be used for recording purposes.
HELLFAX Weather Chart Drum Type and Flat Scanners, as well as Recorders, can be supplied for wea-

Catalogues upon request.

ther charts of the recommended WMO-size 18x22"
and for small-sized formats up to 8y2" wide.
Please ask for our latest literature, and let us advise

JAMPRO

you without obligation

ANTENNA COMPANY
HELL

DR. - ING. RUDOLF HELL, KIEL/FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY
Telefon: 2011
Telex: 29 28 58
Grenzstr. 1-5

A DIVISION OF COMPUTER EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
6939 Power Inn Road, Sacramento, California, USA

Your

country

A country might not miss having a satellite station.
Not if getting the news a day late doesn't matter.
Not if the government has a "we'll go it alone" policy.
Not if the economy can grow when they miss chances to
sell their most important exports at the highest price. Or
buy imports at their lowest price.
Maybe a country will never know what they're missing
by not having minute-to-minute contact with the rest of
the world. Except, nowadays what a country doesn't know
immediately... can hurt it.

can

live

without

General Telephone & Electronics designs and builds
7
earth satellite stations. We've already put upthree.
(Three
That's more than anyone else has.)
'
The three that we planned, designed, engineered
and
constructed are in Chile, Thailand and the Philippines. In
addition, we've had a part in (or parts in) ten other earth
satellite stations in North America and Europe.
So we ve had a chance to see how owning one of
these
nine-story, metal-clad saucers can do more for a
country
than just give them fast, reliable international
telephone

one.

For

a

while.

service and additional revenue. An earth satellite station
is a complete communications tool. One that can get a
country involved with the rest of the world faster.
For example: a businessman in Asia can send data by
satellite to a computer in New York. And have the information he needs back in minutes.
Or doctors in a tiny hospital in Africa can watch a surgical transplant being performed at a big European hospital
on closed circuit color television.
Or farmers in South America can learn how to operate

the newest reaper-combine by watching it being demonstrated in a wheatfield in Saskatchewan, Canada.
Or engineers can stay in their own country and take an
advanced course at M.I.T. or Cal Tech.
If your country wants to hear what the world has to say,
conand if you have something to say to the world. We'll
nect you. Write us at 730 Third Ave., New York, N.Y. 10017

General Telephone & Electronics
International

Telecommunications

Telecommunications

Telecomunicaciones

Teleimprimeurs fonctionnant selon les
normes du CCITT.
Modeles emetteurs-recepteurs ou seulement recepteurs sur page ou sur bande.
Modeles emetteurs-recepteurs ou seulement recepteurs a bande perforee et
imprimee.
Claviers perforateurs avec ousanscontrole sur page.
Reperforateurs de bande et transmetteurs automatiques pouvant etre incorpores dans les teleimprimeurs.
Transmetteurs automatiques a une ou
plusieurs tetes d'emission.
Coffrets de commande ou d'alimentation.
Terminaux pour telegraphie a frequence
vocale, a modulation de frequence.
Commutateurs telegraphiques manuels
et automatiques.
Centres electroniques de retransmission
de messages.
Appareillages pour la transmission de
donnees.

Teleprinters operating in accordance
with CCITT standards.
Send-receive or receive-only teleprinters, page and tape models.
Send-receive or receive only printing
reperforators.
Keyboard perforators, with or without
page copy available.
Tape reperforating and automatic tape
transmitting attachments.
Single and multiple automatic tape transmitters.
Line units and control boxes.
V.F. signal converters operated on frequency shift basis.
Manual and automatic exchanges.
Electronic message switching centres.
Data transmission equipment.

Teleimpresores con funcionamiento segun las normas CCITT.
Modelos transmisores receptores o solo
receptores con impresion en pagina o
en cinta.
Modelos transmisores receptores o solo
receptores en cinta perforada e impresa.
Perforadores de cinta para funcionamiento en local con o sin control en
pagina.
Reperforadores y transmisores automaticos incorporables a los teleimpresores.
Transmisores automaticos sencillos o
multiples.
Alimentadores y telemandos.
Equipos terminales para telegraffa fonica
con modulacion de frecuencia.
Centrales telegraficas manuales y automaticas.
Centres electronicos de retransmision
de mensajes.
Aparatos para la transmision de datos.

Olivetti

Ing. C. Olivetti & C., S.p.A. - Ivrea (Italy)

Adresse telegraphique: Olimark Ivrea Telephone 525 Telex 21043

Light colourful attractive
Plesseyphone is designed for
easy use-in industry,
commerce or the home.
Plesseyphone cuts
maintenance to a minimum.
Removal of one screw
separates the case and its
integral dial from the base.
Plesseyphone design is
based on simplicity of
components and assembly.
Maintenance is easy and spares
are always readily available.
Plesseyphone is lightweight,
and easily carried.
Plesseyphone isconsiderate.
It incorporates a loud bell —
whose volume is easily
controlled by a lever at the side
of the base-so that no-one is
deafened by its ringing.
Plesseyphone hasafunctiona!
handset designed to C.C.l.T.T.
recommendations-light,
clear-tone, moulded to fit
mouth, ear and hand perfectly.
And it's easy to clean.
Front handset cord prevents
accidental cancelling. An
ambidextrous telephone.
Four non-slip feet make
sure that Plesseyphone stays
where it's put down.
Plesseyphone is versatile.
Suitable for automatic or CB
exchanges, shared service, or
operator recall systems.
Get communications
flexibility at low cost-specify
Plesseyphone. Easy to install,
to use, and easy to service.
Like to know more? Send for
our illustrated brochure today.
Just fill in the coupon.

Ptessa/ptane

the most versatile low-cost telephone in the world
Please send me the full story of the low-cost PLESSEYPHONE, as described in
the illustrated brochure.

PLESSEY
Telecommunications
The Plessey Company Limited
Telecommunications Group
Beeston, Nottingham, NG9 1LA, England
Telephone: 254831 Telex: 37666

Name
Organisation
Address

PT (SA)21
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Check AD 2000 in your diary.
That's when you could be using what STL is working on today.
Research and development at Standard Telecommunication Laboratories has a single aim; to provide the
basic knowledge and practical information needed
by associated manufacturing companies to produce
better telecommunications products and systems. It
does so along four main lines of advanced development: transmission systems, digital systems, materials
and components.
One of the world's leading industrial laboratories,
STL's project teamwork integrates the skills and teamwork capabilities of men and women widely known
in their respective fields. They are backed by scientific

equipment with far-reaching and flexible capabilities
illustrated here by a sample determination of element
distribution using a microprobe analyser.
One of the many achievements of STL has been the
development of Pulse Code Modulation techniques
which are now finding application in systems. Further
ahead, towards the year 2000, present work by STL
includes the application of dielectric fibre waveguides
as a wideband transmission medium, offering a solution
to the accelerating demands that will then become vital.
Standard Telecommunication Laboratories Limited,
London Road, Harlow, Essex, England.

Standard Telecommunication Laboratories

ITT Telecommunications

Announcing
the world's
most advanced
mobile
radiotelephone
STAR

STC

RADIOTELEPHONE

STAR

STAR UHF Ultra High Frequency mobile radio-

STAR is backed by world-wide planning, insta-

telephone, by STC, signals a new era of product
leadership in the expanding world of mobile
radiotelephones.

llation and servicing resources.

STAR has been designed by a brilliant team of
engineers and styled by one of Britain's leading
industrial designers.

For further details: Standard Telephones and
Cables Limited, Mobile Radiotelephone Division,
Oakleigh Road, New Southgate,
London N.11. England

Standard Telephones and Cables Limited

ITT Telecommunications

Green Light for Nimble Fingers...
Lorenz Teleprinter LO 133 Automatic
Less may produce more. This fact is demonstrated by
the new Lorenz teleprinter - the LO 133 Automatic.
It has two keys less - the customary letters/figures
shift having been eliminated. This function is now
performed by a storing transmitter, making it easier for
your typist. The LO 133 Automatic eliminates all
restraint for nimble fingers since the keyboard is not
locked when the maximum permissible speed of 400
characters per minute is exceeded, the storing transmitter offsetting peaks in typing speed.
Like the LO 1 33, the LO 1 33 Automatic accommodates
all facilities within the cover: Tape punch, subscriber

box, stationery. Smart design and finish. Easy to
operate. Elegant. And fast. That is the LO 1 33 Automatic.
Teleprinting. We cannot do without it in an era of
expanding markets. And of growing competition.
Teleprinting. And that is why you need the LO 133
Automatic. We will be pleased to send you detailed
information.
Standard Elektrik Lorenz AG., 42 Hellmuth-Hirth
Strasse, Stuttgart-Zuffenhausen, Federal Republic of
Germany.

Please send us literature on teleprinters
Name
Address.

Standard Elektrik Lorenz AG
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Ten to one
on PCM*
♦PULSE CODE MODULATION

2003 P...THE PENTACONTA*
TOLL SWITCHBOARD

STC's testing instruments
have the best backing
Going over to PCM increases the circuit capacity of
existing lines by ten times or more. But what about
the necessary testing instruments for installation,
maintenance and servicing?
Be sure you get the best.
STC can supply all the necessary equipment. The
specialized knowledge of the Testing Apparatus and
Special Systems Division in this field is backed up
not only by STC's Transmission Group, which is
engaged in developing and manufacturing PCM systems, but also by our research organisation Standard
Telecommunication Laboratories Limited and by all
the resources of a world-wide system of associated
companies.
Interchangeable modules and portability are only
two of the features of STC's advanced and reliable
instruments for installation and maintenance tests on
PCM systems.
For further information write to:
Standard Telephones and Cables Limited, Testing
Apparatus and Special Systems Division, Corporation Road, Newport, Monmouthshire, England.
NPT OWS.

Standard Telephones and Cables Limited

establishes connection between subscribers on
local automatic exchanges of all known types
(rotary, step-by-step, crossbar etc.) and subscribers
in other areas. This is achieved via direct dialling by
the operator over rural, toll and international trunks
or via bothway RD trunks.

ADVANTAGES
• plug-in components provide full accessibility for
maintenance
• minimum disturbance to operator when replacing
a faulty key mounting
• key mountings are provided with a ticket slot
• large writing space for operator
• digit keys can befitted on the left for a left-handed
operator
• space is provided for operator's handbag
• dismantled shipment in two cases reduces handling and freight charges to the minimum.
For further information contact Bell Telephone Mfg
Company S.A., Switching Systems Division, Francis
Wellesplein 1, Antwerp, Belgium.

* Registered Trade Mark

Bell Telephone Mfg Co

ITT Telecommunications

Cut the operational and maintenance
costs of your HF radio station right now
-with STAN FAST

Here's how
STANFAST Systems—the STC concept of automated h.f. radio
stations —permit transmitting and receiving installation to be controlled completely by one man from a central location.
STANFAST Systems provide high speed frequency changing,
automatic performance monitoring and rapid fault location affording
optimum traffic handling capability and maximum revenue.
STANFAST Systems use the latest techniques in radio design,
demand smaller sites and require less maintenance than hitherto.
Initial capital cost is lower and return on investment is greater.

STANFAST MODULATOR UNITS
Used with STC h.f. exciter unit type 4021-D to
supply modulated drive to STANFAST amplifiers.Two
identical outputs are provided for dualling of service.
Type A.1442-A provides SSB, ISB and DSB emissions
A3, A3A, A3B, A3J, A7A, and A9B at an output
frequency of 100kHz.
Type A.1443-Afor FSK emissions F1, F4, F6 and onoff keying A1. Nominal output frequency 100kHz.

Standard Telephones and Cables Limited, Radio Division, Oakleigh
Road, New Southgate, London N.11, England.

Standard Telephones and Cables Limited

ITT Telecommunications

Standard Electrica—up with the latest in cable design
Alpeth and Stalpeth cables are different.
Most cables are sheathed in lead. Alpeth and Stalpeth
cables use a sheath made of laminated metal-plastic.
This gives them more protection against moisture and
all kinds of corrosion.
What is more, Alpeth and Stalpeth cables are lighter in
weight and therefore easier to handle. They are available in longer lengths. They have greater resistance to
vibration. They are easier to maintain.
Only Standard Electrica produces Alpeth and Stalpeth

cables with the special machinery installed in its
Maliano factory. These unique cables join the long list
of outstanding products currently being exported by
Standard Electrica to 37 countries throughout the
world. Standard Electrica is Spain's largest tele.communications company and the largest exporter in the
field.
Standard Electrica S.A., Ramirez de Prado 5, Madrid 7,
Spain.

Standard Electrica S.A.

You'll find the best Spanish contacts all over the world
Incorporating the benefits of the most recent
advances in automatic switching techniques, the
Pentaconta* Crossbar telephone system maintains its
leading position among modern systems of telephony.
The basic element of this system, the Pentaconta*
Crossbar multi-switch has high quality contacts.
Because of its extremely limited movement, abrasion
is kept to a minimum and speed of selection is greatly
increased. The multi-switch operates in a time interval
of between 30 and 50 milliseconds; a rotatory system
switch performing the same function may take up
to 2 seconds.
*Registered Trade Mark

With all the modern technical aids of its Madrid
factories Standard Electrica is the only company
which manufactures and installs Pentaconta* telephone equipment in Spain.
This type of switching equipment represents only one
of the many products of international quality which
Standard Electrica not only supplies to the Spanish
market but also exports to 37 countries throughout the
world. S.E.S.A. is Spain's largest telecommunications
company and largest exporter in this field. Standard
Electrica S.A. Ramirez de Prado 5, Madrid 7, Spain.
Standard Electrica S.A.

ITT Telecommunications

The Pan-American Highway
at Alajuela, Costa Rica...
I his important locality situated in the direct line of
domestic and commercial communications between
the two American continents is now equipped with
a new 1500 line Crossbar Pentaconta* telephone
exchange.
CGCT is currently completing the installation of
Pentaconta* exchanges in 16 other towns of
Costa Rica.
Furthermore, Pentaconta* telephone installations
designed and developed by CGCT are now in
operation in 76 countries of the world.
The design of Pentaconta* Switching System is
so technically advanced and so flexible that it will
be "modern" for a long time to come.
Compagnie Generale de Constructions Telephoniques, 251, rue de Vaugirard, Paris 1 5e., France.
* Registered Trade Mark

Cie. Gle. de ConsfuctionsTelephoniques

An ear to the ground
Communications cable used at seismological stations
must be immune to all forms of external interference.
Such a cable has been developed and produced by
Standard Telefon og Kabelfabrik A/S for use at
seismological stations operated by the U.S.
Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA).
Special protection that has been provided for this
cable includes excellent screening against electrical interference, a high degree of resistance to
the permeation of moisture. The cables are tough
mechanically - especially suitable for direct burial
in rocky areas.
The cable consists of 1 2 pairs of 09mm conductors,
an inner PE sheath, a second PE sheath laminated
to a longitudinal 0-2mm AL tape, sheath tape
armouring and an outer PVC sheath.
For further information write to Standard Telefon og
Kabelfabrik A/S Cable Division, Post Box 60,
0kern, Oslo 5, Norway.

Standard Telefon og Kabelfabrik A/S

Ill Telecommunications

A New Line in
ITT Data Modems
200 to 40800 bit/sec
A uniform exterior styling has been adopted for a
newly developed family of frequency modulated
modems.
Perhaps more important to the user is the interior
uniformity achieved by the use of identical sub-units
for the different modems within this range.
Simplifying maintenance and stock-keeping of spares
the uniform design also facilitates conversion from
200 bit/sec to 1200 bit/sec and to 2400 bit/sec,
necessitating only the exchange of a small number of
circuit boards.
For further details apply to: Standard Radio & Telefon
AB, Transmission and Data Systems Division,
Framnasbacken 2, S-172 42, Solna, Sweden.

Standard Radio & Telefon AB

Ill Telecommunications

Installing the
first AL/PE
sheathed
coaxial cable
in Great Britain

At the new Forth Road Bridge in
Scotland, STC has installed the first
aluminium/polythene sheathed coaxial
cable in Britain. Containing four
type-174 cores, it is the first coaxial
cable of its type to be sheathed with
aluminium/polythene laminate
instead of the traditional lead sheath.
The plastic-sheathed cable, fully
protected against moisture vapour
permeation, and forming part of the
30-mile telecommunications link
between Edinburgh and Kirkcaldy, was
manufactured and installed by STC
for the British Post Office. Up to 960
simultaneous conversations can be
held over two coaxial cores of only
0-174 inch (4-4mm) diameter and the
performance is well within CCITT
limits for this type of circuit.
STC has manufactured and installed
considerable quantities of type 174
coaxial cable for the British Post Office
and is in the forefront of this
expanding field of highly sophisticated
systems. A wide range of other special
and standard telecommunications
cables are made to meet all
requirements.
Further information from:
Standard Telephones and Cables
Limited, Paper Insulated Telephone
Cable Division, North Woolwich,
London, E.16, England.

Standard Telephones and Cables Limited

ITT Telecommunications

Chosen good equipment?
Right.. .
Let STC put it in and keep it
that way
STC's Installation and Maintenance Services Division
lays cables, installs microwave and tropospheric
scatter radioequipment,designsantennae structures,
supplies busbar systems, and keeps the lot working.
The Project Engineering Unit plans systems,rationalizes installations, conducts surveys and can call on
the resources of over 150 associated companies in
53 countries—AND...
Could you ask for anything more?
You could, and STC could answer. With anything
and everything to do with installing and servicing
electrical, electronic and telephone equipment.
It's the way STC makes communications communicate.
STC Transmission Group Installation and Maintenance Services Division, Basildon, Essex, England.

Standard Telephones and Cables Limited

T roposcatter
in 2000 MHz band
Tropospheric Scatter may be the answer to your
communications, problem.
Where the building and maintaining of a complete
run of repeater stations within line-of-sight may be
impossible, impracticable or just plain uneconomical and yet where a need exists for 60 or even 1 20
telephone channels of international trunk grade,
FACE Standard nOw offers the complete system
required working in the 2000 MHz band, comprising:
Exciter, transmitter and 1kW klystron power
amplifier
Receivers, including parametric amplifiers and
threshold extension where required
Diversity combining
High gain directional antennae
A quadruple diversity terminal consists of four baysides. (The photograph shows typical FACE equipment.) Let us analyse your project for you in terms
of this new but proven mode of communication.
Fabbrica Apparecchiature per Comunicazioni
Elettriche-Standard (FACE Standard), 33 Via
Luigi Bodio, 1 20158 Milan, Italy.

FACE Standard

ITT Telecommunications

Researching ahead
to stay ahead

Ahead in Step-by-Step Switching. Over five
million lines are already in world service. The new
St. Botolphs London Telex Exchange—an important
international and inter-continental transit centre—
will be STC equipped. St. Botolphs will provide
the most up-to-date switching and signalling
system for world-wide Telex service.
Ahead in Crossbar Switching. Three more GPO
orders for major transit switching centres. To date
over 16 exchanges will be supplied with the STC
Crossbar System.
Ahead in Electronic Switching. STC has been
in this technique from the very first and as a member
of the Joint Electronic Research Committee is the
leading developer of the large TXE4 system.
Whatever the future, a massive £5 imillion a year
research investment will ensure that STC maintains
its world-wide lead in telephone engineering.
Standard Telephones and Cables Limited,Telephone
Switching Group, Oakleigh Road, New Southgate,
London, N.11, England.

Standard Telephones and Cables Limited

How to connect up new
subscribers when the cable
network is saturated
Order an L.M.T. C12. Concentrator using the
Pentaconta*Crossbar multiswitch. This is a switching
equipment capable of multiplying by four the efficiency of subscriber lines. Providing a high degree
of flexibility to a network—rapid satisfaction of
demands and immediate returns. Investments can
follow the demand instead of anticipating it—no
idle investments. In many cases this is the most
economical permanent solution. For further information write to: Le Materiel Telephonique, 46 Ouai
Alphonse Le Gallo, 92-Boulogne — Billancourt,
France.

* Registered Trade Mark

Le Materiel Telephonique

ITT Telecommunications

New Generation of SEL High-Power TV Transmitters
for Modern Networks
For more than a decade, SEL television transmitters
have been a synonym of quality, reliability and progress in Germany and abroad.
A new transmitter generation is now available for the
execution of orders from several European countries
and the USA. The essential features are:
9 Solid-state low-power stages with klystron highpower amplifier
% Frequency range from 470 to 890 MHz
0 Output powers between 0-1 k\AAand 80 kW
$ High transmission quality due to IF modulation, for
monochrome or colour TV according to PAL, NTSC
or Secam
0 Suitable for colour TV transmission according to
CCIR, FCC and OIR

9 Simple and flexible setting-up of installations with
stand-by stages by the use of self-contained functional groups
0 Automatic and remote-control operation.
The activities of SEL cover all fields of telecommunication: telephony; railway signalling; conveyors
and post office mechanization, transmission and
navigation, teleprinter and data systems, cables and
wires, components, radio, television and phono
equipments.
Please ask for information material quoting the
No. RF 176.
Standard Elektrik Lorenz AG, Transmission and
Navigation Division, 42, Hellmuth-Hirth-Strasse,
7000 Stuttgart-Zuffenhausen, Federal Republic of
Germany.

Standard Elektrik Lorenz AG

ITT today embraces more than 150 associated companies with a total of200.000 employees. It carries on primary
research, manufacturing, communication, sales or service activities in 53 countries, and maintains market outlets
in 62 others. In addition, it operates a communication network of more than 1.000 cable, radio and satellite circuits.
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ITT

We're in the air drying business
and we're in it big.
If you've ever investigated
pressure protection for your cable
network/you already know us for
our Puregas Air Dryers. But, you
may not know that we offer a
complete line of meter panels, alarm
panels, pressure testing tools,
monitoring and measuring
equipment, as well as all the fittings
and tubing you'll ever require.
The fact is, only Puregas can

provide the kind of one source
service you need.
To date, there are more than
19,700 Puregas Air Dryers and
systems in operation in over 50
countries around the globe. This
record of accomplishment speaks
for itself. It reflects the quality of our
performance proved products and
their wide acceptance everywhere.
If you would like an idea of

what you need to pressurize your
cable system and what it will cost...
send us a copy of a cable layout
for one of your telephone exchanges
and we'll provide a proposal
quickly, and at no cost or obligation.
Puregas Equipment Corporation,
a Division of General Cable
Corporation, Section 240-01,
1445 Strongs Road, Copiague,
New York 11726.

PUREGAS

GCC

Power for the
remotest places

FARNBOROUGH
AIR SHOW

Beacon Rd.Site

But remote is one thing we're not.
When it comes to supplying out-of-the-way power
we are very much in touch.
Isotopic Thermoelectric Generators are the answer

Rated Power Rated Power
Output
Period
Watts
Years

Weight
Pounds

Dimensions
Inches
DIA.
HT.

to your needs for a stable, reliable and completely
unattended source of power for remote places.
We can supply the widest range of ITG's available.
Power outputs from 0.1 to 64 Watts for operating
periods up to ten years, with no maintenance or
refuelling during this period.
For unattended installations-marine or aircraft
navigational beacons, weather stations, microwave
repeaters, buoys, underwater systems.
Any environment-hostile coast, mountain top,

0.2
0.5
0.75
1
2
5
10
15
25
50

5
5
5
5
5
5
10
10
10
5

240
275
285
330
460
1000
1430
1540
2400
3500

8.7
9.9
9.9
9.9
10.6
12.9
27.6
27.6
27.6
27.6

7.8
9.1
9.9
10.2
9.9
36.6
21.7
25.6
29.5
42.5

jungle, desert, arctic waste, or sea bed.

Submarine Cables Limited
(A GEC-AEI Company) Greenwich,

London, S.E.10,

England.

Tel: 01-858 3291. Telex: 23687. Cables: Moorings London S.E.10.

The

Latest

Advance

in

Long

Range

Radio
Communication
LIST PRICE

$38500

THE NEW RF COMMUNICATIONS

Co-Vihl

MOBILE

Single Sideband Transceiver!
The RF Communications CO-PILOT SSB Transceiver was designed
for long range communications in INDUSTRIAL, GOVERNMENT,
POLICE,
and PRIVATE applications.
HIGH PERFORMANCE—The Co-Pilot provides single channel operation. The channel can be specified anywhere between 2 to 12 Mc.
Power output is 50 watts (can be reduced to 10 watts with rear panel
switch for reduced battery consumption).

BASE STATION

TRANSISTORIZED—All circuits except high power stages are tran-

sistorized. Instant heat tubes available for low battery consumption
applications.
SIMPLE OPERATION—Only three front panel controls. An untrained

operator can use the Co-Pilot with less than 5 minutes of instruction.
LOW POWER INPUT—The Co-Pilot operates from 12 volt D.C. power.

Power consumption in receiver is about one watt (80 ma).
SMALL SIZE—The Co-Pilot measures 10x10x4 inches and weighs

under 12 pounds.
QUALITY CONSTRUCTION—All materials and construction of high-

BOAT

est commercial quality. Can be used in regions of high temperature
and humidity, and under conditions of high shock and vibration.
FULL LINE OF ACCESSORIES—Including base station and mobile

antennas, rechargable battery kit, transceiver carrying case, battery
carrying case, direction finding antenna, and others.

High Performance Commercial Grade Communications
At a Reasonable Price!
Please write for details

rf

PORTABLE

R F COMMUNICATIONS, INC.
1680 UNIVERSITY AVENUE

ROCHESTER, NEW YORK

14610

ATL-10
Linear Power Amplifier

New
AUTOMATICALLY
TUNED
10,000-watt
ISB Transmitter
by Gates

SG-75
Synthesized Exciter

Currently being supplied to various United States Departments
and other government departments as well as common carriers
throughout the world, this series of equipment is readily available
for fixed plant or transportable service.
Channel and mode selection is accomplished by internal digital
programming with direct readout of frequency, mode and carrier
information.
Channels may be selected either locally or remotely in 100 Hz increments between 2-30 MHz with the fully solid-state exciter and
control panel.
Within ten seconds after a new channel is generated by the exciter,
the amplifier is retuned and ready to transmit.
Write or cable GARCO for further information.

HARRIS
INTERTYPE
GATES CORPORATION

GATES RADIO COMPANY
QUINCY, ILLINOIS 62301, U.S.A.
A subsidiary of Harris-lntertype Corporation

You get a little bit more with our
Built-in color.

VHF television transmitters.

Start them on black-andwhite. Then, when you're
ready, switch over to color.
No modifications. No
additional modules.
No down-time.
All of them (5, 6, 10, 12
and 25 kw) have the same
exceptional features—highefficiency r-f stages,
simplified push-button controls,
even built-in remote control.
Plus a lot of other features
that add up to finest
performance and superior
reliability. Like overload
protection, low-voltage
regulation, new d-c solidstate power supplies,
conservative "proven
performance" design,
long-life PA tubes, highfidelity circuits, and
stabilized air cooling.
And all are designed for
simple maintenance, with
tilt-out chassis, and frontand-rear

accessibility.

Your local authorized RCA
Distributor will send you
full information on any, or
all. Just specify rating.
Contact him, or write the
RCA International Marketing
Subsidiary for your area.

RCA
RCA COMMERCIAL ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS DIVISION:
Front and Cooper Streets, Dept. 715, Camden, N.J., U.S.A. 08102.
RCA INTERNATIONAL MARKETING SUBSIDIARIES:
EUROPE, MIDDLE EAST, AFRICA

RCA International Marketing, S.A., 118 Rue du Rhone, Geneva, Switzerland
MEXICO, CENTRAL AMERICA, CARIBBEAN

RCA Victor Mexicana, S.A. de C.V., Avenida Cuitlahuac 2519, Mexico, D.F.
SOUTH AMERICA

RCA International Ltd., Calle Paroissien 3960, Buenos Aires, Argentina.
FAR EAST, OCEANIA

RCA International Ltd., 415 Prince's Building, Chater Road, Hong Kong.

Measuring Equipments for Data Transmission Systems

SIEMENS

Noise pulse registration
Distortion measurements
Dependent on its threshold setting, the Impulse Noise
Counter 4H1 records those pulses which are likely to
cause errors in the transmission of data blocks. Is is intended for measurements on unoccupied telephone lines to
determine their suitability for data transmission. The measuring period can be adjusted on a built-in timer. The
number of the noise pulses detected can be read from a
counter. Two filters establish the measuring ranges between 275 Hz and 3250 Hz and between 750 Hz and 2300 Hz.
External filters can be used to select other measuring
ranges. This equipment complies with the latest CCITT
recommendations. It is easy to operate, and can be conveniently transported and stacked or installed in racks
conforming to ASA or DIN standards.
Width 440 mm, height 132.5 mm, depth 205 mpn
The Telegraph Distortion Meter 2 H 1 measures start-stop

distortion, also distortion as defined in US standards, as
well as isochronous distortion. This equipment can be
switched to 5-, 6-, 7- and 8-unit code operation and to
modulation rates of 50, 75, 100, 200, 600, 1200, 1800,
2400, 3600 and 4800 bauds thus lending itself particularly
well to use in data networks. Distortion is indicated with
an accuracy of 1%. All values can be easily read off even
at high modulation rates. The type of indication allows
conclusions to be drawn as to the trouble source. This
equipment complies with the latest CCITT recommendations. Its construction is similar to that of the 4 H 1 equipment. Width 440 mm, height 132.5 mm, depth 420 mm.
For more details write to:
Siemens Aktiengesellschaft, Wernerwerk fur Telegrafenund Signaltechnik, 8 Munchen 25, Hofmannstrasse 51.

Siemens
Data Transmission Systems
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editorial

Mar del Plata, Monday 14 October 1968
Your Excellencies,
Ladies and Gentlemen,
In 1952 a Plenipotentiary Conference was held in Buenos
Aires; for the second time in fifteen years the Argentine
Republic has thus offerred its generous hospitality to an
important ITU Conference. But this is the first time that a
Plenary Assembly of a Consultative Committee is being
held in your beautiful country, Your Excellency.
It is also the first time that I personally have had the
privilege of coming to South America and it is a great
honour for me to-day to attend the official opening meeting
of the CCITT IVth Plenary Assembly.
Argentina has been a Member of the ITU since 1 January
1889 and has always shown a lively interest in the work of
the Union. For some twenty years this interest has taken
the form of dynamic action in the various permanent organs:
thus, Argentina provided the ITU with a Secretary General
in the person of the late Dr. Marco Aurelio Andrada, whose
memory is still alive amongst us all.
Dr. Andrada was elected in 1953 by the ITU Administrative
Council at a time when the transformation of our organization into a specialized agency of the United Nations and
its transfer from Berne to Geneva called for great competence, devotion and tact on the part of the SecretaryGeneral.
Dr. Andrada in no way lacked competence and tact; he was
an eminent jurist gifted with exceptional subtlety of understanding, not to speak of his vast general culture.
His serious face, full of intelligence, and his eyes that could
suddenly light up made a very strong impression on everyone who met him.
His devotion to the ITU was boundless; I shall merely
remind you that Dr. Andrada died on active service in
June 1958, after four years' hard work.
Argentina has been a Member of the Administrative Council from its establishment in 1947 to the present day and
provided the Council with a Chairman in 1962.
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Finally, at the regional level, Argentina is extremely active
in the effort to bring about the inter-American telecommunication network as rapidly as possible. I am sure that this
activity, conducted as it is with intelligence and in perfect
harmony with the other countries of Latin America, will
mark the beginning of a new era in the history of the development of the inter-American telecommunication network
and, consequently, of the economic and social development
of this wonderful continent.
What I wish to convey to you, Your Excellency, is how
glad I am to be here to-day and how honoured and moved
I feel on this occasion.
My emotion is particularly great because we are inaugurating a Plenary Assembly of the CCITT. I have had the
privilege of participating in the work of three previous
Assemblies, as the head of the delegation of a small country
which believes in the necessity and efficacy of international
agencies, especially where the ITU is concerned. I have
therefore been able to witness the harmonious development
of the CCITT over the past twelve years. My participation
in the work of several Study Groups has been most valuable
to me and has enabled me to make the acquaintance of
such eminent persons as those who are met here in this
distinguished Assembly.
It is, therefore, a great pleasure for me to express my appreciation of and gratitude to all those who, during these
meetings, have helped me to supplement or improve my
technical knowledge in spheres which have fascinated me
and continue to fascinate me.
I have often had occasion to state that ITU is, first and
foremost, the CCI's. The responsibilities which I have borne
for eighteen months have only confirmed this conviction,
for the ITU is undeniably above all a technical organization,
and the entire technique of telecommunications is dealt
with in the Study Groups of the two CCI's.
But technology is developing rapidly, and the range of the
ITU is more impressive than ever. Over the past dozen years,
the Union's responsibilities have become overwhelming,
not only because of the dazzling advances in technique and
the spectacular inauguration of the space age, but also
because of the entry of a large number of new and developing countries into the international arena.

address delivered by Mr. M. Mili,
Secretary-General of the ITU at the
opening meeting of the CCITT IVth plenary assembly
Thanks to the strong personality of Mr. Rouviere, this
change has taken place harmoniously and smoothly in the
CCITT. All those who, like myself, have been closely connected with the work of this organ have been able to assess
all the progress made at each Plenary Assembly.
A number of innovations have been made in many fields.
Appropriate studies have been undertaken in such matters
as data transmission and satellite communication. Thanks
to the clear-minded foresight of its Director, the CCITT has
always been able to take the necessary measures at the
proper time and with the requisite decisiveness.
Mr. Rouviere has succeeded in rapidly transforming the
CCITT from a quasi-European organ into a world-wide
body, benefiting all the Members of the Union. We cannot,
therefore, dissociate the development of the CCITT from
the personality of its Director, and I should like to take
this opportunity to convey to Mr. Rouviere all my esteem
and admiration for the work he has performed so generously
and so skilfully. I think that in doing so I am genuinely
expressing the feelings of all the Members of the Union,
and especially those of all the research-workers and technicians who take such an active and effective part in the
work of the CCITT.
This work of renewal and adaptation, carried out by the
common effort of all concerned, has various aspects, and I
should like to remind you of their most characteristic
features.
First of all, I should like to mention the intercontinental
automatic service and all its implications, which are the
logical consequence of the completion of the submarine
telephone cable. It will be remembered that it was in 1956,
the year when the CCITT was established as the result of
the amalgamation of the CCIF and the CCIT, that the first
transatlantic telephone cable with submerged repeaters
was brought into service.
This innovation marked the beginning of a new period in
the history of telecommunications, for the networks established in the various continents were thenceforth linked
more and more closely together, thus leading technicians
quite naturally to create favourable conditions for an entirely automatic intercontinental telephone service. For in-

stance, the No. 6 Signalling System is a result of this useful
development.
The CCITT also plays an important part in space communications, and this is because it defined the goals to be
reached accurately and rapidly. Accordingly, to bring about
the integration of satellites in the general telecommunication
network, the CCITT has made some important recommendations, especially on permissible propagation time in a
telephone call, and has studied the consequences of this at
the level of international routing. The CCITT has also
found a place for satellites in intercontinental traffic, the
probable volume of which it has estimated for the next
ten years.
But we attach particular importance to one aspect — technical co-operation with developing countries. We are quite
aware that this activity must continue to be given our closest
consideration and it would be very long and tedious to
recall to you now the highly varied forms that can be taken
on at present by this assistance, ranging from the organization of fellowships to co-operation in the installation of
earth stations.
Of course, the CCITT is playing a leading part in this field
and it must be admitted that the collection of texts which
will be adopted by your Plenary Assembly will be a precious
guide and an invaluable source of information for the new
or developing countries.
I should also like to stress the activities of the Autonomous
Specialized Working Parties, which have already borne
fruit, inasmuch as GAS 1 has published the two volumes
of its manual on national telephone networks for the automatic service and the manuals on economic questions pertaining to telecommunications have just come out.
The 1964 Plenary Assembly decided to extend this experiment and set up other Autonomous Specialized Working
Parties. Although it is not for me to go into details of the
work of these groups, I should not like to overlook the
work of two of them, the subject of which is very wide and
shows the determination of the CCITT not to separate
technical necessities from economic reality. The first of
these is GAS 3 which is making an economic and technical
comparison of the various systems of transmission over
metallic lines or by radio channels.
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The manual being prepared will certainly be a precious
fount of information for those who have to choose the most
suitable system for their requirements and for the special
conditions obtaining in their countries. To make this study
more complete, the Regional Plan Committee for Africa
has proposed to your Plenary Assembly that GAS 3 should
also consider comparison of satellite systems with other
systems.
Likewise, GAS 5 is making general economic studies on
the development of telecommunication, studies which are
of such great importance for the developing countries. These
countries simply must have the possibility of, for example,
working out the percentage of national resources that
can reasonably be devoted to telecommunication. We hope
that the GAS 5 manual will give them all the elements they
need to answer such questions.
But the most direct action undertaken by the CCITT in
favour of the new or developing countries is that which is
attributed to the Regional Plan Committees whose success
with all the Members of the Union is so noteworthy.
ITU planning of telecommunication networks, originally
restricted to Europe and the Mediterranean Basin, rapidly
spread to all continents by the setting up of four Regional
Committees and the World Plan Committee.
This organized pattern, which intimately associates all the
Members of the Union in the harmonious development of
their telecommunication network, has already produced
the most happy results.
To give even more effective aid to the new and developing
countries, the ITU intends to take a further step forward by
making pre-investment studies on the basis of the plans
drawn up by the regional committees. UNDP is naturally
associated with such studies.
For instance, in Latin America, we are acting in perfect
collaboration with the Inter-American Telecommunication
Commission (CITEL) and the Inter-American Development
Bank (IDB). Our co-ordinated action should lead the
countries in this region to the achievement of the interAmerican telecommunication network which is so much to
be desired. In Africa, progress is rapid, thanks to the firm
support of the Economic Commission for Africa (ECA) and
the Organization of African Unity (OAU). We are certain
that the African countries understand the full interest of the
project submitted by the ITU to UNDP and we think that
their great majority will back it up with enthusiasm.
The interest taken by the ITU in the continent of Asia is no
less great and we are awaiting the approval of UNDP for
a similar project for the development of the telecommunication network in this important region of the world.
There again, our action is effectively backed up by the Economic Commission for Asia and the Far East (ECAFE).
Incidentally, the ITU makes no discrimation between the
various transmission systems; at the request of the coun-
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tries concerned, we are prepared to give them advice on the
installation of their earth stations.
This particular mention of earth stations stresses the full
interest we are taking in space telecommunications, since
the ITU as a whole and, in particular, the Consultative
Committees, are directly concerned in the entirely new
situation caused by the use of artificial satellites.
On behalf of the ITU, I already pointed out last year in
Mexico City the responsibilities of our union and the
essential part it should play in this field which is at the same
time so vital and so complex.
A great deal has happened since Mexico and the problems
at issue have become clearer. In the first place, the Administrative Council, one of the main organs of the ITU, discussed the matter at length at its 23rd session in a debate
which had considerable repercussions at the national as well
as the international level. In two historic resolutions, Resolution No. 632 and Resolution No. 637, the Council defined
and vigorously underscored the role of the ITU in space and
decided in principle that a second Space Conference should
be convened for late 1970 or early 1971.
The CCIR is playing a particularly important role as regards
the technical preparation of the Conference. An interim
meeting of CCIR Study Group IV, which deals with space
communication, has in fact just been held at Geneva. Many
useful conclusions were arrived at at this meeting but it
would be difficult to sum them up in a few words. One
thing I should like to mention, however, is the setting up
of a special international working party which will be responsible for undertaking a rapid study of the various factors affecting the efficient utilization of the orbit of geostationary satellites. The aim of this work will be to achieve
the most effective and rational use of this orbit, generally
called the " parking orbit ", which constitutes an asset of a
very special kind that must be available to all.
The CCITT is also concerned in the work of this second
Space Conference and it is fortunate that this IVth Plenary
Assembly is being held several months before the next session of the Administrative Council. You may perhaps see
fit to raise certain questions which are of direct concern to
the Council: in that event, any suggestion you may make
will be welcome, for it is an undeniable fact that, with its
four permanent organs, the ITU represents an indissoluble
entity and that any contribution from one of these organs
can only strengthen the authority of the whole organization.
An international event of significance in this connexion
was the Conference on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space,
which was held in Vienna under the auspices of the United
Nations two months after the meeting of the Administrative Council I have just mentioned. The importance of
this Conference was evidenced by the number and the standing of scientists, lawyers and political personalities who
took part in it.

The general conclusions of the Conference can be summed
up in a number of points which I think deserve special
emphasis.
In the first place, the Conference provided all participants
with an opportunity of reaffirming their view that outer
space is common property to which no one has an exclusive
right and from which everyone is free to derive maximum
benefit. In this connexion, Resolution No. 1721 (XVI) of the
United Nations General Assembly was repeatedly referred
to. As a logical consequence of this basic viewpoint, it was
unanimously agreed that the time has now come for efforts
to be effectively co-ordinated at the international level.
It goes without saying that the problems raised by a coordinated effort of this sort are extremely complex and
varied since they touch on almost all aspects of human
activity: telecommunication services, sound and television
broadcasting, the spread of literacy and education, meteorology, aerial and maritime radionavigation, and radioastronomy, to name but a few of the purposes for which
satellites will be used.
In order to achieve co-ordination along the desired lines,
the Conference decided that it was logical to make use of
existing organizations, and particularly the ITU, and to
broaden their terms of reference where necessary.
This successful reaffirmation of the role of the Union was
I think mainly due to the directives of the Administrative
Council and to the fact that the ITU has always made it
abundantly clear that it would not shirk its responsibilities
in this field.
It must be emphasized, however, that most of the delegates
present and in particular the members of the United Nations
Committee on Outer Space intend to keep a close watch on
future developments in order to be able to take whatever
action may become necessary. In other words, we shall be
judged by what we do.
It is therefore urgent that we proceed rapidly to compile our
knowledge and our requirements and put some order into
them. To that end telecommunication Administrations —
the natural link between the various national services and
the ITU — will have to throw open their doors to all present
and future national requirements so that no service feels
left out. On the other hand, it is essential that everybody
should recognize the fact that the ITU is the international
organization responsible for ensuring the necessary coordination.
In this connexion I must emphasize the need for full information to be given to all the interested services in a given
country. It was evident at the Vienna Conference that some
of the leading delegates had not been informed, as they
should have been, of what the ITU stands for, its prerogatives and its work. This is a domestic problem for each
country to solve, but which nevertheless demands a strict
understanding of the fact that telecommunications are one

big family embracing all the services. Industry will have
to concern itself more and more with these problems, as
did the first countries which ventured into space.
I think that many telecommunication Administrations
could usefully do more in the way of providing information
for the various national services responsible for space problems or general policy matters. The point could be made,
for example, that, for scientific as well as operational reasons, telecommunications form a coherent whole which
cannot be disrupted by the advent of a new technique.
As you see, the need for more information presents a real
problem at all levels and a good deal of imagination will be
needed to devise adequate solutions.
To make headway in this field, no information medium
must be overlooked. And so it was that on 1 October the
Secretary-General of the ITU, in company with the Minister of Posts and Telecommunications of the Federal Republic of Germany, had the privilege, in Bonn, of opening
the first exhibition devoted to the Union's activities, particularly in the sphere of international co-operation. We
hope that this travelling exhibition, which will last ten
months and is certain to be a big success, will inspire other
countries to hold similar exhibitions.
Another idea might be to have an annual telecommunications day in all the 135 countries Members of the Union.
The seventeenth of May would seem to be an appropriate
day, as it is the anniversary of the signing in Paris of the
first Convention which established our Union in 1865. Its
purpose would be to publicize the ITU, its role and its work.
If Administrations welcome this idea, I should be happy to
receive their comments and suggestions.
Needless to say, the Administrative Council will be studying
all these problems at its ordinary session next May. Among
other things it will have to finalize the agenda for the second
Space Conference. You will remember that all Administrations have already received a draft agenda for that Conference. It is their duty now to give it careful attention and
make any amendments which they consider necessary, for
that Conference will be a turning point in the history of our
Union in that it will precede the next Plenipotentiary Conference by a few months. It will thus have the serious responsibility of definitively establishing the ITU in its new
role as the international co-ordinating organization for all
activities related to space telecommunications. Its agenda
must therefore embrace all those questions which call for
thorough study. It is for this reason that we eagerly await
the relevant comments and suggestions of Administrations.
With respect to the CCITT, it is for this august Assembly to
define its spheres of activity for the next four years. As in
the past, I am sure that you will not be lacking in boldness
and imagination in your determination to keep abreast of
the times. In this way the CCITT will continue to play its
full part in enhancing the prestige of the Union.
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1968. The working languages were English,
French, Spanish and Russian. More than
seventy people took part, coming from
37 countries:
Algeria, Austria, Brazil, Cameroon, Chad,
Colombia, Federal Republic of Germany,
Finland, France, Ghana, Greece, Guyana,
Hungarian People's Republic, Indonesia,
Iran, Iraq, Italy, Jamaica, Laos, Mali,
Mongolian People's Republic, Netherlands
(Surinam), Pakistan, Portugal, Rwanda,
Saudi Arabia, Sierra Leone, Spain, Spanish
Provinces in Africa, Sweden, Switzerland,
Thailand, Turkey, United Kingdom, United
Kingdom Overseas Territories, United
States of America, Upper Volta.

The SecretaryGeneral's visit to the
Federal Republic
of Germany

the invitation of the Government of
the Federal Republic of Germany,
the Secretary-General of the ITU went
to Bonn on 30 September in order to
open the first TELECOM exhibition in the
presence of Dr. Werner Dollinger, Minister of Posts and Telecommunications.

A

T

The aim of this exhibition, organized jointly by the Administration of the Federal
Republic and the ITU, is to demonstrate
to visitors the interdependence of economic development and the development of
telecommunications (see page 578 of this
issue).
Also on 1 October, Mr. M. Mili had an
audience with Dr. Heinrich Luebke, President of the Republic, at which Dr. Dollinger was present.

After the TELECOM inauguration ceremony;
from left to right — Messrs Schaaf chef de
cabinet, Hecker, Director General of Information, Mili, Secretary-General of the ITU,
Breitenstroter, Dollinger, Minister of PTT.

of the Telecommunication Journal devoted
to space).
At the end of his visit the Secretary-General, accompanied by Dr. Dollinger, held
a press conference at which he described the matters with which the ITU
is at present concerned, namely, the development of technical co-operation and the
role of the ITU in space communication.
Mr. M. Mili also took the opportunity
of visiting the Darmstadt Research Institute
and the Raisting earth station.

During this visit the Secretary-General had
discussions with senior officials of the
Ministry of Posts and Telecommunications of the Federal Republic of Germany.
In particular, the problems of the recruitment of experts for technical co-operation
and the signature of the agreement on
associated experts were raised.
At another meeting, Dr. Pausch, Secretary of State for Telecommunications,
informed the Secretary-General of the
measures taken by his Administration to
implement the resolutions concerning
space matters adopted by the Administrative Council at its 23rd Session. The
measures taken by the Federal Administration include the submission of information to the scientific, technical, parliamentary and journalistic media concerned
through appropriate documentation on the
ITU (Council Resolutions relating to
space, the booklet The ITU and space
radio communications, the August issue
562

The Seminar was opened by Mr. R. E.
Butler, Deputy Secretary-General of the
Union, who addressed the participants as
follows:
" It gives me great pleasure to welcome you
to the Union's Headquarters for your
participation in the Seminar which has
been organized on Frequency Management.
" This Seminar is one of the various facets
of continuing technical co-operation between Members—indeed the technical cooperation was, in fact, the reason for the
coming into existence of our Union some
103 years ago. But just as in any other
field of endeavour, the accent and stimulous to particular subjects change from
time to time, even if the basic principles
remain unchanged. So it is today, we are
now giving greater attention to the exchange of information through a seminar
like this one.
" Today we are witnessing an almost
insatiable demand for improved communications—a problem not confined to any
one nation.

ITU Seminar
on radio frequency
management

" With this demand there is a degree of
urgency to ensure the efficient exploitation
of all resources.
" It is easy to think of the emphasis to be
given to training in the present day society.
We can also readily recall other needed
resources—finance and personnel easily
come to mind.
" Frequently, overlooked, however, is the
value of the radio spectrum. It is a natural
resource of considerable potential to any
nation.

S

eminar on frequency management and
the use of the radio frequency spectrum was held at Union headquarters in
Geneva from 28 October to 8 November
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"Incorrect or uninformed planning and
exploitation can entail much unnecessary
capital investment and operating expenditure, at times, reinvestment—when money
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can be applied for other service development—to correct the earlier decisions in
regard to the use of the spectrum. It can
add to your public consumer cost, impair
safety of life and result in calamities. These
are just a few examples. There are many
others which point up the importance of
proper management of the spectrum
whether it is for the well-known PTT or
civil aviation operators, the meteorologists
or the mobile or fixed radiocommunication service operator or broadcasters or
public householders for whom you have,
as the national regulator, important
responsibilities.
" Wisely planned frequency management
can thus be of inestimable value to your
Administrations and your Governments in
their development and their economic
infrastructures.
" Many of your Administrations are at a
stage where the mistakes and pitfalls of
some of the more developed countries can
be avoided.
" Thus, at this Seminar you will have an
opportunity of analyzing and discussing
the subject material and taking away
information which you have the opportunity of pursuing later.
" Fortunately, today, seminars are being
organized within the Union individually
or collectively on a greater scale than
previously. Here I believe your International Frequency Registration Board deserves recognition for the pioneering work
it has contributed in earlier times when
such seminars were not as well appreciated.

tion generally. The doors of the various
sections here are open to you.
" Thus, we would hope that you will go
away with a better understanding of not
only of the spectrum and your responsibilities to each other, but also of your
International Frequency Registration
Board and of your Union generally.
" After all, you are the ITU and we are
here to serve you.
«It gives me pleasure therefore to open
your Seminar.»
Mr. A. Berrada, Chairman of the IFRB,
opening the first session, stressed the
importance attached by all countries to
interference-free radiocommunications and
consequently to a rational management of
the frequency spectrum. Mr. Berrada also
spoke of the importance of interferencefree radiocommunications for satelite
systems and the increasing use of the High
Frequency bands, especially in new and
developing countries where this system of
communication is the only mean at their
disposal for their national and international
communications.
The lecturers at the Seminar were specialists
from Canada, the Federal Republic of
Germany, France, the United Kingdom
and the United States of America, members
of the IFRB, engineers of the IFRB
Specialized Secretariat and officials of the
General Secretariat of the ITU.

During the seminar, lectures were given on
the following subjects:
— Structure of the ITU, the Radio Regulations, Service documents
— principles of radiocommunications
— wave propagation
— various radio services: fixed, aeronautical, maritime mobile, special services,
services using frequencies above 30
MHz, space radiocommunications and
broadcasting
— the procedure for modifying frequency
assignments, their technical examination by the IFRB
— international monitoring
— settlement of interference problems
— frequency management and co-ordination
— technical co-operation.
The participants followed the lectures and
the subsequent discussions with interest.
About 30 % of them held fellowships
awarded by the Technical Cooperation
Department and a dozen of the participants
have prolonged their stay in Geneva, some
for several weeks, in order to become more
familiar with the work of the IFRB and
to pass on that knowledge to their present
Administrations.

Opening of the ITU Seminar by the Deputy Secretary-General — from left to right: Mr. J. Herbstreit, Director of the CCIR, Mr. R. E. Butler, Deputy Secretary-General, Mr. A. Berrada,
Chairman of the IFRB, Mr. T. Nishizaki, Vice-Chairman of the IFRB.

" For the Secretary-General, I thank the
Board and the various Officials of the
Union's Headquarters and of the Administrations who are contributing to the actual
programme. We are pleased with the cooperation which has manifested itself between the Union's Headquarters and
officers of the UNDP and the United
Nations Regional and Local Resident
Representatives and of your Governments.
Having played some part in preparing for
and organizing a Seminar in the Australian
Administration I can appreciate the amount
of effort that has been involved.
" I hope too that during the next two
weeks you will take the opportunity of
discussing any other problems that you
might have—whether they be in the fields
of the Board, your Consultative Committees, i.e. the CCIR and the CCITT, or the
General Secretariat or Technical CooperaTELECOMMUNICATION JOURNAL - VOL. 35 - XI11968
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Visit by the Permanent
Representative
of Austria

Visit by the Permanent
Representative
of Pakistan

H. E. Kamalu ddin Ahmed, Ambassador,
Permanent Representative of Pakistan
to the Office of the
United Nations and
the Specialized Agencies in Geneva, called
on Mr. Mili, Secretary General of the
ITU on 10 October.
H. E. Eugen F. Buresch, Ambassador
Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary, Permanent Representative of Austria to the Office
of the United Nations and the Specialized
Agencies in Geneva, who recently arrived
in Geneva, called on Mr. Mili, SecretaryGeneral on 26 September.

H. E. K. Ahmed

Interim meeting
of CCIR Study
Group XIII

Visit by the departing
Permanent
Representative
of Norway

H.E. S. Chr.
Sommerfelt
564

H.E. Soren Chr. Sommerfelt, Ambassador,
Permanent Representative of Norway to the
Office of the United
Nations and the other
international organizations in Geneva,
visited Union headquarters on 26 September where he had
a talk with Mr. Mili,
Secretary- General.

CIR Study Group
XIII (Mobile services) held an Interim
Meeting in Geneva
from the 25th September to the 8th October
1968, under its chairman, Mr. G. H. M.
Gleadle (United Kingdom).

C

On land mobile questions, several docuMr. G. H. M. Gleadle
ments were submitted
and discussed on the
general principles of
planning and on me-
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thods of measurement of characteristics of
equipment, particularly those characteristics that determine the generation of potential interference and those that give protection from interference. The present report
was re-cast into two parts and brought upto-date. The first part deals with technical
characteristics of equipment and the second
part with planning principles. This rearrangement will facilitate the issuing of
future recommendations. An Opinion was
also addressed to the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) to seek
advice on methods of measurement.
With regard to radiotelegraphy questions,
a report was prepared summarizing the
five documents that had been submitted
on the probable future operational requirements of a selective-calling system for the
maritime service and proposals for the
type and format of the calling signal.
The study was extended to include error
control in conjunction with digital selective
calling. When the study of future selective
calling has progressed sufficiently, it may
be desirable to ask the Inter-Governmental
Maritime
Consultative
Organization
(IMCO) if there are any new requirements
for safety and distress that should be taken
into account for the future.
Further consideration is also being given
to resolving an ambiguity that may arise
on board ships with the present selective
calling system (sequential single frequency
code) in distinguishing an " All Ships "
call from a selective call.
The general report on selective calling was
revised as a result of the discussions at the
Special Meeting in 1967 and at the Interim
Meeting in 1968 and the provisions made
for selective calling in the revision of the
Radio Regulations by the Maritime World
Administrative Radio Conference in 1967.
The report and recommendation on direct
printing telegraph equipment were also
brought up-to-date now that radio regulations have also been made by the Maritime
WARC for direct-printing telegraphy in
the maritime service. It is proposed in the
report that initial comparisons of different
error-control systems be made by using
propagation simulators. Tentative agree-
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ment was also reached at the Interim Meeting on the maximum duration of the synchronizing and phasing period (which is
important for an intermittent service with
different ships), and on criteria for assessing error-correcting systems.
A new Question was drafted on " radiopaging " systems.
With regard to radiotelephony problems, a
draft recommendation was agreed on operational procedures for single sideband radiotelephone services in the HF maritime
mobile bands.
It was also agreed that the study of the
reduction of the frequency separation between adjacent channels in the VHF maritime service could now be cancelled, as
provision has now been made by the
Maritime WARC for the introduction of
25 kHz frequency separation, based on the
discussions at the Special Meeting.
A new Question was agreed on compandor
techniques for improving the performance
of MF and HF maritime radiotelephone
circuits.
The recommendation on direction-finding
in the 2 MHz band on board ships was
extended to include facilities for " homing "
only. This will be of interest to the IMCO
for the safety of life at sea.

Visit of the Deputy Secretary General to the Bangkok Training Centre
Mr. Butler, who recently travelled to Geneva to take up the post of Deputy Secretary-General of the
Union, broke his journey at Bangkok, Thailand on 18 September to visit the Professional Telecommunication Training Centre. The Centre is a project realized by the ITU within the framework of
the UNDP. During his visit, the Deputy Secretary-General had discussions with senior officials of
the Centre. In our photograph, from left to right
Messrs W. A. Bergeron, Jr., Radio (microwave) Expert,
Vichit Hemsmitti, Senior Instructor microwave, explaining the microwave equipment,
S. O. Linder, Telephony Expert,
R. E. Butler, Deputy Secretary-General, ITU,
J. J. Senyard, ITU Expert (TA) with the Telephone Organization CDR Watana,
Sumawong, Chief of Training Division, Training Centre,

Considerable progress was also made in
the study of the performance of selfsupporting antennae for 500 kHz on ships.
A report was drawn up, giving the results
of measurements on a number of ships
with various types of antennae, and a
theoretical method for calculating the
" metre-amperes " product and total aerial
power. These studies likewise are important for safety at sea.
Other existing texts were also revised and
brought up-to-date wherever necessary.
During the Interim Meeting, the Study
Group elected Mr. P. Mortensen (Norway)
as Vice-Chairman, in succession to Mr. N.
J. Soberg who had tendered his resignation
in view of his impending retirement from
the Norwegian Administration.
G.H.M.G.

R. Seshasayee, ITU Project Manager.

(Argentine Republic) from 14 to 25 October 1968. It had been preceded by the final
meetings of the Study Groups from
23 September to 11 October.

IVth Plenary Assembly
of the CCITT

307 participants from 72 countries attended
the Plenary Assembly itself, which owed
much of its success to the excellent organization provided by the inviting Administration, not to mention its generous
hospitality.
The Assembly re-elected Mr. Jean Rouviere as Director of the CCITT until the
Vth Plenary Assembly.

The IVth Plenary Assembly of the
CCITT was held at Mar del Plata

A detailed report on the IVth Plenary
Assembly will be published in a forthcoming number of the Journal.
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technical
cc-cieratiin
inauguration
of the
Ivory CoastEthiopia
trans-African
pilot circuit

(1BTE)
H. M. Emperor Haile Selassie inaugurates the trans-African pilot circuit by a conversation....

The official inauguration on 4 October 1968 of the Ivory Coast-Ethiopia pilot circuit, by a
telephone conversation between the two Heads of State, underlined the importance of this
4000-kilometre trans-African east-west-east link, the first of its kind.
The following pages contain a description of the project, carried out by the ITU and the
two countries concerned within the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP).
The reader may wonder why the term "pilot circuit" has been used for a link which is
technically conventional. In fact, the establishment of this artery, for which there was
already enough potential traffic, should make it possible to ascertain whether its operation
will attract even more additional traffic in the east-west-east direction on the African
continent. This experiment should yield valuable information for the establishment of other
African links in accordance with the Addis Ababa Plan.
It is in this sense that the Abidjan-Addis Ababa link represents a pilot project.

At 12.15 the same day in the IBTE Regional Office the telex circuit was inaugurated by the exchange of several congratulatory
messages. These messages were principally between the respective
Ministers of PT&T, the Director General of PT&T, Ivory Coast,
and the General Manager of the Ethiopian Board of Telecommunication. The Resident Representative of UNDP in Ivory
Coast, on one hand, and the Deputy Resident Representative of
UNDP in Ethiopia and the Executive Secretary of ECA, on the
other hand, also exchanged messages.
Present in the telex room of IBTE's Regional Office were H.E. the
Minister of PT&T, Mr. Salah Hinit; H.E. the Ambassador of
Ivory Coast in Addis Ababa, Mr. Honore Polneau; the Deputy
Resident Representative of UNDP in Addis Ababa, Mr. Kozhevnikov; the Project Manager, Mr. Frank Norman; IBTE's General
Manager, Mr. Betru Admassie, and several ITU Regional Experts
and IBTE officials.
566
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The texts of the messages were as follows:
The Ethiopian Minister of PT&T to the Minister of PT&T in
Ivory Coast:
" May I add to His Imperial Majesty's message my congratulations
and best wishes for the future. I was very pleased that His Majesty
mentioned the matter of co-operation because this is a very good
example of international co-operation on African problems. We are
very pleased to have participated with your Administration and the
United Nations in this work. We are doing all we can to assure its
success and will be following the results of the traffic studies with
great interest. May I thank you again for your co-operation and
particularly the members of your Administration behind the scenes,
the technicians, operators and other staff who are making this
circuit work."
( Original: English)

union activities/technical co-operation

This direct communication between our two
countries cannot but improve further the
good relations which so fortunately exist
between our two nations.
I should like to take this opportunity to
express our gratitude to the United Nations
which made the execution of this development project possible.
Mr. President, I declare this telecommunication circuit officially open and wish you
and your people lasting peace and prosperity. ”
( Original: French)
H.E.
reply:

(Ivory Coast Administration)

.. with H. M. Houphouet-Boigny, President of the Ivory Coast

The opening ceremony

General Manager of the Board of Telecommunications of Ethiopia (IBTE).

The inauguration of the circuit took place
at 11.45 on 4 October from the office of
H.I.M. Haile Selassie I in the Jubilee
Palace. The ceremony consisted of a telephone conversation between H.I.M. the
Emperor and H.E. the President of the Ivory
Coast, Mr. Houphouet Boigny. This was
followed by a conversation between the
Ministers of PT&T of both countries and
a conversation between the Director
General of PT&T, Ivory Coast, and the

His Majesty Emperor Haile Selassie,
addressing H.E. President Houphouet
Boigny, said:
" I should like to express to you the great
pleasure we feel in speaking to you personally, especially on this happy occasion.
We have followed this project with the
greatest interest for we feel that it represents
a step toward the great Africa to which we
aspire.

President

Houphouet

Boigny's

" I am very happy to be able to hear you
directly today and to take this opportunity
to assure you once more of my highest
esteem and also to send you my most
sincere wishes for good health and a long
life. I should be glad if you would convey
to the brotherly nation of Ethiopia the best
wishes of the people of the Ivory Coast for
their happiness and increasing prosperity. I
wish to associate myself with you in expressing our gratitude and congratulations to the
technicians of the International Telecommunication Union to whose devotion and
competence we owe our well-justified happiness this morning.
A new link has been added in the long chain
which will unite all African states and all
states in the world engaged in the same
effort to ensure greater understanding between peoples, friendship and fraternity
between peoples and the happiness of all in
freedom and peace."
( Original: French)

The Minister of PT&T of Ivory Coast to his counterpart in
Ethiopia:

Abidjan's UNDP Resident Representative message to
UNDP Resident Representative in Addis Ababa:

" Am particularly happy to open this pilot telecommunication
circuit which will strengthen existing links between our two States
and through them between States of East Africa and West Africa.
Wish to express the gratitude of the Government of the Republic
of Ivory Coast to the Special Fund of the United Nations Development Programme, which has made possible the implementation of
this project, and convey my deep gratification at the effective collaboration of your services which contributed to the achievement.
Warmest wishes for the complete success of this new contribution
to the cause of African unity. Best regards."

" On the occasion of the official inauguration of the Abidjan-Addis
Ababa telecommunication circuit, first stage of the African telecommunication network, established thanks to the co-operation of
the United Nations Development Programme and the ITU, I have
pleasure in noting that it was possible to complete our project
by the date planned, which appears to me a good omen for
the other measures envisaged for the establishment of a
pan-African telecommunication network. Please accept four
congratulations and transmit them to the ITU team headed by
Mr. Norman."

( Original: French)

the

( Original: French)
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Ethiopia's Deputy Resident Representative (UNDP) message to
the Resident Representative (UNDP) in Ivory Coast:

IBTE's General Manager in Addis Ababa to PT&T's Director
General in Abidjan:

" Ehrenstrale on behalf UNDP staff' in Ethiopia and myself receive
congratulations on the occasion of the opening of the regional pilot
telecommunications circuit Addis Ababa-Abidjan. I am sure this
telecommunications line will help further development of telecommunication network in Africa best regards
( Original: English)

" I can add little to the thoughts expressed so far except to give you
my assurance of the complete co-operation of my staff'in making this
project a success. My congratulations to you on the part you have
played and my best wishes for continued success of the Post and
Telecommunication Administration in Abidjan. I am sure you will
agree with me that the ITU Project Manager and his associates have
done a good job. Best regards to you and your staff'and look forward
for continued co-operation."
( Original: English)

UNDP Resident Representative in Abidjan to Executive Secretary of EC A in Addis Ababa:
" On the occasion of the official inauguration of the Abidjan-Addis
Ababa telecommunication circuit, first stage of the African telecommunication network, established thanks to the co-operation of
the governments concerned, of the United Nations Development
Programme and of the ITU and in close collaboration with EC A,
I have pleasure in sending my warmest regards."
( Original: French)
ECA's Executive Secretary message to the UNDP Resident
Representative in Abidjan:
" Ehrenstrale our dreams are coming true and work to fruition,
an excellent example of constructive co-operation between UNDP
ITU and Regional Commission which should bring African countries closer together and facilitate economic co-operation. Felicitations
( Original: English)

Director of Telecommunications in Abidjan to IBTE's General
Manager in Addis Ababa:
" Thanks to the completion of the long-awaited Abidjan-Addis
Ababa pilot circuit, we are able today to communicate directly by
modern means of telecommunication. The success of this project
will greatly contribute to strengthening links between us and will
enable the quality of our services to be improved. I can assure you
that my services will do everything possible to ensure the efficient
maintenance of this circuit which constitutes a) link between our
two countries and hence between East and West Africa. In particular,
I wish to congratulate warmly the ITU experts and your colleagues
for the competence and devotion they have shown in concluding
this important project. Most cordial regards."

characteristics
of the
pilot circuit

by F. NORMAN

telecommunication circuit has been
opened between Addis Ababa and
Abidjan. This is in itself not an unusual
occurrence. However establishment of this
circuit has been conceived and achieved

A
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( Original: French)

through the co-operation of the two
governments concerned and the United
Nations Development Programme (UNDP)
the
International
Telecommunication
Union and the Economic Commission for
Africa (ECA). For the last decade African
nations have found difficulties in communicating amongst themselves especially
those on opposite sides of the continent.
The establishment of the Plan Committee
for Africa by ITU was thus welcomed as
the most appropriate method for planning
the necessary interconnexion of the networks of the continent. The first meeting
of the Plan Committee requested ITU to
set up a team of regional experts to give
general assistance where requested to any
African Administration. Parallel with this
development the Executive Secretary of
ECA was requested notably by the 5th
session of the Economic Commission to
take all possible steps to assist the member
countries to establish a pan-African
telecommunications network which was
seen a prerequisite for the economic
development of Africa.
It was thus a natural development that
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ivory Coast

1. Arrival of transmitting equipment for the
Abicljan-Addis Ababa pilot circuit
2. Abidjan terminals
3. View of the Abidjan international telegraph
centre
4. ITU expert Maurice Ravarit (France) in
the transmitting centre at Bingerville near
Abidjan . . .
5. . . . and explaining MUX equipment to

Ivory Coast technicians
6. Laying of the cable connecting the Abidjan
telecommunication office with the transmitting centre at Bingerville
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ITU and ECA should establish a joint
mission at ECA headquarters in Addis
Ababa.
A memorandum of understanding was
signed between ECA and ITU in January
1964 and since then very fruitful cooperation has been achieved.
The members of this joint EC A/ITU
mission after being in contact with most
African telecommunications Administrations bearing in mind the urgent requirements of east-west communications
proposed the establishment of a pilot high
frequency radio communication circuit
between two centres. Addis Ababa and
Abidjan were chosen for this pilot circuit.
The UNDP accepted to finance this project and the ITU was chosen as the executing agency. The aim of the project as
set out in the beginning was to establish
a telecommunications circuit between
Addis Ababa and Abidjan for the purpose
of:
a) providing commercial services between these two important centres, and,
b) obtaining valuable traffic statistics
which could be used as a guide for
the viability of other intra-African
circuits already proposed under the
Dakar Plan (now the Addis Ababa
Plan).
This project is of some significance not
only in itself and its possible influence on
planning of intra-African circuits but also
because it shows the interest of the two
countries in the broader problems of
telecommunication development. It also
represents a departure from the better
known training activities of the special fund
and shows its willingness to come to
terms in a very practical sense with what is
otherwise a rather controversial matter.
The project did in fact arise over a conflict
of ideas on the pattern of development of
pan-African telecommunications. There
are those who claim that the pan-African
traffic is so small that it can be easily accommodated on the more highly exploited
Africa-Europe circuits. They claim with
the backing of the statisticians, that direct
circuits cannot be justified financially at
this stage and further there are some advantages in awaiting the establishment of a
hierarchical switching system in Africa.
Their adversaries claim that the past traffic
does not truly reflect the future needs
bearing in mind the changed political
570

structure and orientation of present day
African countries. Further they claim
that while many of the existing circuits
may appear adequate, there is in fact a
suppressed demand due to the fact that
most direct circuits are time shared and
because the transited calls are subject to
high traffic.
One important aspect of this project is
that it has been possible to procure and
install the equipment most technically
appropriate without being bound by
the initial economics of the circuit.
As is stated later, with regard to the establishment of traffics, the circuit was designed as if was fully justified by a high
traffic demand. Under normal circumstances telecommunications Administrations are not able to establish sophisticated circuits unless they can be proved
to be economically justifiable. The contention of the initiators of this circuit that
a modern high quality permanent circuit
with reasonables rates will encourage
traffic supressed for many reasons to
manifest itself.
The project is radical therefore in the
sense that its justification is not based on
past statistical evidence but on the need
to explore the demand by providing full
facilities on a full time basis. While only
in time can this aspect be judged, there
have been some advantageous side issues
of the work. Some new types of equipment
have been installed in both Ethiopia and
the Ivory Coast, some novel techniques
demonstrated and a staff training programme undertaken.
Basically what has been provided is a fourchannel high-frequency radio system to
carry a four-channel ARQ system on one
of the radio channels and a telephone circuit on a second radio channel leaving two
channels for future development. A 10 kW
radio transmitter is being used to feed a
tiered rhombic aerial at each of the transmitting stations while reception of the
transmissions is being made by identical
receiving rhombic aerials feeding independent side-band receivers. At the time of
opening the circuit the audio signals were
fed through conventional radio telephone
terminals although the introduction of
Lincompex terminals is planned for early
1969. For reasons of flexibility the ARQ
system and associated VFT units were
planned for operation on two by two
channel operation comprising two telex
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channels, one telegram channel and one
channel fitted with subdividers for leased
circuits.
In addition to the equipment exclusively
required for the Addis Ababa-Abidjan
circuit the project included the common
equipment such as the 200 line automatic
telex exchange in Addis Ababa and a
26 quad loaded cable between the central
exchange in Abidjan and the transmitting
station at Bingerville some 13 km. away.
This is the first automatic telex exchange in
Ethiopia and involved some major decisions on the part of the Administration on
the type of system to introduce. After
careful study of the various systems
available it was decided to adopt a crossbar system having keyboard selection and
type A' signalling for local subscribers.
The cable in Abidjan was polythene insulated lead covered cable with tape armouring and a polythene outer cover. It was
a conventional installation but considerable care was taken in its loading and
balancing to permit a substantial increase
in its circuit carrying capacity should this
be required at a later date.
4

For the purchase of the equipment two
separate specifications were drawn up,
one for Ethiopia and one for the Ivory
Coast. Prospective suppliers were invited
to offer for all or part of the equipment
and the final choice was based on the
quantity, cost, delivery time and the need
to integrate the equipment with that existing in the two national networks. The
technical specifications were largely based
on current CCITT and CCIR Recommendations which considerably facilitated
the interconnexion of equipment from the
various manufacturers in five different
countries.
One of the more important aspects was
the establishment of tariffs for this circuit
particularly as the financing and operation
is rather unusual. In order to establish these
at a reasonable level it was decided that
the matter should be treated as a normal
comercial operation. In other words the
cost of providing the services were those
normally incurred in the provision, installation and operation of such equipment
and further that the establishment of the
circuit was justified on traffic grounds.
It was argued that this would give a
reasonable level of tariffs and would
not lead to suppression of traffic. Two
principles of tariff estimation were consi-

7. The Addis Ababa transmitter hall

8. Mr. Herouy Gezahegne an Ethiopian telegraphy specialist at the new Addis Ababa
telex switchboard.
9. The Addis Ababa regional telecommunication building
10. Ethiopian technicians
11. ITU expert Norman E. Marshall (United
Kingdom ) tuning the pilot circuit exciter at
Addis Ababa transmitting centre
12. Installation of the Addis Ababa crossbar
telex exchange. (Standing: Frank Norman
(Australia), ITU Project Manager; pointing: Hisao Abe (Japan), ITU automatic
telegraphy expert)
13. Erecting the pilot circuit antenna at the
Addis Ababa transmitting centre

Ethiopia
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dered: firstly that given in the CCITT
Recommendation E.51 (page 119 of Volume II, of the Blue Book) an as an alternative the Plan Committee Document
COM III No. 25 e of 13.2.67. In the former
the " transitional conditions " were applied
as it was argued that notwithstanding the
fact that " modern equipment " was used
the total capacity of the circuit was limited
to four 3 kHz channels. It was also estimated that the capital and operating cost
of the telex channels aproached that of
the telephone channel when ARQ equipment was employed and an empirical level
of 90% was thought reasonable. For the
telegram channel it was assumed that 10
words per minute would be handled on the
average and that the circuit cost would be
the same as that for a telephony channel.
The above method led to comparable
charges to those proposed by the Africa
Plan Working Party V except that the
latter did not envisage transit charges.
It is interesting to note that the application
of the above charges brought about
decrease in telephone charges of 50%,
in telex of 40% and in telegrams of 75%.
The study now has started on whether
these assumptions are reasonable and
what are the real levels of return. But irrespective of the final results of this there
have been some very real gains in the provision of equipment, the introduction of
new techniques and staff training.

sam over a West Telegraph Company
;elegraph cable to Accra.

ivory coast
telecommunication
network

by Suliman CISSOKO
Minister for Posts and Telecommunications
Ivory Coast

I. Abidjan-Addis Ababa link
radio link with Ethiopia is about to be
opened in the Ivory Coast, for the
routing of telegraph, telephone and telex
traffic between the two countries. As a
result, telecommunication links, which
were always difficult between West and
East Africa, will be eased by having transit
facilities via Abidjan and Addis Ababa.

A

Financed by the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) within the
framework of a pilot project, this development, which was studied by the International Telecommunication Union, is due
for completion in 1968 and will add a link
to the Ivory Coast telecommunication
system the pattern of which was already
well developed.
The choice of the methods to be used was
governed by the requirements and the
traffic expected. This is why an HF link
was chosen, consisting of a transmitter
and receiver with independent side-bands
for each transmission direction and the
most modern error-correcting equipment
for the transmission and reception of
telegraphy and telex. The telephone channel will be connected to the existing telephone network through a 4-wire to 2-wire
switchboard.
Before going into further detail about the
technical equipment we must examine the
Ivory Coast telecommunication system to
which this pilot link will be connected.
II. Ivory Coast telecommunications: background
The Ivory Coast, created in 1893 by a
decree dated 10 March, already had external communications from Grand-Bas-
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The first inland telecommunication link
was introduced two years later. This telephone and telegraph link between two
post offices (Assinie and Grand-Bassam)
consisted of a 30/10 single iron wire supported by natural posts cut in the forest
which it crossed; the return was via the
earth.
Ten years later thirty-three places were
interconnected by 2680 km of similar lines.
Due to the economic expansion of the
country, the telegraph network had increased to 3260 km by 1906.
At the same time, a 7 km cable was sunk
in the Ebrie lagoon which, with its overland extension, was to link Grand-Bassam
to Bingerville, the new capital.
The need to lay several circuits sometimes
entailed the use of metal supports, as for
instance in the case of the Grand-BassamJacqueville-Grand-Lahou line. However,
as the sea air caused oxidation, these supports lasted only seven years despite
thorough annual maintenance.
From the first years 2 mm or 2.5 mm copper wires were laid on the major links or
those which were easiest to maintain.
Telegrams were transmitted in Morse.
Sounders were fed by Leclanche batteries
and Baudot or Froment repeating relays
were installed in the intermediate stations.
In 1909 high-grade telegraph links existed
with the Gold Coast (Ghana), Upper
Volta, French Sudan (Mali) and Guinea.
In 1912 a submarine cable linked Conakry
and Grand-Bassam.
In 1911 a study was carried out in Tabou
for the installation of the first radio station
and the premises were completed in 1913.
Two 70 m pylons with 90 m spacing were
used to support the antennae until 1930.
This station, opened on 15 April 1913 for
public correspondence with ships at sea,
was able, from 1914 onwards, to communicate with the Monrovia station,
which was put into service after some
delay.
III. Telecommunication development
The telecommunication equipment thus
installed at the beginning of the century
underwent few changes in subsequent
years, so that in 1949 there were only four
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14. Inside the main Abidjan Post and Telecommunication Office
15. A heavy traffic African coastal station:
Abidjan Radio
16. An Ivory Coast technician adjusting TW 39
telex exchange equipment

telephone exchanges whose interconnexion
was unreliable or impossible. Little by
little the wire lines were replaced by small
radio stations which could be used for
telegraphy but only with some difficulty
for telephony.
It was, however, necessary to do away
with the wire lines for economic reasons
and also because of the lack of regular
maintenance during the second World
War.
In 1950, with the opening of the canal
which meant that ships could enter deep
waters in the lagoon, Abidjan, the capital
since 1934, began to thrive, as a result of
which the telecommunication services
expanded. The principal developments are
as follows:
— opening of independent sideband radio
links with Dakar (March 1951), Bamako (June 1951) and Paris (January
1952);
— the laying of a 100 km cable between
Abidjan and Agbaville, the principal
centre for telecommunication traffic
with the north and west of the country
(end 1952);
— construction of the first 2000-line automatic exchange (1955);
— installation of the first broadcasting
transmitters: 10 kW SW (1955),
1 kW MW (1955), 1 kW SW (1957),
4 kW MW (1957).
This period also saw the putting into service of the first 12-channel carrier bay
which, by passing twelve telephone chan-

nels plus a number of telegraph channels
over the same physical circuit, made the
overhead lines economically sound once
more despite the high cost of maintenance.
Since then this method of transmission has
developed considerably thanks to the use
of insulated copper-steel wire as the
physical support.
These early attempts to introduce modern
telecommunication systems, achieved mainly thanks to financial aid from FIDES,
have been carried on up to the present
time, sometimes—since independence—
with the help of new financial aid outside
the Administration:

BSIE (Ivory Coast)
FAC (France)
EDF (European Development Fund)
AID (United States of America)
United Nations Special Fund.
It is satisfactory to note that in addition
to these financial aids, the major part of
the investment has been by the Administration itself out of profits, thus enabling
its network to develop rapidly.
A first plan covering the years 1962-1966
has been fully completed. The study of a
second development plan covering the
years 1968-1972, with an extension to 1980,
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which was entrusted to a French company,
has just been completed. From this plan
the line to be taken in future for the internal network of the Ivory Coast can
already be foreseen. The guiding lines in
its preparation are as follows:
— relief of congestion in the Abidjan
network;
— installation of an infrastructure of high
capacity trunk lines by radio relay;
— progressive automation of inland exchanges ;
— extension of the area of the telephone
network to serve remote districts and
users.
With respect to external relations, the
Ivory Coast, lacking the necessary funds,
entrusted a private company with the
installation of the Abidjan-Paris link, the
technical aspect of new links and part of
the operational services.
IV. Present telecommunication position
As the greater part of the telephone and
telegraph traffic is centred on Abidjan,
major telecommunication axes were installed to cope with the flow of internal
traffic to the capital. There are three of
these: one to the north with an extension
to Ouagadougou, another westward to
Man and the third eastward to Bondoukou.
They consist of bimetallic overhead lines
but with a terminal capacity of only 15,
4 and 3 channels respectively. They will be
replaced by radio-relay links which can
accommodate 300 channels at the terminal.
Work is now in progress on the AbidjanMan axis and it is due to be completed in
1973 for the whole of these three major
telecommunication routes.
The existing arteries will continue to be
used for intermediate localities.
Parallel to these radio-relay links, television
systems will follow the same path and use
the same infrastructures. Part of the system
in the Man direction has been completed
and serves two 10 kW transmitters—one
at Man and the other at Dotenzia—which,
with the Abidjan transmitter, means that
a large part of the country is covered.
The total number of localities with a
telegraph service is 83, 81 of which also
have the telephone.
Telephone exchanges
At the present time there are seven automatic telephone exchanges and six are
574

under construction. Sixty-eight manual
exchanges complete the country's telephone coverage.
These exchanges are interconnected by
6350 km of lines, including the three major
axes referred to above, and twenty-four
VHF circuits. This whole group of circuits
is equipped with 29 12-channel carrier
bays, six with 6 channels, six with 4 channels, twenty-two with 3 channels, two with
2 channels and twenty with 1 channel.
At the present time there are 12 300 subscribers to the telephone service.
Telegraph offices
An automatic telegraph office interconnecting with the telex network links twelve
of the main telegraph offices, using the
same supports as the telephone service.
Five-unit code teleprinters provide the
service.
The rest of the offices use Morse and
transmit via HF stations, or on telephone
channel supports.
Telex service
The telegraph exchange switches users to
the telex service. At the present time there
are 210 subscribers and the maximum
capacity is 320.
Coast stations
There is one important difference in the
three stations Tabou, Sassandra and Abidjan: while Tabou and Sassandra are virtually used for port operations only, the
Abidjan station is used for long-distance
traffic. It is equipped with 5 kW HF trans-

mitters (A3 and Al), 4 kW MF transmitters (A3 and Al) and 50 Watt VHF
transmitters for port operations and communications with the telephone network.
Despite the expensive equipment and high
staff costs, in 1967 it showed a net profit
of about 40 % of the over-all turnover.
Broadcasting
In addition to the transmitters already in
service in 1957, three new ones were put
into service—one 5 kW MW and the other
two 25 and 100 kW SW. Together these
transmitters broadcast two programmes.
International links
The international links tabled below are
generally set up by independent sideband
transmitters. The one linking the Ivory
Coast with France is to be replaced in 1970
by a satellite link.
V. Usefulness of the Abidjan-Addis Ababa
link and equipment used
As Addis Ababa is the headquarters of the
Organization of African Unity (OUA), it
was desirable to introduce links with West
Africa.
The Ivory Coast, classified as CT2 at
Mexico City, seemed well suited to receive
the farthest point of West Africa. Moreover its fourteen international links and
the progress made in its telecommunication
network militated in its favour.
The characteristics of the equipment to be
used for this link were defined by the
International Telecommunication Union

Number of circuits
Telex

Connexion with
Telephone

Cameroon
Congo Brazzaville
Dahomey
France
Ghana
Guinea
Upper Volta
Liberia
Mali
Niger
Nigeria
Senegal
Togo
Tunisia
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in collaboration with technicians in the
Ivory Coast Administration.
The complete plant consists of the following equipment:
independent sideband
transmitter with a peak power of 10 kW.
One sideband is reserved for two specialized telephone circuits, one incoming and
one outgoing, with semi-automatic numbering. The second sideband is used for
TOR modulation by diversity frequency
shift on 1190-1530-2210-2550 Hz;
a)

b)

Transmitter:

TOR: the time-multiplex TOR or

ARQ error-correcting system is modulated
by the following four circuits:
— point-to-point circuit with servotransmitters for telegrams;
— circuit for a leased channel with the
possibility of sub-dividing into four
channels if necessary;
— incoming telex circuit;
— outgoing telex circuit.
The latter two circuits, on the Abidjan
side, have a code transposing device for the
numbering. This is necessary because on
the Addis Ababa side the telex office is of
the crossbar type with A-type key numbering, whereas the Abidjan office has
B-type pulse numbering. These two circuits will be semi-automatic in operation
with an international manual control panel
capable of accepting a hundred incoming
calls and with connexion or transit facilities on six different channels.
c) Receiver: reception is by a fully tran-

sistorized independent sideband receiver
with scope for picking up six frequencies
from the crystal-controlled oscillator, plus
a high-stability continuous band.
d) Cable: as the set of junctions between

the transmitting centre and the general
distributor were inadequate, a cable
12 250 kilometres in length with 23 quads
and 5 screened pairs was laid between these
two points.
One of the
two telephone channels is transmitted and
received in the lower part of the sideband
and the other in the upper part after shift
and inversion by a modulation on 5250 or
6250 Hz produced by the network link
equipment. This fully transistorized panel
also provides band-split secrecy. 4-wire to
2-wire switching is done by a relay controlled either by the transmitting or the
receiving channel.
e) Network link equipment:

In conclusion, this link will open the way
to the development of inter-African traffic,
without the need to call on the European
technical equipment through which most
of the traffic is now passed.

ethiopian
telecommunication
network

by A.G. TEDROS
Modern telecommunications were introduced into Ethiopia at the end of the nineteenth century.
The first telephone connexion in Ethiopia
was between Harrar and Addis Ababa and
was constructed in 1894.
A one thousand kilometre long telegraph
line was constructed connecting Addis
Ababa and Asmara during the period
1902 to 1904.
Eritrea, the northern province of Ethiopia,
was an Italian colony until its return to
Ethiopia in 1952. As a colony, Eritrea
enjoyed a rather better telecommunications system than Ethiopia proper until
World War II. This background however
deals with telecommunications in Ethiopia
proper until 1952 when the telecommunications network of Eritrea was integrated
with that of Ethiopia.
The period until 1933 saw the rapid increase
of long distance telephone circuits reaching into every part of the country.
These circuits were mostly single wire earth
return circuits and though effective were
of low quality. In 1935 at least 170 towns
and villages were connected to the interurban telephone network which extended
to the frontiers of Ethiopia. There were
approximately 300 private telephone subscribers in Ethiopia in 1935. The exchanges
of course were all manually operated.
Communications to the outside world
were made through the telegraph line to
Asmara and through the telephone and

telegraph line operated by the FrancoEthiopia railway to Djibouti which had
been constructed in 1905.
At the end of 1933 the first radio communication station in Ethiopia was inaugurated and radio telegraph circuits connecting Addis Ababa with Cairo and Djibouti
were established in January 1934.
The Ethiopian-Italian conflict of 1935 to
1941 caused the destruction of all that had
been achieved by the Ethiopian Government. The occupation forces reconstructed
lines along the main highways from Addis
Ababa to Asmara, Jimma and Dire Dawa
which were in turn heavily damaged in the
final phase of the war.
After the restoration of the Ethiopian
Government in 1942 the Ministry of PT&T
had to rebuild the telephone lines which
had been again destroyed by military action.
Communications were restored to the
principal provincial capitals either by the
open wire lines or by low power radio
equipment. International communications
were effected by radio telegraph circuits
to Khartoum and Aden and later to
Tangier, Sanaa and Beirut.
The period 1942 to 1952 was a difficult
period for the Ministry of PT&T because
of lack of personnel and capital. To
overcome these difficulties in 1952 a government owned corporation was established
to run the public telecommunications services as an autonomous agency. This
agency called the Imperial Board of Telecommunication of Ethiopia, or more familiarly IBTE or just Telecommunications
has received several loans from the World
Bank to assist in its investment programme.
The progress of IBTE since it started
operation on 1 January 1953 has been
rapid; telephone exchange lines and telephone apparatus have increased from 3 000
and 4 600 in 1953 to more than 23 000
and 32 000 respectively by the end of
fourteen years operation. The assets of
IBTE have increased from 18 000 000 to
60 000 000 Ethiopian dollars during the
same period.
In 1953 a Telecommunications Training
Institute was established with the assistance of ITU and has trained most of the
1 700 employees who have joined IBTE
since January 1953. Today Ethiopia has
radio or line telephone connexion to the
following cities: London, Paris, Rome,
Athens, Khartoum, Poona, Aden, Nairobi,
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17. Mr. Bassole (France) and Mr. Sierakowski (Belgium), ITU Regional Experts for
Africa, accompanied by Mr. Ato Amero
Ar.eya, IBTE Training Manager, visiting
the IBTE Training Institute in Addis Ababa
18. The Honourable Salah Hinit, Minister of
P&T
19. IBTE saves foreign currency by making
its own cable ducts at the Addis Ababa
Central Telecommunication Stores
20. Addis Ababa: The new building of the
Ministry of P&T under construction
21. The Addis Ababa international telephone
exchange

(Photos UIT)
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Kinshasa, Accra, Lagos, Cairo and Djibouti. Radio telegraph connexions extend
to Rome, Frankfurt, London, Sanaa, Aden,
Beirut, Djibouti, Nairobi, Kinshasa, Lagos,
Tokyo, Accra, Khartoum and Cairo.
To these are now added the radio telephone and telegraph circuit to Abidjan.
Telex has become an important service in
Ethiopia after having been introduced in
1963. There are now more than 120 telex
subscribers and the numbers are increasing
at a rate of 40 % annually.

... to Turkey
Mr. William S. Martin (Canada) left for
Turkey at the beginning of October as
telecommunication lines and cables instructor at the National Telecommunication
Centre in Ankara. This two-year mission
is part of an ITU project under the UNDP/
Special Fund.

Departure
on mission...

... to Colombia
Ethiopia has been an active Member of
ITU for the past twenty years taking part
in most conferences and CCI Plenary meetings. Ethiopia has also been a member of
the ITU Administrative Council since
1959 and an Ethiopian has held the chairmanship or vice chairmanship of the Plan
Committee for Africa since its establishment in 1960. Several Ethiopian technicians and engineers served with the ITU
mission to Congo during the period 1960
to 1967.
Ethiopia has just begun a new five-year
investment programme during which investments of more than 25 000 000 US
dollars will be made to expand Ethiopia's telecommunication services. Highlights of this investment will be the establishment of broad band microwave
circuits spanning the country from north
to south and east to west centering on
Addis Ababa and the introduction of
subscriber toll dialling.
The establishment of the headquarters
of ECA in Addis Ababa in 1958 followed
by the headquarters of OAU in 1963 had
caused Addis Ababa to be a leading
centre for Africa's political life. This can
be demonstrated by the fact that 74 diplomatic missions are established in Addis
Ababa of which 23 are from African
Governments.
This situation has put a strain on Ethiopia's telecommunication services and made
it essential that Ethiopia maintain reliable,
economical telecommunication links to
as much of Africa as possible.
The new Abidjan-Addis Ababa link will
not only provide Ethiopia with a permanent
link to the countries of West Africa but
will, it is hoped, encourage the development
of economic cultural and trade contacts
between and among the countries of the
Eastern and Western regions of Africa.

Four Swedish associate experts left for
Colombia at the end of September: Mr.
Lars-Rune Berg, as associate expert in
transmission at the Institute of Electronics
and Communications at Bogota; Mr.
Johan J. Ernberg, as associate expert in
physics, Mr. Knut E. Kallstrom, as associate expert in switching and Mr. Lars A.
Wern, as associate expert in electronics and
transmission, at the Faculty of Engineering
in Electronics and Telecommunications,
University of Cauca, at Popayan. The costs
of these associate expert missions are being
borne by the Government of Sweden.
... to Iraq
Mr. Alfred K. Hojbjerg (Denmark) left
for Iraq in mid-September as instructor in
telegraphy at the Telecommunication Training Centre in Baghdad. This one year
mission is part of an ITU project under
the UNDP/Special Fund.

Returns
from mission...

... from China
Mr. Joseph M. Dwyer (Ireland) returned
to Geneva for debriefing after a six-month
mission as satellite communication expert
in Taiwan. This mission was an ITU project
under the United Nations Development
Programme (UNDP)/Technical Assistance.
... from Ghana

... to Niger
Mr. Raymond A. Chollet (France) returned to Geneva for debriefing after a
two year mission as instructor in telegraphy
at the National School for Telecommunication Studies in Algeria. Mr. Chollet left
for the Niger at the beginning of October
as expert on technical training. This oneyear mission is an ITU project under the
UNDP/Technical Assistance.
... to Nigeria
Messrs. S. A. Christer Carlstedt, Borge
N. E. Ljungquist and Sten I. Svensson
(Sweden) left for Nigeria at the beginning
of October as associate telecommunication
experts. The costs of these associate expert
missions are being borne by the Government of Sweden.

Mr. Stuart A. Downing (United Kingdom)
returned to Geneva for debriefing after
an 18-month mission as OPAS officer
(writing telecommunication maintenance
instructions) in Ghana. This mission was
part of an ITU project under the operational scheme of the UNDP/OP AS.
. .. from Kuwait
Mr. Leonid Vakhtanov (USSR) returned
to Geneva for debriefing after a 38-month
mission as expert for the establishment of
a Telecommunication Training Centre in
maintenance, repair and installation of
telecommunication equipment in Kuwait.
This mission was part of an ITU project
under the Funds-in-Trust scheme.
... from Saudi Arabia

... to the Syrian Arab Republic
Mr. Marcel Mauboussin (France) left for
Syria at the end of September as expert
on accounting systems. This one-year
mission is an ITU project under the
UNDP/Technical Assistance.

Mr. Natarajan Ganapathy (India) has
returned to Geneva for debriefing from
Saudi Arabia after a two-year mission as
microwave expert. This mission was part
of an ITU project under the Funds-inTrust scheme.
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by D Werner DOLLINGER
r

Minister of Posts and Telecommunications
Federal Republic of Germany

The first exhibition " Telecom—Progress for all" was inaugurated on 1 October in Bonn
by Dr. Werner Do/linger, Minister of Posts and Telecommunications of the Federal
Republic of Germany and Mr. M. Mili, Secretary General of the ITU.
The exhibition has been jointly organized by the German Administration and the ITU.
It will be shown over a period often months in 14 principal cities of the Federal Republic.
On this occasion the Journal is happy to publish an account by Dr. Do!linger on the subject of this exhibition.

Importance of telecommunications

T

telecom
Fortschritt für al e
Weltwelte Partnerschaft
Im Fernmeldewesen
Informationsausslellung

der Internationalen
Fernmelde-Union
und der Deutschen Bundespost

The official TELECOM exhibition emblem
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serve man's need
to pass on information and news, in a
word, to communicate. A telecommunication network covering the whole world
makes it impossible today for everyone to
be informed of every event of vital importance which takes place.
ELECOMMUNICATIONS

It is absolutely necessary for modern
economy that news can, at any time,
reach any given place on the earth in the
shortest possible time. For this it depends
on telecommunications, which provide the
technical and organizational prerequisites
for the conveying of information over any
distance. This communications network,
consisting of telegraph and telephone circuits and of the invisible channels for
point-to-point radio transmission, is often
described as the nervous system of the
economy, in which a constant flow of
information provides a wide variety of
communications. Economic development
depends today more than ever on the
reliability of this nervous system. Yet its
share in the gross national product and in
the economy's expenditure is very small.
This goes to show how rationally the telecommunication service works. It achieves
the greatest effects at the least expense.
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The daily increasing population of the
earth demands the promotion of economic
growth by way of international co-operation. It is an indisputable fact that efficient
means of transport and a well constructed
communications network can make a vital
contribution to increasing the national
product. Thus the telecommunication system is a prerequisite for economic development.
The task of telecommunications in the
political field is to further understanding
among men. By " political" I mean the
settlement of all problems which can
arise within and among various peoples,
nations and states.
In the beginning the means of telecommunication were only at the disposal of the
governing bodies. This applied to the
early signal chains of optical telegraphy,
and also to the first Morse telegraphs.
Therefore it was a special event when, in
the middle of the last century, the European telegraph circuits were released for
private use.
Telephony and telegraphy provide for the
transmission of information on current
affairs without which no political decisions
are possible. On the other hand, communication by means of sound and television broadcasting informs the public

union activities/technical co-operation

progress for all
by means of world-wide
co-operation in
telecommunications

about the measures already taken and
decisions made. Thus these media play an
important part in the information and
political education of the people.
The world system for traffic and communications created by technicians precedes the
political system. The development of
telecommunication satellites has removed
all hindrances to direct communication
between all points on our planet. Telecommunication satellites can link up every
corner of the earth to the world communication network and they can enable
all countries to participate together in
important events and thus include each
person in a truly international community.
Our knowledge of the technical possibilities of world-wide communication should
provide us with the incentive to continue
to work at the task of achieving genuine
mutual understanding.

1
Illuminated map giving information on technical
cooperation projects of the ITU and the Federal
Post Office.

ITU — Pace-setter for successful
co-operation
Very early in these developments experts of all nations met to regulate
technical and operational questions. The
International Telecommunication Union
was well ahead of many other institutions
in the field of international co-operation. It
became the pace-setter of world-wide cooperation. The Federal Republic of Germany is also conscious of its responsibility
in working with the ITU. Its central position in Europe, a focal point of international communication traffic, requires
special efforts. It is the link between the
individual telecommunication centres of
the surrounding countries and furthers
the development of communication traffic
by means of its own installations.

2
Wealth or poverty: the development of telecommunications goes in hand with economic and
social development.

The ITU's sphere of responsibility covers
the whole telecommunications field
Standardized operational procedures, similar technical standards,and agreements on
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charges and charge accounting are all the
result of the work of the ITU. A smoothly
functioning international transmission of
information is only possible if the technical
installations of all concerned are coordinated to one another. This can only
succeed, however, if it is left to one single
organization to further the maintenance,
the expansion and the progress in all types
of telecommunications installations and
services. The ITU has been able to encourage technical development. It also
succeeded in coordinating all the questions
concerning the rapidly developing se cable
and radio technology. The development of
space travel, the use of satellites and radioastronomy set the ITU tasks which far
exceed the demands previously made on
international co-operation. Space travel is
only possible with an efficiently functioning
space radio service. The use of communication satellites is also only of value if the
telecommunications traffic is thereby improved.
The space radio service and the radio
services on the earth are dependent on one
another. Only a limited quantity of these
radio frequencies is available and they
cannot be increased at will. Therefore international agreement on their allocation and
use is necessary. Only in this way can
interference be avoided.
Since 1959 the ITU has been discussing the
problems arising from the inclusion of
space in the field of activity of the telecommunications service. In 1963 an
Extraordinary Administrative Radio Conference released frequency bands for space
radiocommunication purposes. Thus the
ITU began to manage the organization
of this new technical development as well.
At the opening meeting of the World Plan
Committee in Mexico City on 30 August
1967, Mr. M. Mili, Secretary-General of
the ITU said, among other things:
" ... If the circuits made available by the
satellites are to be included in the world
network, they must possess the characteristics required by this network; that is to
say, they must correspond with the respective recommendations made by the
ITU's International Consultative Committees. On the other hand, these committees must also take transmission by
satellite into consideration and, if necessary, adapt some of their recommendations
to suit the new conditions arising from
the use of satellites. Finally, the very idea
that several satellite telecommunication
580
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3
Explanations about the work of the Union by
telephone, in four languages. From left to right:
First telephone set—Mr. M. Mili, SecretaryGeneral of the ITU; Mr. W. IVolter, ITU;
Mr. Schaaf Chef de Cabinet; third telephone
set—Dr. W. Dollinger, Minister of PTT of the
Federal Republic of Germany; Dr. Diiren;
fourth telephone set—Mr. R. Fontaine, ITU.
4
Partial view of the Exhibition. In the foreground,
the antenna of Raisting earth station in the
Federal Republic of Germany. In the background, an information board about ITU activities under the United Nations Development
Programme (UNDP).
(Photos: Deutsche BundespostJ
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systems could possibly exist simultaneously
not only demands a certain fair division of
the required frequencies but above all
poses problems concerning the planning
of the launching of the satellites belonging
to these systems. These problems all
belong to the exclusive sphere of duties of
the ITU and are not the concern of any
other existing or future organization. "
I wholeheartedly endorse these statements.
On every occasion which arises I shall advocate the unity of international telecommunications organization and support the
ITU and its work which unites nations
towards peace and progress.
Foundation stone of peaceful development —
the technical assistance of the ITU
The technical assistance offered by the ITU
to the economically emergent countries
also serves to further peace and progress.
The necessary funds for this are provided
by the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP). In many fields " development aid " is a completely new term,
but the ITU has been putting it into practice for 100 years now. Thus the International Telecommunication Convention
was signed with the object of, among
other things, " facilitating relations and
co-operation between the peoples by means
of efficient telecommunication services
This requires that technical assistance be
given to those communications administrations dependent on foreign aid.
Today technical assistance is much more
urgent than 100 years ago. On the one hand
we have a small number of rich industrialized nations with great economic power
and a high standard of technical development, and on the other hand we have the
many countries with meagre economic
resources. This situation produces tensions.
The developing countries cannot reach the
same state of economic development in
10 years which the developed countries
have achieved in 100 years. Assistance is
necessary here. The economic productivity
of the emergent nations must be increased,
the employment opportunities of their
population improved and the buying power
of their money raised. In this way viable
economic entities are created. The partner
of today is the friend of tomorrow !
Technical assistance is the central point
of this co-operation. The individual must
be guided towards the mastering of the

modern working world. His hands must
be trained to use a spanner, a file, a
measuring tape and a slide rule. Technical
assistance is not a gift, but rather a starting
push. One day it should make itself
superfluous.
Economic growth and the modern communications system are mutually dependent on one another. Thus the expansion
of the communication network must keep
pace with the expansion of the whole
economy and must not be neglected in
favour of other production factors.
Let us not forget that the productivity of
a country grows with the number of telephone connexions. It is the telephone and
teleprinter which establish a flow of information between the administrative
bodies of often vast countries. National
solidarity is furthered; radio and television help in training and further education; school and higher education programmes replace the teachers who are
lacking, and can spread knowledge to many
persons eager to learn who are dispersed
throughout the country.

Co-operation between the ITU and the
Federal Republic of Germany in the field
of technical assistance
As well as its bilateral projets, the Federal
Republic of Germany participates in the
development projects carried out by the
ITU. In 1967, 17 experts from the Deutsche.
Bundespost and five experts from the
Federal telecommunications industry were
assigned to 16 countries or regions. In
1968, 17 experts were working in 14 countries or regions. I shall only name two of the
larger projects in which experts from the
Federal Republic of Germany took part.
A team of eight experts in the service of the
ITU drafted the plan for the telecommunication network in Paraguay; and furthermore ITU experts dedicated their efforts
to the construction of the radio ground
network between the capital of the Democratic Republic of the Congo, Kinshasa,
and the provincial capitals.
Between 1962 and 1967, 62 ITU fellowship
holders broadened their technical knowledge in offices and training centres of the
Deutsche Bundespost and in the telecommunications industry. These trainees will
later form the backbone of the telecommunications Administrations in their home
countries.

TELECOM — a joint exhibition by the
ITU and the Deutsche Bundespost
The close co-operation existing between
the ITU and the Deutsche Bundespost is
shown by an exhibition which can be seen
in the most important cities of the Federal
Republic of Germany well into next year.
It is called: TELECOM — Progress for all
— International partnership in telecommunications. In this name the programme

is already indicated, for telecom or telecoms is the abbreviation for the telecommunication administrations in many countries in Asia, Africa and South America —
in those regions, therefore, to which most
of the partner countries in technical assistance projects belong. It is the aim of the
TELECOM exhibition to show to the
general public the work of the ITU and
the Deutsche Bundespost in the field of
assistance to emergent countries. A newly
established telecommunications network
is not so conspicuous as a new dam, for
example, or a steel plant. The ITU experts
carry out their work in a responsible and
dedicated manner, without attracting a
great deal of attention among the public.
For the first time in the Federal Republic
of Germany, TELEC OMgives the public the
opportunity of finding out about this and
learning what is being done to supply wants
and to achieve an optimal standardin technology. Furthermore, the exhibition introduces the complete area of activity of the
ITU. It shows how the ITU contributes to
surmounting national barriers, to peaceful
coexistence of nations and to the furthering
of the world economy. By the organization
of this exhibition the Deutsche Bundespost
has the opportunity of thanking the ITU
and its Secretary-General, Mr. M. Mili,
for their splendid co-operation.
The exhibition is based on the idea that the
universally accepted aims of international
peaceful co-operation, can only be fully
achieved if the general public shows the
necessary understanding. Co-operation between all nations can only flourish on a
long-term basis if the people get to know
and understand one another. Everyone must
share the common conviction that mutual
technical aid is absolutely necessary. I am
certain that the TELECOM exhibition in
the Federal Republic will make a vital contribution to the deepening of the understanding of the population for the necessity for
technical assistance in the field of telecommunications. (Original language : German)
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tain experience in operating and maintaining this new type of equipment.

Why PCM digital switching?

experimental
pulse code
modulation
digital tandem
exchange
in London

experimental pulse code modulation
(VCM) digital tandem exchange, designed and built at the laboratories of the
Post Office Research Station, Dollis Hill,
United Kingdom, and installed for field
trial at the Empress public exchange in
West Kensington, London, was opened
for public telephone traffic on 11 September
1968 by the Postmaster-General, the Rt.
Hon. John Stonehouse, MP. The experimental PCM exchange is believed to be the
first exchange of this type to operate anywhere in the world on public traffic. An
important feature of the new exchange is
that calls are switched, in groups of up to
24 at a time, as a stream of digital impulses
at a rate of 1.5 million bits per second. The
switching is carried out in micro-electronic
integrated circuits and thus, with the sharing
of each switch by 24 calls, offers the possibility of appreciable cost savings, together
with high-speed operation and improved
reliability, compared with the electromechanical switches currently in use.

A

N

It is intended to keep the model in service
with live traffic for at least a year, to ob582

Pulse code^'modulation transmission has
become widely accepted as a means of increasing the number of circuits that can be
provided by multi-pair audio junction
cables. In this method of transmission
the speech signal amplitude is sampled
8000 times per second, and each sample is
expressed as a coded group of short pulses
similar to those used in digital computers.
Each group comprises 8 pulses occupying a
time slot, see figure 1, 24 different time slots
from separate conversations being interleaved on a time division basis to form a
frame, the resulting stream of pulses then
being at a rate of 1.5 Mb/s.
The advantages of PCM transmission are
now well established. In addition to cost
savings and providing for public growth
on existing cables, good quality speech is
maintained regardless of circuit length.
Electrical noise and interference picked up
on the cables is, within limits, completely
suppressed.
By the end of 1969 it is expected that
nearly one thousand 24 circuit PCM pointto-point transmission systems will have
been installed on junction routes in the
United Kingdom.
As PCM transmission systems penetrate
the network the possibility of switching in
PCM form becomes increasingly attractive,
particularly at tandem exchanges used to
connect local exchanges via junction
cables. When a tandem exchange of conventional design, e.g. using electro-mechanical switches, is associated with PCM
transmission on the junction cables, it is
necessary to decode the PCM signals at the
entry to the exchange and to encode them
again for re-transmission over another
PCM link. Such an arrangement not only
incurs additional costs for the extra encoding and decoding equipment but it also
causes a small but unnecessary deterioration of speech quality. Digital switching
avoids these difficulties and is thus complementary to PCM transmission. The com-
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bination of PCM transmission with digital
switching also enables a significant reduction in transmission loss to be obtained,
this being especially valuable for calls
across large urban areas, e.g. the London
area.
Since the PCM line signals are digital in
form, micro-electronic circuits can be used
for switching cross-points and offer not
only small size but increased reliability
compared with their electro-mechanical
counterparts. Furthermore, each microelectronic cross-point handles 24 conversations simultaneously, thus reducing the
number of cross-points needed and opening the way to further cost savings.
As the micro-electronic circuit crosspoints, unlike electro-mechanical switches,
do not wear out, continuous high-speed
routining for fault location is possible and
serves further to improve overall reliability.

Aims of experiment
The main aims of the experiment are to
demonstrate the technical feasibility of
PCM tandem switching of junction circuits
serving local exchanges, to expose any
practical problems and final solutions to
them and to establish a firm basis for
future development. The experiment is also
serving to focus attention on the technical
and economic factors that could arise in
a more widespread use of fully integrated
PCM transmission and switching systems
in the network.
The practical problems to be solved include the avoidance of undesirable effects
due to interference from adjacent electromechanical switching equipment, and how
best to meet the critical timing requirements
imposed by digital switching noting that
these are greatly affected by the physical
layout of the equipment and production
tolerances of the circuit elements. New
components and techniques must be shown
to be sufficiently fault-free and to have
acceptable lives; the practicability of providing alternative paths in the exchange
equipment to guard against fault conditions
has to be demonstrated.

ideas and achievements
Figure 1
24-channel PCM system digital signal structure
Figure 2
The Empress field trial
Figure 3
Principle of time switching

junction cables to the experimental tandem
exchange at Empress, see figure 2. Each
route is equipped with two 24 channel pcm
line systems and the experimental exchange
thus handles 144 channel connexions
(40 erlangs of traffic). Although the experimental exchange is small, it contains all
the important features of a large exchange
and has been designed to be readily capable
of extension, e.g. for a full size London
tandem exchange application.
Principles of operation of the PCM tandem
exchange
The basis of the switching network is the
co-ordinate switch in which connexions
are established by closing contacts at a
particular co-ordinate point or " crosspoint " to join a particular row to a particular column. A symmetrical three-stage
switching network is used. Incoming
junctions are connected to the A switches,
the central B switch stage contains the
delay cords (the purpose of which is
described in a later section) and the C
switches give access to outgoing junctions.
For a large exchange up to about fifteen
A switches and fifteen C switches would be
provided, with access via all the B switches;
such a unit could handle about 3000 erlangs of traffic. For still larger exchanges,
limited availability of B switches is proposed. In the B stage, connexions that do
not require delay are routed via the BZ
switch cross-points.
The arrangement described is similar in
principle to that used in crossbar and reedrelay exchanges but with one essential
difference. As noted earlier, each crosspoint and each link is capable of handling
24 conversations simultaneously which
means that there are only 1 /24th of the
number of cross-points for a given volume
of traffic as compared with the equivalent
audio exchange.

Empress field trial
Three London director exchanges, Acorn,
Ealing and Shepherds Bush, were selected
for the trial. These exchanges serve an
area with a community of interest, so that

in the normal course much traffic passes
over direct audio junctions between them.
A proportion of this traffic has been
diverted to PCM transmission equipment
installed at these exchanges, the PCM signals being transmitted over multi-pair

Timing problems and synchronisation of
digital links
The time divided nature of the PCM line
signal brings with it some severe timing
requirements. To retain the identity of
individual conversations and to enable
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them to be correctly switched through the
exchange, all the incoming information
from the different routes is synchronised
at the entrance to the exchange. Thus each
system connected to the exchange requires
a unit known as a time-aligner to compensate for delay variations due to temperature changes (which affect the cable
transmission time) and repeater phase
jitter, and to align the incoming signals
with exchange time. The experimental PCM
network operates on a " synchronous
star" principle and the exchange clock
oscillator controls all network timing. In
handling short pulses through the exchange
the propagation delay of the electronic
switching elements, and indeed of short
lengths of interconnecting wire, have to
be taken into account; it has thus been
found necessary to introduce four stages
of retiming of pulses during their passage
through the exchange. These timing devices
permit connexions of up to 15 metres in
length between switching stages, such as
would be necessary in a large exchange.

they are somewhat less costly. For interpretation of the incoming signalling information, that is the routing digits, a register
is provided. This information is translated
into a code representing the called route
and a system of marking is employed to
identify all the available paths through the
exchange which are not already occupied.
The choice of a suitable path is made on
a random basis by route selection equipment which has access to all the B switches.
The significance of integrated PCM transmission and switching for the future

The first pulse code modulation tandem exchange
being tested during installation at the Empress
telephone exchange

Call detection, path selection and control
equipment
Function of delay cords
The switching network described so far
would enable a caller on a given slot of a
particular incoming route to be given
access to the same time slot of any outgoing route. As the exchange is handling
junction traffic the choice of outgoing time
slot is, however, unimportant, for all time
slots of a particular PCM system serve the
same destination. Traffic studies have
shown that in a large exchange approximately 40 % of calls can be set up without
the need for slot changing. For the remaining 60% of the traffic the corresponding time slot will be busy in the
wanted route and it will then be necessary
to introduce slot changing. For this purpose delay cords are introduced which are
capable of storing the PCM message appearing in one slot and releasing it in a
different slot, see figure 3. The delay cords
are either of the fixed delay type introducing delays of one or two slots, or of
the variable delay type. The latter are more
complex units capable of connecting any
incoming time slot to any outgoing time
slot.
584

Each PCM system is terminated in a system
unit which provides synchronization pattern detection and generation equipment
and the time aligner. For each system of
the experimental network incoming and
outgoing channels are interleaved alternately so that no system serves exclusively
one type of junction. Thus at the system
unit output, incoming channels are associated with an incoming trunk unit which
includes supervisory equipment and provides access to the register switch and then
to the register translator (see overleaf).
Outgoing channels are associated with an
outgoing trunk unit. In setting up calls
through the exchange it is necessary to
choose one of the many paths which may
be available through the exchange and also
to choose a connexion without slot changing, or one involving the use of delay
cords. Clearly it is cheaper to avoid the
use of delay cords where possible, so
preference is given to the zero delay connexion via the BZ switch which does not
involve time switching. If this is not
possible then fixed delay cords are chosen
in preference to variable delay cords as
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The growth of PCM junction transmission
systems and the Empress PCM tandem
switching experiment could be the first
step towards a nation-wide integrated PCM
digital transmission and switching system
offering significant technical and operational advantages.
Speech volume and quality would be
independent both of the length of the circuit and the number of switching stages,
noise and interference would be virtually
absent. Rapid fault detection and location
techniques would be possible and each
connexion could be tested, and if necessary
replaced by another, before it was presented
to the subscriber. The time taken for calls
to be set up could be markedly reduced,
giving what would appear to the subscriber
as an instantaneous connexion.
High-capacity PCM transmission and
switching systems could carry several services simultaneously without mutual interference, including for example, low,
medium and high-speed data and viewphone signals as well as conventional
telephony. The fast set-up time would
make such a network especially useful for
data transmission involving short-duration
messages.
There are many problems to be solved,
involving technical, economic and operational studies, before such a system can
be realized. Not the least of these is the
problem of coexistence and interworking
with the existing network. But there is no
doubt that an integrated PCM digital
transmission and switching network is a
desirable objective for the future. — United
Kingdom GPO.
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experimental
communication
satellite LES-6
September 1968 the Lincoln Experimental Satellite, LES-6, was placed in
a 35 800 km synchronous-altitude, circular, equatorial orbit. This communication
satellite was designed and built by the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
(MIT) Lincoln Laboratory in Lexington,
Massachusetts, as part of the United States
Government space communications programme. Surface-terminal equipment also
developed under this Lincoln programme
includes the recently announced TATS
TTctical Transmission System, a frequencyhopping modulation device that permits
many messages to be carried simultaneously
by a communication satellite. The LES
spacecraft are designed to test realistically,
in orbit, advanced devices and techniques
being developed by Lincoln Laboratory
for possible use in satellite communication
systems.

O

N6

Like its predecessor LES-5, launched
1 July 1967, LES-6 operates entirely at
assigned frequencies in the UHF communications band which is used for a wide
variety of United States Government communications services.
LES-5 made possible highly successful
communication tests via satellite between
ships at sea, aircraft in flight, and portable
and mobile ground terminals. According
to Lincoln Laboratory LES-5 was the first
all-UHF-band communication satellite to
transmit circularly polarized radio signals,
which permits ground terminals to use
small, simple receiving antennas and
eliminates communication fading and dropouts caused by the ionosphere.

Significant features
LES-6 is cylindrical in shape, approximately 1.7 m long and 1.2 m in diameter,
and weighs about 160 kg. More powerful
and of much more advanced design than
LES-5, it handles more than ten times as
many simultaneous users.
Important new technical features
LES-6 include the following:

of

1) a unique, high-efficiency electrical powersupply system that enables the LES-6
<

radio transmitter to produce the maximum
possible RF power output throughout the
lifetime of the satellite: for several months
after launch, this technique provides twice
as much RF power output as could be
produced with conventional power converters and regulators;
2) the first electronically de-spun, switchedbeam UHF-band antenna system, producing circular polarization to eliminate
fading and concentrating the satellite's
radio energy on the earth, to produce
stronger signals at ground terminals.
3) the first completely automatic, selfcontained station-keeping system, which
enables LES-6 to sense its own location in
orbit and keep itself above a fixed position
on the surface of the earth without any
tracking or commands from ground
stations;
4) an automatic station-changing system,

actuated by ground command, to move
LES-6 from one position to another.
LES-6 is spin-stabilized, with its spin-axis
perpendicular to the orbit plane (parallel
to the earth's polar axis). It carries a selfcontained automatic spin-axis orientation
system and additional provisions for
adjustment of spin-rate and spin-axisorientation by command from the ground.

LES-6 — Experimental communication satellite
(MIT Lincoln Laboratory)

Line-of-sight communications coverage from a satellite in synchronous
equatorial orbit at 900 West longitude
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LES-6 carries a radio-frequency-interference (RFI) experiment to measure the
strength of UHF-band signals coming up
to the satellite from the earth at frequencies
between 290 and 315 MHz. LES-5 carried
a similar experiment, covering the adjacent
frequency range from 255 to 280 MHz.
Both of these RFI measuring instruments
were built by the Laboratories Division
of the Aerospace Corporation, conducting the experiments jointly with
Lincoln Laboratory.
In addition, LES-6 carries other experimental equipment, including a radiation
measurement experiment to determine
spatial and temporal variations in the
earth's radiation environment at synchronous altitude. — Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

the second
european
satellite

E

SRO-I,

the second satellite designed and
built by the European Space Research
Organisation (ESRO) was launched on
3 October by a United States National
Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA) four stage Scout vehicle from the
Western Test Range in Lompoc, California.
The ten member nations of ESRO are
Belgium, Denmark, France, Federal Republic of Germany, Italy, the Netherlands,
Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, and the
United Kingdom. The headquarters are in
Paris and Professor Hermann Bondi is the
Director-General. The first ESRO satellite,
Iris, was launched on 17 May 1968.
After launching ESRO-I was named
Aurorae since it has been designed to study
the aurora borealis. It was placed into a
near-polar orbit with an apogee of
1500 kilometres and a perigee of 275 kilometres. Its orbital period is 103 minutes
and the orbit is inclined 94° retrograde to
the equator.
The eight experiments aboard Aurorae are
designed to make integrated measurements
of the energies and pitch angles of particles
586

Model of the ESRO-I satellite

impinging on the polar ionosphere in both
magnetic storms and quiet periods. The
effects of this activity to be measured include the production of visible light during
auroral events and changes in the electron
and ion density and temperature distributions.

Space Research Station, Slough, United
Kingdom; the Kiruna Observatory, Sweden; the Bergen University, Norway; the
Norwegian Defense Research Establishment, Kjeller; the Norwegian Institute of
Cosmic Physics, Oslo; and the University
College, London.

The low perigee of the satellite will enable
the vertical distribution of the measured
particles to be determined. In addition,
special high-speed transmissions from the
satellite over the European auroral zone to
a ground station at Tromso, Norway, will
permit the fine structure of the aurora to
be examined.

Some of the Scandinavian experiments
were produced in conjunction with the
Technical University of Denmark in
Lyngby.

Measurements by Aurorae will be concentrated over northern Europe. This will
enable good correlation between ground
based observations and other measurements made simultaneously with sounding
rockets launched from the ESRO range at
Kiruna, Sweden.
Prime contractor for construction of the
ESRO-I was the Laboratoire central de
telecommunications, Paris, under the technical direction of the European Space Technology Centre (ESTEC), Noordwijk, Netherlands. Sub-contractors are Contraves
(Switzerland) and Bell Telephone of Belgium.
The eight experiments carried by the
ESRO-I were provided by the Radio and
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ESRO and NASA will exchange all scientific information resulting from this cooperative project and will make the
results available to the world scientific
community.
The spacecraft
The spacecraft weighs 84 kg. It has a
76 cm cylindrical body, 153 cm high with
truncated cones at each end.
One experiment boom 0.5 m long extends along the spin axis from the top of
the spacecraft. Two experiment booms
each one metre long extend from the bottom of the spacecraft perpendicular to spin
axis, and four telemetry antennae from the
top rim.
The satellite was spin-stabilized at about
148 rpm initially. It was de-spun to one rpm
by yo-yo mechanism and further de-spun
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by a magnetic system which interacts with
the earth's magnetic field. Stabilization
thereafter was provided by a passive system consisting of two permanent magnets.
Electrical power is provided by 7120 solar
cells, mounted on the surface of the spacecraft which supply an average of 23 watts to
operate the spacecraft systems and to keep
the 16-cell, 3 ampere-hour unit battery
charged.
Communication systems
— a low-power transmitter with an output
of 0.2 W in the 136-137 MHz frequency
range is used for continuous low-speed
data transmission;
— a high-power transmitter with an output of 1.2 W in the 136-137 MHz frequency range is used for high-speed, realtime transmission. The system also transmits data stored by the spacecraft's single
tape recorder during one orbit (about
100 minutes). Playback time is three
minutes.
The satellite is tracked by the Redu, Belgium, station of ESRO's European Satellite Tracking and Telecommand Network
(ESTRACK) (see Telecommunication Journal, April 1968, pp. 147-151) as well as the
Pretoria, South Africa, and the Kourou,
French Guiana, stations of the Centre
national d'etudes spatiales (CNES) in
France. NASA's world-wide Space Tracking and Data Acquisition Network (STADAN) provides additional tracking support.
Scientific and spacecraft performance data
are acquired from ESRO-I by the following
stations:
ESTRACK
Fairbanks, Alaska; Port Stanley, Falkland Islands; Redu, Belgium; NyAlesund, Spitsbergen;

the malaysian
broadcasting
centre

T

Malaysian Broadcasting Centre,
has been opened recently.
The site is astride the Kuala Lumpur/Petaling Jaya municipal boundary, mid-way
between the two major centres of population. Comprising approximately 14 hectares,
it sits 25 metres above the federal highway
overlooking the Pantai Valley.
The centre now consists of the Administrative Building which accommodates several administrative services common to
both radio and television. The two buildings south of the administrative block are
respectively, the Television House which
will contain all technical and production
facilities for Television Malaysia, and the
Services Plant Building.
The second stage of construction, now in
progress, will add three more buildings:
Radio House, which will accommodate all
technical, production and programming
facilities for Radio Malaysia; a 1000-seat
radio auditorium adjoining Radio House;
and an Engineering Building for research,
planning and development.
When completed, the Malaysian Broadcasting Centre will be a complex of six
buildings which together will house all the
administrative, technical and programming
services of the Ministry of Information and
HE

Broadcasting, Television Malaysia and
Radio Malaysia.
The Administrative Building is a ten-storey
office block perched on the extreme northern
edge of the plateau overlooking the federal
highway connecting Kuala Lumpur and
Petaling Jaya. It contains seven identical
floors of office space (each floor providing
1000 sqm gross area and 720 sqm net
office area); a lounge, dining room and
observation deck on the 8th floor; kitchen
and main dining room on the ground floor
designed to cater for two sittings of 375
persons at the midday meal; a lower
ground floor containing a garage for parking 21 vehicles, electrical sub-station, airconditioning fan room, and service entrances for the building and the kitchen.
The entrance hall, recognizable by its
barrel-vaulted roof, is the connecting link
between the Administrative Building and
Television House, and the main entrance
for both buildings. Its serves as the meeting
point for visitors and the starting point
for tours through Television House. The
two-storey air-conditioned entrance hall
has a first floor suspended bridge connecting the two main buildings thus permitting direct traffic between the television
programming offices in the Administrative
Building and production and technical facilities in Television House. A future tunnel
connection to Radio House is planned so
that all buildings may be entered under
cover.
In its final form the centre will be the largest
of its kind in South East Asia and one of
the most modern in the world.— Radio
Malaysia.

Aerial views of Malaysian Broadcasting Centre. Site of Radio House shown on right, front of
main building, on left.

CNES
Pretoria, South Africa; Brazzaville,
Congo; Ouagadougou, Upper Volta;
Norway
Station at Tromso, Norway;
STADAN
Available stations support ESRO-I.
During satellite's initial week in orbit
STADAN stations at Fort Myers,
Florida, and Rosman, North Carolina,
relayed spacecraft data in real time to the
Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Maryland, for the ESRO representative—ESR O/NASA.
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the development
of television in the USSR

by Dr M. I. KRIVOSHEYEV
USSR

R

years have been marked by the
rapid growth of television broadcasting facilities in the Soviet Union.
ECENT

A television service has now been organized in all the capitals of the Soviet
Republics and in many other cities. There
are now 755 television centres in operation,
not to mention the numerous television
relay stations.
The first few years of television development were devoted chiefly to the construction of television programme centres capable of producing many hours of programmes. During this phase, television
centres broadcasting in local languages
were set up in the capitals of the Soviet
and Autonomous Republics, subsequent
extension of the television service in the
various Republics being effected chiefly by
the installation of relay stations.
The construction of long-distance radiorelay and cable links made it possible to
organize regular inter-city and international (Intervision) programme exchanges.
The first television transmissions over the
Eurovision network date back to 1961,
when an interview with Yuri Gagarin, the
first cosmonaut, was transmitted to all
European stations tied in to the Intervision
and Eurovision networks, on 14 April 1961.
The year 1964 saw the inauguration of
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transmissions over the Kiev-BucharestSofia international radio-relay system, and
over the Moscow-Kiev-Lvov-KatowicePrague-Berlin international cable route.
The central programme transmitted from
Moscow is now received in 136 cities of
the Soviet Union, and television broadcasts
cover an area inhabited by more than 120
million people.
The problem of making direct television
transmissions from a space vehicle was
solved for the first time in the world on
the occasion of the combined flight of the
satellites Vostok-3 and Vostok-4 in 1962.
Television transmissions were likewise
effected from the satellites Vostok-5 and
Vostok-6 (1963), Voskhod (1964) and
Voskhod-2 (1965).
In 1965, television transmissions were also
made by means of the active communication satellite Molnya-1.
This satellite was in fact used to set up a
regular television link between Moscow
and Vladivostok and for a series of blackand-white and colour television exchanges
between Moscow and Paris.
A television reception system known as
Orbit is now been set up in the USSR;
it consists of a network of reception points
which receive the central programmes
direct via Molnya-1 satellites over very
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long distances in areas where the construction of radio-relay or cable links is not
always worthwhile. Vorkuta, Magadan,
Komsomolsk-on-Amur, Yuzhno Sakhalinsk and Yakutsk are served by this
system.
The communication satellites are put into
a high elliptical orbit with an apogee of
about 4000 km above the Northern Hemisphere. This provides about 8 hours of
direct television links with the remote areas
of the Soviet Union during one 12-hour
revolution of the satellite.
The video and sound signals are sent
via cable or radio-relay link from the Orbit
reception points to the nearest television
centres. Calculations and tests confirm
that transmission performance is satisfactory.
The designing and production of standard
transmitting equipment and of a series of
standard designs for programme centres
and relay stations has helped to speed up
the development of the television network
and make better use of the capital invested.
Many television centres are equipped with
video tape recorders, and 80 mobile television stations are used for the production
of outside broadcasts.
The All-Union television centre, the largest
in Europe, has been built in the Ostankino
district of Moscow.

1
View of an Orbit network station
2
Main control desk for colour television broadcasts

3
Ballet scene from the television revue " Rainbow"
(APN)
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The television revue " Rainbow " presented by "doubles " of Oleg Popov the famous Soviet clown

The television programmes for Moscow
are transmitted by the Moscow television station installed in the striking
reinforced-concrete tower that has already
been completed. Its total height including
the antenna array comes to more than
530 metres (see the Telecommunication
Journal, October 1967, page 380, November 1967, pp. 433-437).
Various new transmitting stations with a
power of 5/1.5 and 50/15 kW, working on
any of 12 channels, have been designed in
recent years and have now been brought
into operation on a wide scale. The video
and sound transmitters in these stations
work together on a common load with a
separating filter to prevent any mutual
effects. Each television and sound transmitter is composed of two half-assemblies,
the output powers of which are added
together in a bridge circuit. This provides
an operational reserve of facilities and also
gives a wider station power range, since
each half can also be used as an independent half-power transmitter.
Various technical innovations have been
introduced to improve the quality of transmission. For example, there is a device
which maintains the white level of the
radiated signal by automatically limiting
any over-modulation. A set of control and
590

measuring instruments is included in each
station and this greatly facilitates tuning,
line-up and other operations.
A perfected remote-controlled retransmitter (TRSA-12/12) incorporating a 100watt television transmitter is being produced, enabling signals to be received and
retransmitted on any of 12 television
channels. Less powerful retransmitters (2 or
0.1 watt) are being designed to serve
masked zones in mountain or urban areas.
Much has been done in recent years to
design and introduce efficient measuring
techniques and equipment, permitting systematic control of the basic characteristics
of television equipment.
For example, a measuring set (G6-2) has
been designed to assess the basic characteristics of television circuits; this set
includes generators of various test signals,
including those recommended by the
CCIR, and receiving equipment.
In the trunk equipment room of the
Moscow television centre, test lines have
been introduced since 1964 in the signals
transmitted over all trunk and international
television lines and in the signals of one
of the programmes transmitted by the
Moscow station.
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(APN)

A network of colour television transmitting
and receiving stations has been prepared
to permit the introduction in the USSR of
the joint Soviet-French colour television
system SECAM-III.
The Soviet Administration considers that
the development of colour television on a
wide scale depends on whether the programmes can be received over a wide area
embracing the existing network.
The transmission of colour television programmes over the existing central television
network, which serves many cities throughout the Soviet Union, will rapidly attract
a wide audience, thus stimulating the mass
production of colour television receivers,
which in turn will bring down their price.
With this organization of television broadcasting, it is intended to include colour
transmissions in the central black-andwhite programme. In this way, even if there
is only a small number of colour television
receivers—and this will naturally be so in
the initial period—the cost of preparing
colour programmes is justified since
they will be part of the television programmes received by all televiewers.
(Original language: Russian)

an approach to selecting switching
equipment to develop a national
telephone switching system

by J.C. WHYBOURNE, ITU expert

PART I. GENERAL
CONSIDERATIONS AND BASIC
PLANS
1. Introduction

I

is frequently the case that telephone
Administrations, particularly in developing areas, are faced with the need to review
their current policies in the light of future
development commitments for telecommunication service throughout their country and to decide whether changes should
be introduced before additional large
capital expenditures are embarked upon.
Such a review should pay attention to the
desirability of standardizing subscriber
facilities in all types of exchanges, improving technical performance and achieving full compatibility with accepted international standards. In other words, it
should consider moves towards establishment of a fully integrated national switching system. Whatever the degree of change,
Administrations should follow a logical
sequence of steps which will ensure that the
final decision has been taken in the light of
informed investigation and orderly design
concepts.
T

The depth of investigation necessary will
depend to a very large degree on whether

the Administration wishes merely to add
supplementary equipment to its present
switching arrangements or whether it
wishes to consider the introduction of a
completely new type of switching system.
It is suggested that no decision on the final
course of action should be taken until at
least basic plans and a desired future system facility schedule have been prepared.
The shortcomings of the present system in
relation to that desired will then be readily
apparent and the nature and scope of
auxiliary or completely new equipments to
enable the desired targets to be reached can
be more readily established. It is quite possible that an Administration, initially intending to merely augment its existing
switching apparatus, may find after serious
consideration of ultimate aims that it is
more desirable to move to a completely
new type of switching equipment.
The procedure most suited to effect this
selection is not always readily determined
and this paper attempts to present a practical approach which may be of some help
to Administrations confronted by the
problem. The full sequence of events outlined are those desirable before a new type
of switching equipment is selected but
many of the aspects, particularly those out- ;
lined in earlier sections, may be found use-jj

ful by Administrations whose final decision
is to use equipment supplementary to their
present apparatus rather than to move to a
completely new type.

2. The need to review switching policy

The stimulus to make a detailed investigation into the future form of telecommunications system development may have
come from a growing awareness of the
economic need to expand or to introduce
new facilities such as subscriber trunk
dialling (STD); an awareness of inadequate
technical features which are leading to
cumbersome numbering and charging
schemes; a realization that a considerable
developmental programme has to be met
and that existing techniques are inadequate to meet foreseen future requirements; or simply from a desire to ensure
that the telephone network is developing in
accordance with modern practice.
Whatever the reason prompting investigation, it is suggested that a serious review of
basic policies, long term aims, equipment
to be used to achieve these aims and the
action necessary to achieve internationally
agreed standards is most necessary in any
; Administration faced with a rapid expan;
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sion in telecommunications facilities. It is a
most prudent action to take before becoming committed to large new capital expenditures.
The result does not necessarily mean complete discontinuation of current techniques—it may lead only to the conclusion
that some additional apparatus is required
to augment present facilities. Whatever the
outcome, the Administration will have the
advantage of formally establishing ultimate aims and of having defined the way in
which its telecommunications network is
to be developed towards these targets.

3. Outline of approach to the problem

Having decided that the future of the telecommunications switching system should
be the subject of an informed investigation
it is necessary to ensure that adequate
machinery is established to carry out the
exercise. There are two broad aspects involved :
a) preparation of a clear-cut comprehensive statement of facilities and performance expected of the switching system in the future; a critical analysis of
the existing equipment; a detailed study
of equipments which might be used
in the future; and the making of
detailed internal investigations and
researches to produce required data;
b) an effective decision making group
considering and validating recommendations of the operative group
directly charged with the investigation
exercise.
In practical terms, this means, for developing Administrations, ensuring the availability of an adequately qualified expert in
telephone switching system design (perhaps through the International Telecommunication Union-ITU-assistance) together with supporting staff of adequate
grade and ability making detailed investigations and studies; and the establishment of an Executive Telephone System
Planning Committee including the head of
the telephone authority (or his nominated
representative) capable of taking policy
decisions.
A fundamental decision concerns the issue
of whether adequate knowledge and experience exists within the organization or
whether ITU or other assistance should be
sought to develop and establish plans for
592

the future. If the decision is that external
assistance should be sought, this will probably require some time to arrange. However, it is possible that preliminary investigations can commence prior to the
arrival of the assistance sought.
Initial investigations must be aimed at
formulating a statement of future requirements of the telephone system so that any
deficiencies of the existing equipment may
be clearly stated. With this information, the
validating Committee comprised of top
Administration personnel can reach broad
conclusions as to how far they are prepared
to move towards the realisation of a fully
integrated national telephone system and
can proceed to set down a general specification establishing the terms of reference
for further work.
Having determined by further fundamental
work the various background plans defining the nature of the future overall
switching system desired, it will be possible
to investigate through discussion with
manufacturers the various equipments and
complete systems available and to assess
their individual capability to meet the
particular Administration's defined requirements. Once the background definition for a switching system has been carefully established, it will probably be the
case that Administrations will find that
there is only a limited number of switching
equipments available which will suit their
specification. It is certainly most desirable
that the preparatory work applied to defining switching system requirements be
used to reduce the number of possible
suppliers to those who can meet the specifications. Because of the resulting limited
number and thus the greater attention
which it is possible to give to each, Administrations are in a much better position to
pick from the possible systems the one
which most closely satisfies their overall
requirements.
A practical flow diagram for a complete
equipment selection exercise is shown in
figure 1.

4. Initial considerations

Before reaching any decision as to whether
the future telecommunications service
should be based on existing equipment and
technique supplemented by some additional devices to enhance its facilities or by
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the use of a completely new type of
switching equipment, attention should be
given to the fundamental plans necessary to
ensure orderly development. These affect
the technical quality of the telephone service, the facilities available to subscribers
in general, the economics of the system and
the ease with which subscribers may use the
telephone service from the point of view of
dialling instructions for STD, standardization of service codes, information on
tariffs, etc.
The issues to be considered in formulating
a policy for the development of the telephone system are quite wide and, in some
cases, need considerable investigation
before finality can be reached. In general
they concern:
a) simple and uniform dialling procedures
for all subscribers;
b) full national dialling access for all
subscribers;
c) automatic call charge recording by
either bulk billing or automatic message accounting, or a combination of
both;
d) satisfaction of technical requirements
on transmission and stability to accepted international standards;
e) operational and subscriber facility
features appropriate to a telephone
system designed to meet cuirent and
future requirements.
Administrations attempting to realise all
the foregoing features by the application of
auxiliary devices complementary to any
existing directly controlled step-by-step
switching will probably encounter considerable expenditures and may perhaps
also find that even in the final system there
will be technical inadequacies, particularly
in transmission if non-precious metal contact switching paths are to be used. Any
proposals to upgrade step switching by the
use of complementary devices should be
accompanied by a realistic appraisal of
possible future deficiencies resulting from
such a course. This comment arises from
the increasing sophistication of telephone
system operation, the expanding facilities
required and desired by subscribers and
the enhanced maintenance and operational
supervision features and facilities available
in common control switching systems but
lacking in most step switching equipment.
It is inevitable that there will be some conflict between initially formulated policy,
particularly with regard to subscriber

Figure 1
Flow diagram for switching equipment selection
process

Having broadly defined the form of the new
telephone system, it will then be necessary
to proceed with the development of a full
definition of the new switching equipment
features required.

5. Fundamental and basic plans

As a prelude to preparation of detailed
specifications for new switching equipment, it is essential that the following
basic plans be prepared:
a) a national numbering plan;
b) a national charging plan;
c) a transmission switching plan.
These plans are fundamental to the design
of a national telephone system and a
description of their possible forms is included in the ITU publication National
telephone networks for the automatic service t1]. It is not proposed to deal with any
detail of development of these plans in this
paper. They are adequately covered in the
publication referred to and it is sufficient to
detail here the significant results from the
development of these plans as they affect
selection of a switching system.
5.1 Numbering plan

The fundamental basis for a numbering
plan is a considered statement of telephone
number requirements throughout a country
for a significant period ahead. This should
be of the order of 40 to 50 years as recommended in the ITU publication I1] and
should take into account dial-in PABX
number requirements as well as ordinary
direct exchange lines.

facilities and the cost of these in a new
type switching system. An attempt should
therefore be made to evaluate the cost of
some of the more advanced operational and
facility features, which can considerably
increase network expenditure by affecting
basic design of common items such as
junction relay sets, switching selection
stages, etc. It is essential that investigating
engineers assisting the Administration in
these investigations be well versed in
switching system philosophies and be able
to guide the Administration into categorizing facilities into headings such as
Essential and Desirable, the latter classifi-

cation being reserved for those features
which are known to be marginal in justification and perhaps, costly in realisation.
This preliminary setting down of objectives
will be most valuable in subsequent considerations having as one of their aims the
gradual refinement of requirements into a
firm schedule which is a balance between
facilities desired and cost. The facility
schedule will probably only be finalized in
consultation with the chosen equipment
supplier for new supplementary apparatus
or a completely new switching system but
it should be very close to finality during the
equipment selection phase.

It is quite impossible to accurately predict
the development over 40 to 50 years for
each individual exchange, particularly
those in rural areas. The problem is most
easily solved by establishing the telephone
growth potential in the suitable areas (e.g.
cities, large towns or rural areas over
which contiguity of characteristics exists)
and derive from these estimates, growth
factors for application to the current
potential for subscriber exchange lines in
the area. In gross numbers, the development estimate is satisfied but it should be
recognized that sufficient flexibility in numbering allocation must be available within
each area to enable the real distribution of
telephone number requirements with time
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Figure 2
Charge analysis

to be effected including the establishment
of new exchanges as necessary.
It is most desirable that a generous safety
factor exist between predicted number
requirements and those available in the
numbering spectrum. It would be unrealistic to expect 100% occupancy of the
number range and it is far more practicable
to work on a basis of, say 75% effective
occupancy at the end of the planning
period. On this basis, predicted number
requirements should not exceed 75 % of the
available spectrum, while still satisfying
the International Telegraph and Telephone
Consultative Committee (CCITT) Recommendations on maximum number length.
On this latter score, the effective spectrum
must be carefully considered as one or
more first digits are for various reasons not
normally available to contribute to the
effective numbers available. The comparison of effective numbering spectrum against
foreseeable number requirements, should,
therefore, be made carefully taking these
factors into consideration.
5.2 Charging plan

It is only by examination of address codes
(i.e. the destination exchange numbers
dialled by telephone callers) that " common " or centralized automatic equipment
may determine the charge applicable to
any telephone call. There will therefore be
a relationship between the numbering and
the charging plans.
As far as charge-determining equipment is
concerned, there will be a certain analysis
problem involving the number of digits of
the address code for any call which has
to be examined to determine the charge
applicable. On the usually valid assumption
that this analysis will be increasingly
costly as the number of digits to be examined and the number of charge categories increases, there is clearly an advantage in limiting the number of digits which,
on the average, have to be examined to arrive at a charge for the average call and the
number of categories into which the charge
may fall. These should be carefully considered in formulating a plan. However,
the charges to be levied will be influenced
greatly by administrative policy and in the
final event policy issues may over-ride
technical complexity and economic considerations. However, no decision should
be taken without due regard being
to paid the technical and economic
implications.
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5.3 Charging analyses

Having arrived at a firm numbering and
charging plan, it will be possible to produce examples of the most complex charging analysis problems which are involved
in telephone traffic throughout the coun-
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try. A sufficient number of samples should
be produced to clearly define the analysis
capability required in new switching
equipment for the whole range of circumstances encountered.
For convenience, these may be summarized
in simple form such as the following table

of a possible fee analysis requirement in
average locations:
— all first digits to be analysed;
— three first digits to be extended to
second digit analysis;
— four of these two digit codes to be
extended to third digit analysis;
— three of these three digit codes to be
extended to fourth digit analysis
— two of these four digit codes to be
extended to fifth digit analysis.
A simple table such as the foregoing
would need to be extended for unusual
cases and should be supported by suitable
typical fee analysis diagrams showing
which particular first digits need to be
extended to second, second digits to third
and so forth for particular locations. A
suitable type of presentation is shown in
figure 2 and is valuable to manufacturers
as it enables them to readily determine
their fee analysis requirements.
5.4 Routing analyses

The numbering plan will also enable formulation of routing analysis requirements
applicable to any common control route
selecting stages. By examination of traffic
flows and practical route considerations, it
will be possible to specify the variety of
codes and code lengths which will enable
practical route selections taking into
account the foreseen circumstances of a
representative number of locations in the
country.
These can be set down in a form which
enables ready evaluation of the various
numbers of digits required to effect
routing decisions. Again, the results of
these investigations can be presented in a
simple table as for the charging analyses
and should be supported by typical diagrams showing the actual routing analysis
requirements at a representative number of
locations. The most complex routing
analyses should also be set down to
indicate the limit to which analysis
may need to be extended in particular
cases. A suitable presentation is shown
in figure 3.
The charging analyses are independent of
routing but routing analyses will be dependent, to a considerable degree on the
transmission switching plan and cannot be
stated specifically without reference to that
plan.

5.5 Transmission switching plan

The inter-relation of the transmission and
switching plan arises from the need to
treat links between switching points as
single entities satisfying transmission requirements. The CCITT Recommendations relating to transmission are set down
in the Red Book and the Blue Book
Recommendations [3] and are also dealt
with in the practical circumstance in
National telephone networks for the automatic service [2]. In this paper it is not proposed to enter into the detail of preparing
such plans but Administrations should bear
in mind that it is necessary to bring them to
design finality in association with development of their national telephone switching
system background.
The transmission/switching plan requires
the categorization of every switching point
in accordance with the hierarchical star
network, mesh network or combination
network decided upon by the p articular
Administration. It is probable that most
Administrations will find (certainly in the
lower orders of their exchanges), that the
hierarchical structure by which, for example,
a dependent exchange is parented on a second order exchange and a second order
exchange on a third order exchange is the
most easy design to handle. It is not necessary to preserve this structure completely
in a country and it is possible to adopt a
mesh network at, say, the third or fourth or
even fifth order exchange level depending
upon the size of the country.
The transmission/switching plan will need
to specify the points at which 4-wire
switching is compulsory and the points at
which 2-wire switching is acceptable. It will
tend to be the case that Administrations
accept 2-wire switching at dependent exchange level, make 2-wire or 4-wire
switching optional at second order exchange level and 4-wire switching compulsory at third order exchange level and
above.
Finality in the transmission switching plan
with respect to the 2-and 4-wire switching
capability of exchanges will enable a much
closer definition of channel design requirements connecting these points and will
enable channelling provision plans to be
developed including such detail as whether
hybrid transformers are required in carrier
systems or not.
On this latter point, an Administration will
have to consider its attitude towards in
>

4-wire exchanges, the acceptability or
otherwise of hybrid switching techniques
in the 4-wire exchanges and may need to
consider further their particular specification as to where hybrids, in hybrid switching exchanges, may be located. On this
score, the configuration of hybrid switching exchanges is flexible and whether
switchable hybrids are to be associated
with 2- or 4-wire lines is an issue which can
have considerable effect on active circuit
stability considerations.
5.6 Inter-working with step exchanges

It is probable that Administrations considering the introduction of a completely
new type of switching equipment already
have some investment in directly controlled
step switching plant, and if the fairly
logical conclusion has been taken that the
new switching equipment must allow as
many facilities of the new system as possible to be extended to the step subscribers,
they will need to carefully consider the
inter-working requirements between the
new equipment and the step apparatus.
It is most likely for example, that the step
switching equipment will not, within its own
trunking, economically permit, full national dialling access with the new national
numbering plan. Perhaps some codes in use
are compatible or, again, perhaps there is
no compatibility between an existing open
numbering scheme and the new national
numbering plan.
The problem of inter-working and introducing the new national codes will probably require that some outlet levels from
first, second or even later step selector ranks
at significant exchanges be trunked into
the new switching equipment and the codes
from which this traffic originated be reestablished (i.e. in a suitable register) in that
equipment. By such a procedure, traffic
from step exchanges may be handled in the
same way as that originating from subscribers dialling their required number information directly into the new equipment.
To avoid problems with calling subscriber
classifications on traffic originating from
step exchanges it is most desirable that all
step subscribers have the same caller
classification. This could mean, for example, that coin collecting boxes are removed
to new equipment extensions at composite
step/new equipment exchanges and if an
Administration elects to provide several
classifications for ordinary subscribers (for
example, unit fee calling and universal
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Figure 3
Routing analysis

calling) it may be necessary to transfer
subscribers in all but one of these categories on to new equipment. Thus, by
judicious transfer of subscribers, it may be
possible to arrange for all lines on the step
component of the composite exchange to
be of the same caller classification. Alternatively, it may be possible to transfer two
classification marks (e.g. regular subscriber and coin box) from existing step to
new apparatus by such a device as segregated trunking. (The particular subject of
coin collecting boxes which is a complicating issue in national telephone systems
is dealt with in a special section later.)
In addition to enabling step subscribers to
reach all destinations available in the
developing national telephone system,
(and to charge accordingly by virtue of
facilities available in the new type switching system), the new switching equipment
may be expected to increase the efficiency
in the existing step junction network. This
is achieved by trunking latter choice outlets from routes directly available on step
selector levels into new switching equipment where this overflow may be mixed
with the traffic originating with the development subscribers connected to the new
exchange. By such devices, the benefits of
overflow trunking are applied to the existing step network.
Rural exchanges (RAX's) which are usually
small are more difficult to treat as it will
not generally be the case that new type
equipment extensions are provided to
these exchanges. However, by adopting a
process whereby new type second order
centres in hierarchical networks are progressively installed, it will be possible to
retain current RAX trunking methods
which typically involve dialling an access
code to reach the parent exchange and then
provide full national facilities in the new
parent exchange.
Provided that coin collecting box identification signals can be passed successfully
from the dependent step exchanges to the
new parent, (and techniques exist for this
over physical and derived lines) it will be
possible to have at least two classifications
(i.e. normal subscriber and coin collecting
box) in the dependent exchange with full
national telephone system facilities available to the subscribers after dialling the normal access code. In other cases it may be
practicable to recover the step exchange
for re-location elsewhere, such as extending
other step RAX's and replacing the unit
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with a new type dependent exchange
which can be made to work into a
new type parent exchange. Subscribers
connected to the new dependent would
thus be given full national telephone facilities, including the abolition of a prefix code
to reach the national telephone system.
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By applying the techniques briefly
referred to above to the step network,
it is possible to fully incorporate all
step exchanges in the developing national telephone system without any
great difficulty and, if achieved in a
logical manner in conjunction with

appropriate new switching equipment,
without undue cost.

basic kinds of coin box instruments are
available. These are as follows:

5.7 Coin box telephones

— Local basic rate (unit fee calling) coin
box telephone

It is the writer's experience that the provision of coin-box telephones can give rise
to technical and operational problems out
of proportion to their revenue earning capability. Administrations contemplating the
establishment of a long term telephone
system philosophy should endeavour to
clearly define the types of coin box service
which are to be provided and to progressively review these decisions in relation to
the costs in various switching systems.
A further complication arises in relation to
instructions to users. Desirably, existing
instruments connected to present equipment should be given facilities in conformity with those telephones connected to
any new exchange equipment. A possible
compromise is to achieve area uniformity
by which all instruments in a well defined
area are given similar facilities and these
may be restricted facilities provided with
existing switching equipment.
However, to plan on providing for all coin
box telephones anything less than the
facilities available in the new switching
equipment is a limited concept and will
only give rise to additional problems in the
future. It is, therefore, necessary to consider very carefully the kind of facilities
which it is intended to provide with coin
box instruments under conditions applicable to new switching equipment and to
plan how these facilities may eventually be
provided to coin box telephones which
must remain (temporarily) connected to
existing equipment.
It should be practicable to arrive at an
arrangement whereby all city and provincial centre coin box telephones are treated
uniformly but instruments connected to
rural type exchanges may have certain
restrictions applied. It could be possible,
for example, to treat all coin boxes connected to a single rural type step exchange
in a uniform manner but this single treatment could be fully in accordance with the
facilities applied to any one of the various
categories of coin box telephone connected
to new switching.
For telephone networks where a local call
charge is to be levied for coin box telephones and where full subscriber trunk
dialling (STD) is to be introduced, four

This type of coin box telephone is designed
to accept, either by pre-payment or postpayment, a single fee which is collected
when the called party answers. It is particularly applicable to large cities where a
very high percentage of telephone traffic
originated from the coin box telephone is
directed into the area available for the
basic telephone charge rate on an untimed basis.
— Combination automatic local rate calling and multi-coin manually operated
coin box
This type of instrument permits the local
area calling as under the first category but
also enables the collection of coins of
various denomination under manual control and usually signals the value of coins
inserted to the operator by means of tones.
This type of instrument is suitable for
locations where automatic local calling is
required but also permits trunk calls to be
initiated under the control of manual
operators.
— STD coin box instruments
This type of instrument permits the direct
dialling of long distance calls by coin box
users and has facilities which enable the
automatic collection of the fee in accordance with periodic pulse meter (PPM)
pulses relevant to the call. There are
significant problems in the operation of this
type of instrument, particularly if it is
desired to permit operators to collect bulk
sums of money such as for phonograms,
and it appears that the latter is only
soluble by the use of centralized exchange
equipment to which the coin values
inserted are signalled by some means. The
balancing of PPM pulses relating to the
particular call against the value of money
stored is performed by the centralized
exchange equipment. This type of instrument is not limited as to the value of the
call which may be set up and is quite
practicable for local unit fee or basic rate
calls. It is clearly a more expensive instrument than one designed exclusively for
local area calling.
— Leased local basic rate (unit fee) coin
box key controlled telephones

This type of coin box instrument is particularly designed for use in supervised
locations. It can be associated with key
control and in the locked position permits
the establishment of local basic rate (unit
fee) calls by the insertion of a coin on a prepayment basis. The instrument,wever, ho
becomes a normal full access telephone
upon the operation of a control key which
controls a device (e.g. a rectifier) sensed by
centralized exchange equipment or some
form of mechanical analyser which normally permits only certain first (first/
second) digits to be dialled. By this means,
the instrument can be in either one of the
two possible conditions, i.e. local area
calling alone or a full access unrestricted
telephone depending on whether the key
control is operated or not.
The foregoing basic types of coin box
instrument will find varying degrees of
application in any telephone network and
their use will, to a large degree, be controlled by economics and relative costs.
If it proved to be the case that full STD
instruments cost little more than a fixed
local fee calling telephone, it is quite possible
that Administrations would find it attractive to standardize on the STD instrument
alone. Again, it may be policy not to permit STD calling from coin box instruments
and to standardize on the multi-coin
type of manually operated telephone
for all trunk traffic from coin box
locations.
By giving due consideration to the coin box
problem, the types and amount of traffic
encountered from these instruments and
the general policies of the Administration,
the number of different types of instrument
should be decided upon in the preliminary
stages of specifying total telephone system facilities in order that switching
equipment may be selected which will
satisfy the full requirements. In addition,
the future proposals regarding coin box
instruments will dictate, to a large degree,
the measures which must be taken as far as
instruments connected to step switching
equipment are concerned. It is stressed that
in the design of a switching system there
are complicating issues arising from the use
of various kinds of coin boxes and although
the problems can be solved relatively
easily once they are stated, it is essential
that an Administration be quite clear at the
outset as to what kind of coin box telephone facilities they wish to introduce and
maintain in their telephone system.
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5.8 Subscriber and general facility schedule

The setting down in a formal manner of all
the facilities which an Administration
wishes to provide in its future telecommunications system is an essential step
before considering any new switching
equipment. It enables the deficiencies of
existing switching to be readily appreciated
and is a major part of the specification for
any new equipment.
Facilities requirements can be stated in
direct relation to subscriber lines, in relation to system operational aspects and in
relation to maintenance and testing. It is
suggested that Administrations should
consider a list of facilities as comprehensive
as possible and include or reject them as
necessary in a final statement of requirements.
For the required facilities there should be
two categories—those considered to be
essential and those which are desirable but
will only be required if the cost is reasonable. Clearly this implies on the part of
engineers compiling the final list, a considerable depth of perception as to the
technical methods of satisfying each requirement. Even so there may be some
facilities whose exact method of provision
is not known and it should be recognized
that a feature stated to be essential initially
may be subsequently dropped if its provision in the most desirable equipment offered
proves to be very costly.
A sample list of facilities is included in
Appendix 'A' with possible classifications
into " essential " and " desirable ". The
classifications are purely for illustration
and do not necessarily form a recommendation.
5.9 Signalling

As the required functions of a telephone
switching system increase in number and
scope, the need for high speed and comprehensive signalling systems increases.
These signalling arrangements can minimize post dialling delay time with alternate
routing arrangements, allow rapid transfer
of information between common control
elements permitting greater sophistication,
and make possible the introduction of
varying degrees of error detection in the
transfer of information.
Administrations should consider in principle whether they desire to move to more
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sophisticated signalling and to decide
whether it is to be a firm requirement. [x]

PART II. ISSUES INVOLVED IN
THE SELECTION OF A NATIONAL
SWITCHING SYSTEM

1. General

It is not always easy for an Administration
to decide on the optimum method of
selecting a standard national switching
system. The effort available should be most
effectively used but unless care is exercised,
it is quite easy to be led into unproductive
areas of investigation and to lose sight of
the fundamental issues for which a solution
is sought.
The purpose of the preceding discussion on
basic plans and some of the more important issues involved in introducing a new
type of equipment has been to demonstrate the line of reasoning which should be
undertaken before any attempt is made to
select a switching system at all.
The carrying out of the exercise of fundamental and basic plan development and the
preparation of a statement of facility
requirements will have automatically limited the number of systems from which a
choice may be made and the next logical
step is to further examine the possible
systems for their ability to comply with
the schedule of requirements.
It has been found that detailed discussions
in depth with manufacturers of the
switching systems with potential to meet
the Administration's requirements is essential in establishing overall appreciation
of the systems and in making the manufacturers aware generally of the investigation processes to be adopted by the Administration. Areas of doubt regarding such
things as traffic aspects, technical facilities,
range of exchanges available, proven
techniques and delivery times can be explored outside the formalism of tenders.
Provided the investigating officers have a
sufficient depth of understanding of the
principles of different switching systems
and the importance of some of the more
obscure aspects of switching system philosophy and operation, they will be able to
pursue a detailed investigation of the
potential of the various systems to satisfy
requirements. In this regard, Adminis-
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trations should recognize that the most
readily quoted publicity in relation to
switching systems is generally only a
small part of the information necessary
before an informed decision is possible
regarding the relative abilities of different
systems to satisfy a comprehensive specification. A poor showing in statistics on
past sales volume, for example, should not
be allowed to obscure the possible advantages of a relatively new system which has
not been available long enough to have a
large sales volume.
Issues of significance to be brought to light
by an informed investigation should concern such matters as transmission (4-wire
switching, pad control, active channel
termination control, the ability of equipment to always maintain satisfactory
termination and pad insertion conditions),
tariff issues (the number of different tariff
rates which the equipment can determine,
the distribution of charging functions such
as the ability of second order exchanges to
act as fee determining locations for first
order exchanges, the availability of automatic message accounting (AMA), the
ability of junction equipment to transfer
repeat meter pulses under PPM conditions,
the ability of equipment to recognize no-fee
and non-chargeable conditions, the ability
to provide for STD coin boxes), testing
facilities (whether remote testing of subscriber lines in distant dependent exchanges
is possible, whether robot testing equipment
is available, whether direct automatic
access to individual junction lines for testing purposes is available), inter-exchange
links economy (the need or otherwise for
segregated junction groups to satisfy
switching equipment requirements including tariff and signalling functions, alternate routing, resistance limits).
Following the detailed discussions in
technical investigations dealing with subject matter of the more obscure forms
referred to above, generally known only to
experienced switching engineers, it should
be possible to prepare detailed technical
reports on all the equipment investigated.
In addition to the purely technical aspects,
the investigations should also be directed
along the lines of ascertaining when features still under development or yet to be
developed, are likely to be available. The
opportunity should also be taken to obtain
an assessment of the various manufacturers' abilities in the fields being investigated
and a manufacturer who can readily quote

examples of where particular features have
been provided, and are working, is obviously in a far better position to deliver
operational equipment than one who has
not yet embarked upon the development,
or application, of particular aspects of
system operation.
Following the preparation of reports dealing with all aspects of each manufacturer's
particular system design, production integrity and general experience, it will probably be the case that there is only a short
list of manufacturers capable of satisfying
all aspects, particularly if a comprehensive
national system and early delivery of all
exchange types is desired. It will thus be
seen that the assessment of manufacturer's
potential to satisfy the Administration's
stated detail requirements with regard to
system facilities can result in the establishment of a short list of those who have any
potential at all to satisfy the specifications.
If all of these manufacturers even perhaps
those in the marginal category, are invited
to tender their particular types of equipment, the task of assessment has been made
much easier because of the reduction in the
number of tenders.

2. Cost assessment
Having arrived at a list of manufacturers
whose equipment is potentially suitable,
cost assessments which will enable a
balance to be struck between satisfaction of
switching system requirements and overall
cost should then be made. The way in which
this is to be done is a vital matter and it is
the aim of this paper to suggest a method
by which it may be arrived at with a
minimum of effort.
2.1 Maintenance costs
While it is unlikely that there will be very
wide differences in maintenance costs
between similar types of systems as much
information as possible on this point
should be collected during the switching
system evaluation. With newer systems it is
possible that completely accurate data is
not available, not only because there has
been limited experience with the type but
also arising from the methods of various
Administrations of recording expenditure
of time on exchange maintenance. It
should be possible, however, to determine
whether in any particular system there is a
variation from average maintenance costs

likely to be significant in the final choice.
High costs are likely to be associated with
mechanical switching systems and to be
proportionally related to the mechanical
content. Although this may lead to the
thought that a minimum of mechanical
movement would produce the lowest
maintenance content, this is not necessarily true. Any switching equipment type,
mechanical or otherwise, must have a high
degree of design and production integrity
to avoid excessive failure rates which
should quickly show up in service. Provided therefore that consideration is
limited to equipment which has had a
reasonable proving period, there should be
no difficulty in establishing relative maintenance contents.
2.2 Capital costs
From a capital cost viewpoint, an Administration considering the use of a new
standard switching equipment will probably wish to install, at varying dates, a
range of exchanges, perhaps from large
city to the smallest rural type. As it will
almost certainly occur that the cost relativity between the exchanges of different
manufacturers will vary with the nature of
the exchange (e.g. small rural units, transit
exchanges, etc.) there will be two costs to be
considered:
a) individual exchange costs;
b) the costs of executing a programme of
exchange works.
It is to be stressed that the relative costs of
a list of exchanges including one of each
type could be quite different to the relative costs of a programme of works because of the different proportions involved
of each exchange type.
An Administration setting out to determine the costs of different switching systems must be careful to ensure that the
method of cost comparison is valid and the
first requirement is that all manufacturers
invited to tender, offer equipment to a design
to satisfy exactly the same subscriber and
traffic quantities. This involves careful
specification to remove ambiguity and
close analysis of tenders received to correct
under or over provision.
This latter aspect carries with it the implication that a change in price must be made
to achieve any necessary correction. To
overcome the difficulty of price variations
after tenders have closed, total exchange

prices must be based on unit costs for each
item used in an exchange such as relay sets
of the various types, basic racks, automatic switches, registers, MDF verticals,
power rectifiers, cabling, etc. Corrections
will then vary the quantities of each of the
various items but the item tender price will
be unaffected. Exchange costs are therefore
tied to these unit prices which would form
the basis of costs for any future ordering.
When setting out to determine the costs of
different switching systems an Administration is concerned with the total system
cost for the future and it is a reasonable
assumption that, provided adequate future
price variation clauses are written into any
contracts, it will be sufficient to examine
total costs over a period of, say, three to
five years ahead giving a fairly balanced
usage of the different types of equipment.
Preparation of a dimensioned trunking
scheme for every exchange over the forward works period would be an ideal
method of realizing an exact specification
but is impracticable for the following
reasons:
a) a trunking diagram for each exchange
for each potential manufacturer would
have to be prepared implying a most
detailed knowledge of each equipment
and imposing a constraint which may
not produce an optimum proposal from
every manufacturer;
b) the exact traffic and subscriber situation assumed for each exchange becomes less reliable as the time to required provision increases. In addition, the detailed work required represents a generally impossible task in
a short time.
The only practicable approach is one of
sampling whereby costs are obtained for
all possible exchange types over the necessary range of variables including subscriber quantities and traffic magnitudes.
A most convenient method of sampling is
to design a hypothetical network containing a complete range of exchange sizes
and types and developed over a sufficient
number of stages to allow the discontinuities in the cost structure of exchange
provisioning with the various systems to be
observed. The data gathered from the
hypothetical exercise must be of such a
nature and accuracy as to permit basic
cost per line and costs per Erlang for the
various manufacturers for each of the different exchange circumstances to be
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determined. These costs may then be
applied to the developmental programme
foreseen by the Administration over a
period of, say five years ahead and the
relative gross costs determined for each
manufacturer.

3. Kinds of exchanges in national
telephone systems
It is normally the case that national telephone systems are comprised of exchanges
ranging from large city subscriber units
through tandem switching and trunk
exchanges to provincial centres and small
rural type exchanges. Some of these units
can be classified as subscriber exchanges
only, others will be pure traffic carrying
tandem switching units while a further
group will be a composite of the two.
Variable elements are introduced in the
form of differing numbers of subscribers,
different calling and terminating rates and,
in the case of transit exchanges, different
traffic magnitudes and dispersions, and 2wire/4-wire switching.
Exchanges serving only a local group of
subscribers (i.e. terminal exchanges) are the
simplest to describe and there is little
difficulty in stating the problem to be
satisfied by this type of exchange over the
whole range from the smallest rural unit
to the largest city type. The cost of providing these installations is normally assessed in a figure per subscriber line and
can vary quite markedly over the range and
in relation to the traffic to be carried per
subscriber line. In developing networks
faced with the problem of providing a
coherent national system, there would
normally be little point in considering the
cost per line of subscriber exchanges
beyond 10 000 lines.
The group of exchanges carrying transit
traffic only may be quite easily evaluated
in terms of Erlangs input if, as is probable,
it can be shown that the actual traffic
dispersion has little effect on cost. The
exchanges may be required on a 2-wire
basis such as in city tandem network
applications, in a true 4-wire manner such
as in pure trunk transit exchanges, or, as a
third possibility, an exchange may be required to switch traffic originating from
both 2 and 4-wire sources.
The third group of exchanges may combine subscriber line provision with a transit
switching capability and need accurate
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definition, particularly if the transit switched component includes true 4-wire
switching.
3.1 Subscriber exchanges
These units will comprise a complete
range, probably from the smallest rural
exchange of the order of 30 or 50 lines to the
largest city type of, say 10 000 lines maximum and with a range of originating subscriber traffics. It will normally be the case
that a manufacturer has two or more
different exchange types to cover this range
with the largest city types being completely
self-sufficient and the smallest rural units
relying perhaps on centralized functions at
parent switching centres for a complete
range of operations. The hypothetical network should nominate a series of exchanges
developed over practical ranges (say,
doubling or tripling in size) so that a complete range of subscribers exchanges from
the smallest rural unit to, say, an upper
limit of 10 000 lines city type is included.
The cost pattern over a range of subscriber
calling rates may be secured by specifying
some of these exchanges at realistic lower
and upper calling rate limits. It is suggested
that to obtain costs for exchanges for more
than two traffic situations is unnecessary
but this is a matter to be decided by each
Administration.
It can be seen that if the range of subscriber
exchange sizes is fairly continuous, the
results from the hypothetical network in
this particular case can be plotted graphically and will show the cost structure over
the complete range for subscribers exchanges as at many different traffic situations as the Administration has cared to
nominate. The incremental cost pattern for
each exchange type can be seen by graduating development of the hypothetical network exchanges over suitable sizes (e.g. an
exchange from 1,000 to 2,000 in 200 line
steps or again a small rural exchange
developed from, say, 50 lines to 200 lines
in 50 line steps).
3.2 Transit exchanges
In the case of pure transit exchanges, the
study of the forward programme of works
will have brought to light the range of
traffics which have to be handled by this
type of unit. This should be determined
after due consideration of direct routing
patterns and Administrations should take
care to ensure that they do not unneces-
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sarily increase the size of, say, city tandem
switching exchanges or, for that matter,
4-wire trunk switching units. The cost per
Erlang relationships of these exchanges
will probably fall fairly markedly with
increasing traffic and it is necessary to
ensure that realistic operating points are
chosen for costing of the forward programme of works. A suitable number of
trunk and tandem switching exchanges can
be set down in the hypothetical network
with traffics which are realistic when prepared after study of the telephone network
for which costs are being sought. It is
essential that the hypothetical network tandem and trunk exchanges take due note of
the characteristics of the offered types of
exchange equipment. It could be, for example, that a particular manufacturer has a
type of trunk exchange suited for low
traffics but which becomes uneconomic
when developed beyond a certain point.
The hypothetical network exchanges would
need to nominate sizes of traffics which
permit the two different situations to be
evaluated for this particular manufacturer.
3.3 Composite subscriber/tandem exchanges
The particular case of an exchange required to provide both for subscriber terminations and for a transit switched component of network traffic is the most
difficult to define accurately in a hypothetical network. From examination of the
various trunking methods used by different manufacturers' systems, it will be
clear that traffic will flow in different ways
in different systems and, further, that there
will be a variety of approaches with regard
to 2-wire and 4-wire switching.
For example, some manufacturers may
offer hybrid switching exchanges in a
single composite unit including subscriber
facilities while others may restrict transit
facilities to 2-wire traffic in association with
the subscriber terminations and require
that all 4-wire traffic be transit-switched
through a different kind of equipment. The
traffic flow patterns between these two
approaches will be quite different and it is
possible that, in some cases, certain traffic
components will transit through switching
equipment twice under the philosophy of
certain manufacturers as compared to that
applicable under other manufacturers'
systems.
It must not be assumed that exchanges of
the latter type are necessarily more costly
than those which do not require double

switching of some traffic. The question of
overall costs must be taken into account.
As the composite subscriber exchange/
transit switching exchange is the most
difficult one to define in a hypothetical
network in order that cost information may
be obtained in a useful form, the general
problem of where such exchanges may be
encountered in a practical network can be
considered to advantage.
In a strictly hierarchical network, transit
traffic is encountered at every centre above
that of first order (terminal) exchanges.
In a purely mesh network, the situation
would never be encountered. However, a
mesh arrangement can never exist in
practice right throughout a network of
significant size as it becomes economically
untenable to provide direct junctions between each switching unit and the compromise may be a series of tandem exchanges serving, for transit traffic purposes,
mesh sub-networks. Whatever the configuration of a practical system, however,
it is certain that there will be a requirement
for switching transit traffic at locations also
requiring that subscriber terminations be
available.
From consideration of a switching/transmission plan, the locations requiring 4wire switching will already have been
specified and thus, it will be known where
2-wire switching may be tolerable and the
practical traffic situations to be encountered
can be set down after examination of the
forward works programme referred to
earlier. However, the situation is not as
simple as it might appear from the foregoing because in a hierarchical network
each switching centre has associated with
it functions belonging to all lower order
switching centres. For example, if the
first three exchange types are expressed in
order as terminal, group and zone exchanges, it will be the case that zone
switching centres have associated with them
also group switching functions and terminal functions (i.e. subscriber exchange
functions). If it has been decided in the
transmission/switching plan that zone
switching centres and above must have
4-wire switching facilities but that group
switching function may be satisfied with
2-wire switching, it can easily be the case
that a particular manufacturer A, to satisfy
a zone switching location, may offer composite subscriber/2-wire transit switching
exchanges satisfying the group and terminal functions plus separate 4-wire

switching zone exchanges. On the other
hand, manufacturer B may offer a hybrid
switching configuration wherein all functions (i.e. terminal, group and zone
switching) can be provided for in a single
exchange entity. It can be seen that if the
system of manufacturer A is considered
and if, in a hierarchical network structure,
the zone switching exchange component is
used for final route switching for the local
and group centre switching, there will be a
component of traffic originating in the
group switching area which will flow not
only through the 2-wire exchange component but also through the 4-wire component. On the other hand, in the case of
manufacturer B, all source to destination
connexions may be able to transit through
a single composite hybrid switching group
selection stage irrespective of whether the
source is subscriber, 2-wire or 4-wire junction and the destination a subscriber,
2-wire or 4-wire junction. It is apparent
that the Erlang/switch index* of traffic
handling capacity per switch of manufacturer B could easily be lower than that
of manufacturer A but this is not to
say that there are no compensating advantages in the cost per Erlang or cost
per switch figure.
It can be seen that an Administration considering embarking upon an equipment
selection cost evaluation exercise using
data derived from a hypothetical network
tender must consider very carefully the
manner in which cost information is to be
requested. This can only effectively be done
after due consideration of the practical
circumstances under which transit-switched
traffic will occur in the Administration's
network and it will also be clear that the
magnitudes and dispersions of the various
components of traffic, i.e. subscriber
originated, 2-wire source originated, or
4-wire source originated, must be fully
appreciated and understood before the
hypothetical network is specified.

is a great deal to be gained and little lost
from simplicity of approach. It is quite
possible to include in a hypothetical network study, matters which seem to be
important at the outset that may well
prove in the final event to have little importance at all. It is far more rewarding to
increase the effort directed towards ensuring the satisfaction of exactly the same
problem by the different manufacturers
than it is to introduce the more sophisticated aspects of network operation into a
study where they are relatively unimportant.
There is little to be gained by the inclusion
of alternately routed traffic on either the
outgoing and incoming side of exchanges
nor is there any point in specifying a great
variety in grades of service or in having a
great variety of junction routes. The ability
of each particular switching system to
handle overflow trunking, the desired number of junction routes, to effect the required complexity of routine and tariff
analysis, etc. are issues which should be
established in the technical investigation
and the inclusion of these issues in the
hypothetical network data only serve to
complicate calculations.
The prime aim is to obtain cost per subscriber and cost per Erlang data to enable
the real forward programme of works to be
evaluated and so establish cost relativity
between different manufacturers. The information must be secured in sufficient
categories and magnitudes (in terms of
calling/terminating rates for subscribers
and numbers of subscribers; and traffic
quantities for transit traffics) to enable this
costing to be accurate.
The most significant issues to be considered
in designing the network therefore are:
a) the range of subscriber quantities to be
served by subscriber exchange equipment;
b) the originating and terminating traffics
applying to the subscribers;
c) the traffic incoming and outgoing on
junction routes and distribution within
the exchange;

4. Hypothetical network

d) the holding times of calls;

4.1 Preparation and results expected
It is necessary to clearly establish the kind
of results expected from a hypothetical
network study and the technique of specification to achieve these. In this regard there
* Index of traffic handling capacity per
switch.

e) code lengths to be dialled and types of
terminating exchange.
The final result from the hypothetical network study should be the production of a
readily usable table or graphical presentation of cost data for application to the
forward works programme.
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A full statement should therefore be prepared of exchanges to be included in the
works programme to establish the range
over which cost data is required. As far as
larger exchanges are concerned, a brief
statement should be prepared in relation
to each regarding the number of subscribers to be served, the expected traffics per
line and, in relation to tandem traffic, the
magnitude and dispersion of the traffic to
be switched.
For very small RAX's and even small
group switching (second order) exchanges,
certain averaging assumptions may be
made, and the number of such exchanges
in the foreseeable works programme treated
as a bulk quantity.
It is most necessary that a careful study be
made, during the technical evaluations, of
the traffic flow patterns in the exchange
systems under consideration in order that
the data may be presented in a usable and
unambiguous manner. It will be found that
the switching system philosophies of
different manufacturers can vary quite
widely and it is impracticable to list
traffics to be carried in transit switching
applications in a simple single manner
applicable to all manufacturers.
In a switching equipment selection exercise of the nature being discussed here, it
should be the target to arrive at a short list
of potential manufacturers and it is only
necessary to cover all the possible configurations of exchange switching design
arising from this limited number of manufacturers. It will be the normal case that
as the switching system specification becomes more comprehensive and the range
of exchanges to be provided wider, the
number of potential manufacturers will
reduce.
It is necessary that the technical evaluations, preparation of a hypothetical network which will result in the securing of
appropriate cost information, and the
presentation of data in relation to the
forward works programme, all be considered as a composite effort with the
appropriate feed-back of information from
one part of the exercise to another to
ensure that the overall target is reached.
This target is that the cost information
from the hypothetical network study may
be applied directly to the forward programme of works, in a manner depending
upon the varying philosophies of the
switching systems under consideration, to
arrive at relative overall costs.
602

A range of data enabling all exchanges in
the forward works programme to be satisfactorily located is essential. In this regard
a complete coverage of subscriber exchange
sizes, from the smallest to say 10000 lines,
is required but it is suggested that realistic
lower and upper originating traffics per
line should be chosen to enable placement
of all exchanges into one or other of these
categories. A third traffic situation could be
nominated but would significantly increase
the tendering calculations and the advantage could be very marginal.
It is to be stressed that the per line calling/
terminating traffics specified in the hypothetical network should be very carefully
chosen after due consideration as these
can markedly affect the costs (and even
practicabilities) of exchanges. The traffic
limits of all exchanges or equipments
which may be offered should be explored
during the technical investigation stage.
In the case of the composite subscriber/
tandem exchange locations, it will be
found advantageous to seek cost data from
the hypothetical network enabling a family
of curves to be established through direct
data and by interpolation for a range of
incoming junction traffic with subscribers
and cost/subscriber as the graphical coordinates. Although there is no relationship
between the transit traffic component and
the number of subscribers at any particular
location, the method allows easy location
of any exchange.
4.2 Composition of the hypothetical network
There is no point in duplicating exchanges
in a hypothetical network and each should
represent a different situation with regard
to number of subscribers, calling/terminating rates, and/or transit traffic magnitude.
If a complete coverage of subscriber
exchanges from 20 to 10 000 lines is required and each one is to be developed in,
say, five steps to something like four times
its initial size plus some overlap to cover
transition from one type exchange to
another for particular manufacturers, a
minimum of some six exchanges is necessary. When variations in traffic are included together with exchanges having
transit components and requirements for
true 4-wire switching, a network with at
least 12 exchanges could be developed.
By treating this network as a single entity
with access to and from the world at large
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via one or more entry/exit points, network
coherency can be realized with all traffic
balancing. There is little point in introducing the finesse of losing traffic at each
switching point in accordance with the
required grade of service. By exercising the
appropriate restraints on tenderers through
the nomination of exact traffics and grades
of service, appropriate to each route (e.g.
by not permitting individual interpretation
of direct and overflow components of any
particular parcel of traffic), the total network commitment in junctions as between
different switching systems can be seen.
Increasing junction quantities for the same
overall grades of service could indicate
increasing internal congestion in switching
equipment but care must be exercised to
see that the differences due to traffic loss
calculation methods are taken into account.
(The possibility of optimizing total network cost for each manufacturer through
alternate routing should be evaluated from
the technical investigation results and from
the junction equipment costs tendered).
A traffic flow diagram for each exchange in
the hypothetical network for each potential
manufacturer should be prepared as a
check to see that cost data appropriate to
the exchanges in the forward works programme is being sought.
4.3 Data for exchanges in the hypothetical
network
The final presentation of data for the exchanges in the hypothetical network should
be illustrated with a diagram showing the
network status of each exchange (e.g. terminal, group, zone centre etc.) and a complete variety of junction types which will
be encountered in the forward works
programme. Tariff information should be
shown for this network including rates to
be levied in respect of calls for each combination of exchanges to ensure that the
cost of this facility is included in the tendered equipment.
In respect of each exchange basic information should be provided along the following
lines:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)

exchange identification;
network classification;
subscriber development;
calling/terminating traffic rates;
originated traffic dispersion;
incoming traffic dispersion;
nomination of traffic required to be
true 4-wire switched;

Figure 4
Typical hypothetical network

h) junction types.
The form of presentation which a hypothetical network might assume is shown in
figure 4.
4.4 Form of cost data presentation
It is quite possible that due to differences in
approaches by different manufacturers, the
results expected from the hypothetical network in the exercise may not always be
consistent as between manufacturers and
the way should be left open to request
variations by manufacturers of the tenders
to completely satisfy the comparison situation.
This cannot be done after tenders close
unless there are fixed reference points for

the cost of equipment and this can only be
satisfactorily achieved by the requirement
for manufacturers to provide unit costs for
individual items (i.e. switches, relay sets,
etc.) plus a complete schedule of the
amounts of the various items required
under the specific switching configurations
and sizes. Having secured the fundamental
reference point of unit costs, variations of
configurations can then be subsequently
made by manufacturers without conflicting
with tender processes.
As far as the Administration requiring the
tender is concerned, it is most essential that
the unit costs be obtained in any case as the
hypothetical exchanges will possibly not
coincide with any practical situations, and
the unit costs will be the reference point for

future contract negotiations for exchanges
not directly specified in the network.
A telephone exchange can be segregated as
far as costs are concerned into several
basic components:
a) switching equipment including racks,
subscriber terminations and cabling;
b) junction terminating relay sets;
c) MDF;
d) power plant and power distribution;
e) testing and miscellaneous facilities.
The distribution of total costs between
these various components will differ with
various manufacturers and it is not impossible that a desirable equipment is
penalized as far as cost is concerned by, for
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example, excessive expenditure on MDF
and power plant. Again a particular equipment may involve a high cost in junction
relay sets which would operate against
increasing the number of low cost junctions in an alternatively routed traffic configuration aimed at optimizing a network.
By requiring that tender costs be distributed
between the different components and that
unit prices for each basic piece of equipment
be submitted, an Administration will find
that analysis and comparison between
tenders will be greatly facilitated.
It is not uncommon that quite large errors
can occur in tenders and while under
pricing may be regarded as unfortunate for
the manufacturer in the case of a single exchange purchase, errors are not acceptable
in a hypothetical network study and must
be eliminated. Administrations should
therefore insist on the quotation of cffit
prices as these form the only stable
reference point.
Tenders should therefore be required to
include a complete list of equipment unit
prices for three basic reasons:
a) to enable variations in subscriber and
traffic capacities as between different
manufacturers for the same exchange
to be eliminated and a true comparison
achieved;
b) as a reference point for establishing the
cost of any future exchange order;
c) as a demonstration of the degree of
production design finality reached in
respect of each basic item of equipment.

5. Costing a forward programme of
exchange works
Assuming that an Administration has
decided on a method of switching-system
cost evaluation based on the application of
potential systems to a forward programme
of exchange works, it will be necessary to
decide on the method of arriving at total
costs.
In this regard there are several possible
approaches. In the first place, the capital
cost only of each exchange may be considered, or, secondly the cost of developing
exchanges over a number of extensions may
be evaluated.
It is doubtful whether the consideration of
individual extension costs of each exchange
over a number of extensions is justified
and it is possible to achieve a sufficiently
604

high order of accuracy from considering
the cost of each exchange as though it were
provided as a single unit at the maximum
size reached over the study period provided
that sufficient care is taken to ensure that
no particular penalty or advantage is
given to the manufacturers under consideration by virtue of the particular size being
considered.
In this regard, it is apparent, for example
that most large exchange equipments can
be provided in 1000 line blocks without
particular penalty or advantage to any
manufacturer but departures from this
optimum introduce a random pattern of
incremental costs depending upon the
particular philosophy of the manufacturer being considered. To take this into
account an index may be prepared for
each manufacturer's system being considered which will be an expression of the
particular weighting to be given to that
system by virtue of its incremental cost
structure. Such an index could be applied
to final costs for each manufacturer but it
is doubtful if such an issue would ever
become a matter for serious concern.
It is suggested, therefore, that the cost
evaluation of a forward works programme
should be made on the estimated capital
cost of each exchange under consideration
at the maximum size reached during the
study, with the application of a weighting
factor, if considered necessary, for each
system under consideration arising from
the variable nature of the incremental cost
structure pattern.

6. Examination of tendered costs
It is essential that tenders be examined
carefully for three reasons:
a) to ensure full compliance with the
hypothetical network specification;
b) to ensure fair comparison between
different systems by the elimination of
under or over provisions of equipment
at each of the required development
stages;
c) to ensure that an adequate unit price
schedule has been supplied as a basis
for any future contracts.
The aspects requiring closest attention will
be those related to traffic and a thorough
check should be made of the tendered
equipment quantities to decide whether
they are acceptable. Variations in quantity
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of equipment to satisfy amended traffic
figures or to meet different grades of service should be discussed with manufacturers to ensure practicality and full
agreement.
A careful check should also be made to
ensure that there are no anomalies between manufacturers with regard to such
things as exchange power supplies being
common to two exchanges in one case but
separate in another; test equipment on a
similar basis any other issues which would
contribute to unfair comparisons between
costs from different manufacturers.

7. Conclusion
The selection of a single telephone switching system type for use on a national basis
to achieve a telephone service exhibiting
uniformity in facilities, coherency in network operation and permitting planned
development requires a carefully executed
process if the optimum answer is to be
achieved. This paper has attempted to outline a process which has been successful.
The techniques can, in part, be applied to
selection of auxiliary equipment to improve an existing switching equipment.
It is not thought that the omission of finer
points of consideration would affect the
final cost comparisons by more than a few
per cent which is well inside the margin of
error in the costs of a forward works
programme based on a hypothetical network cost study. The final decision on an
equipment selection should be dependent
on both technical evaluations and costs and
it is most desirable that the technical recommendations to be made before costs
are obtained to have the benefit of unbiased consideration. The final recommendation then would be made in the
light of manufacturers quotations, payment terms and any other issues of importance as far as the particular Administration is concerned.
The amount of effort available to devote to
the exercise in developing countries will not
always be as great as may be desired and
for this reason the finer points on some
issues have been ignored to reduce total
time involved. Assuming that at least one of
the engineers charged with the selection
task has a detailed background in the techniques of telephone system design and
principles, it could be expected that all the
processes set out here could be completed

for a small country in 15 to 30 man-months.
The time would depend upon the depth of
detail investigated and the size, telephonically, of the country for basic plan preparation.
(Original language: English)
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Sample subscriber and general facilities
schedule

nexion because of congestion
or any other reason ....

Note: The requirements regarding desirability
of facilities could be sub-divided into
several exchange groupings if considered
justified, e.g. city, provincial, rural.
This list is not comprehensive and is intended only as a stimulus to thought
regarding the items possible for inclusion in such a statement.
Essen- Desirtial able
1. Subscriber services
classifications

b) PBX subscriber

X
X

d) Coin collecting box
i) local area calling only .
ii) multi coin (operator collection)
Hi) STD
e) Subscriber private meters

X
X

c) Multi-party lines
ii) secret
Hi) non-secret

.

x
X
X
X

f) Unrestricted PBX group
number allocation ....

x

g) Automatic message accounting

X

2. System operational aspects
a) Time supervision to release
equipment if dialling does
not materialize within a predetermined time

X

b) Interdigital pauses exceeding
a predetermined time to release all equipment ....

X

c) Line lockout to hold all lines
force released from a con-

[4] A telephone development project—Seminars
in Geneva, United Nations Expanded Programme of Technical Assistance (EPTA),
Geneva, 1964.

Essen- Desirtial able

Essen- Desirtial able

APPENDIX 'A'

a) Normal subscriber unrestricted access

[3] CCITT Red Book, Vols. V, V bis., Blue
Book Vol. Ill

d) Metering to be uniform with
regard to the application of a
unit fee or a first P.P.M.
pulse to a leased subscriber's
meter

x

x

e) Non-metering condition may
be applied to any desired
number for both local and
incoming STD calls ....

x

f) Unequipped routes, unallocated and disconnected numbers to be connected to N.U.
tone or a recorded announcement as desired

x

g) Changed numbers to be
capable of being intercepted
and redirected to an answering position or recorded announcement

x

h) Filtered interception through
an operator without incurring a fee to the caller to be
available

X

i) Annoyance hold conditions
whereby a called party may
take action to hold an annoying call for tracing to be
available
f) Barred access codes, when
dialled, to result in the application of N.U. tone or
recorded announcement as
desired
k) Release conditions to be
such that if the calling party
releases first the whole connexion shall be released but
the called party held from
generating a new call condition or, if the called party
releases first, the whole connexion to be released after a
pre-determined period ...

I) Push button dialling to be
possible when and if required

X

m) Indialling to PABX's within
the limit of national number
length to be possible ...

x

n) Emergency disconnect features whereby selected subscribers may be deprived of
service at any time to be
available

X

o) Trunk
offering
features
trunk
operator
whereby a
may break in on an existing
connexion to announce a
trunk call to be available
i) at city exchanges ....
ii) at all exchanges ....

x
X

p) Faulty junctions to result in
automatic withdrawal from
service and raising of alarms

X

q) Second attempt calls in time
of low traffics to automatically have access to alternative switching equipment and
junctions

X

r) Subscriber exchange meters
to be capable of registrations at the rate of at least 3
units per second

X

X

3. Common Control elements

X

x

a) Subscriber registers to be
capable of accepting address
information from subscribers
via loop-disconnect or pushbutton dialling

X

b) Originating registers to be
capable of sending loopdisconnect signalling to existing step exchanges on direct
routes

X

c) Subscriber registers to be
capable of storing 8 digits
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Essen- Desirtial able
normally but capable of
ready extension to 9 if required. They should be capaable of handling international
calls without prejudice from
high speed input of destination codes from callers (i.e.
via push button dialling)
.
d) Route selection to be possible to the limits as expressed
under the appropriate " routing and charging analyses "
specification
e) Charge determinations to be
available to the limits as expressed under the appropriate " routing and charging
analyses" specification . .
f) Any charging equipment
located at second order
(group) centres and serving
dependent exchanges must be
able to recognize such dependants as belonging to one
of up to six originating charge
point categories
g) Charge determining equipment to categorize every call
into one of ten categories
including " no fee "... .
h) Automatic trunk call charging to be available on a modified Karlsson PPM basis
.

Essen- Desirtial able
automatic message accounting
j) PPM charging rates to provide the following intervals
between pulses: (Administration's choice)

x

x

X

x

x

APPENDIX <B

b) Alternate routing choices to
extend to (Administration's
choice) alternatives ....
c) Grades of service between
the point of entry to the exchange and the outgoing
routes to be equal to or
better than (Administration's choice)

BI-JV

City
tandem
Provincial i) 1000-10 000 lineszone
variable calling/
centre
terminating rates
ii) 50-400 Erlangs
trunk incoming
traffic

x

d) Howler facilities to be available

x

e) Testing access via automatic
paths to individual lines in
subscriber PBX groups to be
available

x

f) Automatic revertive testing
controlled from the telephone
line being tested to be available

x

6. Manual operator facilities

x

5. Testing facilities

c) Trunk offering to be available
for operators to subscribers
connected to (Administration's choice) exchanges . .

X

a) Test access to subscriber
lines from testing positions
to be available through automatic switching paths—via a
metallic path clear of all exchange apparatus

d) Interception facilities to be
available for the following
circumstances (Administration's choice) (e.g. filtered
interception, changed number)

x

e) Failure of any junction or
trunk to automatically render it busy to testing switches

Size

1000-10 000 lines
calling/terminating
rates variable
50-400 Erlangs

c) RAX units to have remote
line testing available ...

b) 2-wire switchboards to be
available for use at 2-wire
group switching centres . .

Ei-iv

City
terminal

x

x

DI-JV

AVN

606

x

b) Remote testing of subscriber
lines from a centralized testing position to be available .

a) True 4-wire switching paths
to be available for operator
handled calls between 4wire lines

Hypothetical network

CI-AT

x

x

d) Failure of any switching element to result in its automatic removal from service .

i) Automatic charging for selected subscribers to be via

Typical list of exchanges
Exchange
Type

x

4. Switching elements
a) Precious metal or equivalent
performance speech switching paths to be provided
.

X

x

Essen- Desirtial able

Fi-iv

x

x

x

Provincial i) 200-4000 linesvariable calling/
group
centre
terminating rates
ii) 10-40 Erlangs
trunk incoming
traffic
Provincial 200-1000 lines
terminals
Rural
20-200 lines
automatic
exchanges

Data to be provided for each exchange for
each development stage
i) General
Classification in switching plan
Numbering
Subscriber lines
Originating/terminating traffic per subscriber
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Call holding time
Required grades of service:
a) subscriber-subscriber
b) subscriber-junction
c) junction-junction (if applicable)
Originated traffic dispersion (local, junction)
ii) Outgoing junctions
Destinating and terminating equipment
Type of circuit
Signalling
Traffic quantity
iii) Incoming junctions
Source and originating equipment
Type of circuit
Signalling
Traffic quantity
Traffic dispersion (local terminating, transit).

the teleprocessing system
at the Xth winter Olympic games
grenoble 1968

A. J. HENRY,

by

IBM

and G. de LAMBILLY, IBM France

Europe

Layout and object of the system

T

he events were held at eleven different
places around Grenoble, the most distant centre, L'Alpe d'Huez, being 62 km
away. Eighty-five events took place over
twelve days, and a maximum of five were
held simultaneously.
The object of the system was:
— to provide at each site " evolutionary "
ratings of events, i.e., ratings in real
time after the performance of each
competitor.
This information was intended for the
spectators, for television and for commentators ;
— at the same time, to circulate at each
centre of events " final" ratings, of
interest to the press, to officials and to
athletes.

Operational methods

Data collection

• Public displays

One or more 1050 terminals were installed
in each stop-watch timing booth. As soon
as a time was transmitted by Longines or
Omega, the operator sent out the number
of the event, the number worn by the
competitor and his time. In addition to
transmission logic, the fifteen terminals
used contained a typewriter operating at
14.8 characters per second.

Scores were displayed on eight giant scoreboards (characters capable of being read at
200 m) supplied by the Hungarian firm
Electro Impex. On the left-hand side of the
board, the computer showed the rating and
performance of the competitor who had
just completed his turn. The right-hand
side showed the rating and performance of
the first six competitors for the duration of
the event.

The central system
The following equipment was used at the
computer centre in Grenoble to store
performance data and to calculate results:
— two 360 computers, Model 40 (2040G),
with 130 000 octets (one in use and the
other in reserve);
— two 2540 card-punch/reading devices;
— two 1403 printers;
— four 2311 magnetic disk units (dispacs)
controlled by two 2841 units;
— two 2821 control units;
— four 2701 transmission control units;

The system therefore had to consist of three
types of equipment for computing and
transmitting results:
• a system for collecting performance data,
• equipment for checking, computing and
storing information,
• a wide variety of output methods.

— two 2702 control and multiplexing
units;
— one 3963 manual switch.

The computer controlled these scoreboards exactly like a data terminal.
• 2260 cathode screens
A 2260 cathode television screen with the
corresponding 2848 control unit was
installed in a caravan at each place where
events were held. This mobility made it
possible to cover the maximum number of
events.
During the events, the computer automatically brought up to date the listing of the
first ten competitors. The picture on the
2260 screen was taken up by a television
camera, transmitted to the screens assigned
to the commentators and overprinted on
the screens watched by televiewers.
Finally, all events could be followed on
two 2260 screens in the computer centre.

Units for output of results
A different output method was provided
for each category of people to be informed:

• 1443 printers
The final results were printed by eleven
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1443 parallel-operation printers directly
onto offset plates, and were therefore available at each centre of events. A Gestetner
machine at once reproduced them in
several hundred copies which were then
circulated.
Each 1443 printer was associated with a
3946 remote control printing adapter.
• 1055 five-channel tape punch
A punched tape for press agencies was
provided for each result printed by remote
control. This tape was re-inserted into a
Siemens teleprinter. A tape desk was used
to transmit the results in parallel to nine
international press agencies.
To sum up, the system had very specific
characteristics. Operating in real time, it
had to ensure reliable data collection, processing contingent on the events and, most
important, output of results by very different methods. Moreover, the logical and
physical bringing into service of peripheral
units had to be as flexible as possible, to
adjust to the timetables of events.

input and output, and all communications
with the control programme were conducted by macro-instructions.

messages could be input by any other
1050, by the card reading device, or even
by the switchboard.

Each programme had to have a master
step and several secondary steps. The
master steps of two programmes could be
stored in the memory simultaneously. This
measure was adopted, not for multiprocessing, but to be able to process
messages from two different events without
loading the programme.

• The service programme could bring all
the transmission control units into and out
of service logically without reloading the
programme. For instance, the following
procedure could be used to change from
2702:
— stopping the polling call on the 1050
in operation by means of a control
card bringing the 2702 out of service;

From the point of view of memory organization, it should be noted that the programme had two of the characteristics of
all real time management systems:
— a " service" programme capable of
bringing the units of the system into and
out of service at will;
— a very clear distinction between the
processing programmes and the control
programme, to facilitate writing by
different programming groups and testing and incorporation of new modules.

Emergency measures
Functional organization of programmes and
processing
One control programme with 6000 instructions and fifteen programmes of events
with 40 000 instructions were written and
tested.
The control programme
This programme
functions:

had

three

separate

— management of input-output units
functioning logically and physically at
a given moment;
— control and distribution of messages to
be processed;
— logical bringing into and out of service
of units and programmes of events.
The first two functions were performed by
a permanent memory programme and the
third by overlapping programmes.
The programme of events
These programmes had two main functions:
— storage of data received, after a certain
number of format and probability
checks;
— computing, shaping and ordering the
output of different results.
The programmes at no time effected actual
608

The situation was absolutely clear: any
partial or total stoppage would have been
catastrophic. A journalist cannot wait for
information; a spectator is not interested
in an event unless he is informed of the
ratings as the event proceeds; and the same
applies to the millions of televiewers
watching the live events.
All these considerations caused us to take
precautionary measures, for both equipment and programming.
Equipment
— At the centres of events and on their
links with the computer centre:
— all terminal circuits were duplicated
by a speech line for communicating
performances to the computer centre.
Similarly, the computer centre could
announce the results orally and then
they would be posted manually.
— At the computer centre:
all the units essential for the successful operation of the whole system
were duplicated.

— manual flipping of the 1050 lines to
the other 2702;
— bringing the new 2702 into service by
another control card.
• 2260 messages could be sent on any one
of the four adapters of the 2701s. For
instance, in the event of a breakdown on the
adapter controlling the Chamrousse line,
it would suffice to:
— close the adapter by a control card;
— flip the^ Chamrousse line manually to
an adapter not in use;
— open this adapter by a control card;
— use this control card to switch the
adapter to the programme of an
event at Chamrousse.
Note: The same picture could be posted
simultaneously by several 2260s.
• All results were written on different dispacs. In the event of breakdown, the programme automatically closed the dispac in
question. It could subsequently be reopened
by a control card.
• All results could be cancelled or corrected by special message.
• All results recognized as valid by the
programmes of events were punched onto
cards. In the case of a major incident in any
event (e.g. cancellation of the second
round), scoring could be restarted by
means of these cards.
• Finally, control by the programmes of
events and the operation of the service
programme made the procedure of restarting after total breakdown relatively
simple. This consisted of:
— flipping the manual switches (where
machines had to be changed);
— reactivating the two partitions;

Programming

— reloading the standard programme;

The object was to eliminate the effects of
equipment failure as far as possible.

— reopening the terminal units which
were open at the' time of the breakdown and reassigning them to the
same programmes of events;

• In the event of a breakdown on a 1050
input terminal:
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Press centre at Chamrousse
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— using these terminals to retransmit
messages to which no reply had been
received.
Restarting time varied between 1 and
3 minutes, according to the number of units
to be flipped and the number to be reactivated.

Some dates
The main stages of the system may be
summarized as follows:
• January-May 1966: choice of layout and
analysis of problems by a Co-ordinating
Group. We consulted sports federations
and the Olympic Organization Committee;
• May-December 1966: training of the
programming team. Writing of programme specifications;
• January 1967: beginning of programme
writing by a joint /RM-University of
Grenoble team (eight people);
• May 1967: first simulated tests of the
control programme and the programmes
of events, without teleprocessing equipment;
• September 1967: installation of technical team and equipment at Grenoble;
• 15 October 1967: first results displayed
to journalists during a pre-Olympic
hockey event;
• November-December 1967: demonstrations. Installation of equipment at centres of events. Participation in preOlympic events;
• January 1968: training of all personnel;
• 6-18 February 1968: Xth Winter Olympic Games.

Some Figures
Before the Games
— the French PTT Administration installed 190 lines for IBM, with a total
length of 2500 km;
— IBM machines were installed in 32
different places;
— 70 IBM 3976 modems (200 bits/second)
and 30 IBM 3977 modems (2000 bits/
second) were used;
— some 1000 spectators and at least as
many journalists and official visitors
visited the computer centre;
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X, JEUX OLYMPIQUES D HIVER - GRENOBLE 1968 - CENTRE DE CALCUL
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— the two computers operated for 2000
hours;
— IBM circulated:
— a booklet explaining the results which
would be posted (4000 copies),
— an alphabetical directory of journalists (4000 copies), and
— a bibliography of athletes (10 000
copies).
During the Games

— the system operated from 6 a.m. to
1 a.m.;
— scores were computed and posted for
42 events and 43 hockey matches,
representing:
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61.5
56.0

12.5
11.0

14.0 13.0 13.0
10.0 10.0 10.0

13.0
9.0

74.2
56.4

-55-57-

130.6

64.0
67.5

4.0
13.0

2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
13.0 13.0 13.0 13.0

45.2
83.8

-58-47-

129.0

FRA - B. DARDELET
AUT -

FRA - M. CHIMITSCHEV

SOV -

— 530 results printed, or 10 000 000
sheets circulated.
— 300 results punched, or 5 km of tape.

• a number of technical problems, but
usually minor ones, provided the operation
is clearly defined long enough in advance;

Finally, as soon as the last event had been
held, all the official results were collated
in a 200-page booklet, of which 10 000
copies were published.

• the need to maintain effective co-ordination within the project itself and with
outside bodies;
• measures needed for permanent control
over the progress of operations;
• training of operators who have usually
been unable to take part in setting up the
system.

Conclusion

It is difficult to assess the over-all result of
this exercise. The technical objectives were
achieved. We met with the same problems
as those encountered in executing a real
time management system. The main problems may be summarized as follows:

This would have been impossible without
a team of dedicated workers, an indispensable condition for the success of such
an enterprise.
(Original language: French)
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THE JOURNAL
Seventy-five years ago

Comments
"Observations

concerning
on

the bronze

wires used in telegraphy"
Under the above-mentioned title, Mr. Buels
has had published in the Elektrotechnische
Zeitschrift for 1892 a highly interesting contribution to the study of the interaction between two telegraph lines. From the results
of his studies, Mr. Buels has reached the
conclusion that the phenomena observed on
bronze lines are due solely to the effects of
induction. I should like to point out, however, that the phenomena observed by Mr.
Buels are to be attributed merely to a contact, since it is obvious from his experiments
that induction effects were too negligible to
be discerned.
The results obtained by Mr Buels, for which
he has not obtained a valid explanation,
confirm the opinion I had already expressed
that too much importance is attached to the
mutual induction effects of neighbouring
overhead lines and too little to the direct
flow of high voltage currents, including
telephone currents. (? Ed.) Nor can the
mixing of sounds in telephone lines be
attributed to electromagnetic induction and
still less to electrostatic induction: they are
due simply to the direct flow of current
from one wire to the other. This flow or
contact may also occur between two lines
placed on different poles, i.e., via the earth.
Most electricians will question my assertion,
which is quite understandable when one
considers the ideas prevalent to-day.'
E. Muller
Telegraph Engineer

Official Publications
Agreement concluded
between the Portuguese
Government and the
Telegraph Construction and
Maintenance Company
on the laying of a
telegraph cable between
Portugal and the Azores
(19 June 1893)
Article 1. The Telegraph Construction and
Maintenance Company undertakes to submerge between Portugal and the Azores
Archipelago a submarine telegraph cable
from a land point near Lisbon, at the mouth
of the Tagus, to a point near Horta (Fayal
Island) via Ponta Delgada (San Miguel
Island).
§ Single paragraph. The cable will run
directly from Lisbon to San Miguel and
from San Miguel to Fayal without touching
any other point.
Article 2. The same company also undertakes to lay submarine cables, with four
submarine sections, to connect Fayal and
Terceira Islands and the Islands of San
Jorge and Graciosa.
Article 5. The above-mentioned company
shall have the exclusive right to operate the
submarine cable between Portugal and the
Azores Archipelago for a period of 25 years.
§ Single paragraph. The Government
nevertheless reserves the right to establish a
number of other cables between the Islands
of the Azores in order to connect these
islands to each other and to the cables of the
company.
Journal telegraphique — November 1893
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basic indices
for ionospheric propagation

THE FOLLOWING TABLES, giving values of the basic indices for ionospheric propagation, have been prepared by the Specialized Secretariat of the International
Radio Consultative Committee (CCIR) in accordance with Resolution 4-1, Recommendation 371 and Report 246-1 of the Xlth CCIR Plenary Assembly (Oslo
June-July 1966).

Parameters:

Mean error in db predictions calculated over the 12 preceding

R12 (smoothed mean, over twelve months, of the number of sunspots
observed):
—Month
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

88

91

94

95

94

94

96

100

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

108 124 125 111
94 120 132

116

Year
1967
1968

75 79 82 85
102 103 105 107

months :
Period of
prediction
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
(months)
Mean
+ 6.3 +11.2 + 17.2 + 26.4 + 30.5 + 36.2 + 43.0 +46.7 +45.4 +43.9
error
Standard
deviation ±19.3 ±17.0 ±14.0 ±14.1 ±16.0 ±16.2 ±17.3 ±16.0 ±17.0 ±18.0
of the error

lF2 (ionospheric index)*:
Month
1

2

3

4

Year
1967
1968

78 93 113 114 115 92
113 108 109 109 113 111

89
98

* For further details, see the Telecommunication Journal, April 1964,
page 119, and January 1966, pages 43-47.
<D (monthly mean value of solar noise flux at 2800 MHz)**:
Month
Year
1967
1968

1

2

3

4

5

6

1

8

9

10

11

12

148
190

147
173

161
143

130
130

144
155

120
142

140
137

154
142

132
141

136
152

146

163

** Data kindly supplied by the National Research Council, Ottawa.

Forecasts:

R12

***

Month
Year^"-\.
1968
1969

11

12

104

102

1

2

3

100

98

97

4

*** Data kindly supplied by Professor Waldmeier, Federal Observatory,
Zurich.
Estimated error in forecasts of R12 six months in advance: ± 10.

Mean error on R12 predictions based on the 12 months preceding
the month following that for which the last R12 value was calculated:
Prediction time
(months)

0

1

2

3

4

5

Mean error

+2.3

+2.3

+2.0

+ 1.7

+ 0.8

+0.2

Standard deviation
of the error

±5.8

±5.1

±1.3

±3.7

±5.2

±7.9

1

2

3

4

106

105

104

(102)

|
****
'F2

Month
10

11

12

116

108

107

Year
1968
1969

**** £)oto kjn(jiy supplied by the Science Research Council, Radio and
Space Research Station, Slough.
The figure in brackets is the value forecast six months in advance.

Mean error in lF2 predictions calculated over the 12 preceding
months:
Period of
prediction
(months)
Mean error
Standard
deviation of
the error

0
v

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

+5.2

+ 11.5

+ 13.7

+14.9

+16.2

+17.6

+18.8

±10.5

±13.2

±11.1

±10.5

±10.9

±11.3

±11.4

*****

Month

Year^\^
1968
1969

11

12

147

149

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

138

139

138

138

136

138

132

147

***** precjiction by a method of extrapolation
devised by the CCIR Secretariat,
pursuant to Resolution 30 of the Xlth CCIR Plenary Assembly (Oslo, 1966).
(Use of the electronic computer in predicting basic indices for ionospheric propagation ).

Analysis of R12, lF2 and 0 predictions in 1967
M12 mean error over 12 months
a12 standard deviation of the error over 12 months
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International telecommunications
in Italy

Telecommunications in
Switzerland

□ The Italian Government has authorized
the Italcable Company, already licensed to
operate international telecommunication services since 1921, to operate the following
services as from 1 June 1968:

□ At the present time, 1 024 395 subscriber
connexions (62.5%) have already been fully
converted to periodic pulse metering and
262 776 (16.04%) partially so.

a) the international public telegraph
with all countries except Albania,
Austria, Vatican, UAR, France,
Yugoslavia, Libya, Liechtenstein,
Monaco, San Marino, Switzerland,

service
Algeria,
Greece,
Malta,
Tunisia

and Turkey;
b) the international telephone service with all
extra-European countries except Algeria,
UAR, Libya, Tunisia, Morocco, Cyprus and
Turkey;
c) the international telex, data transmission
and phototelegram services with all extraEuropean countries except Algeria, UAR,
Libya, Tunisia and Turkey;
d) the leased telegraph circuit service with all
extra-European countries except Algeria,
UAR, Libya, Tunisia and Turkey;
e) the leased telephone and AVD circuit
service with all extra-European countries
except Algeria, Cyprus, UAR, Libya,
Morocco, Tunisia and Turkey. — Italcable.

Telecommunications in the
Democratic Republic of the Congo
□ As a result of recent talks in Kinshasa between Congolese authorities and representatives of Bell Telephone Mfg. Co. (Belgium) and
Bell Congo, an agreement on principles has
been reached for the establishment of an
body the
autonomous telecommunication
management of which would be directed by
Bell Telephone Mfg. Co.
The firm will propose a programme covering
the gradual implantation of a Congolese telecommunication industry in accordance with
the needs of the country. — ITT.

Automatic telephony between
Sweden and France
□ Since 1 October 1968, telephone subscribers
in the Paris automatic area have been able to
dial directly Swedish correspondents connected
to automatic networks by dialling 19 (international automatic code) and, after hearing
the appropriate tone, the country designator 46
assigned to Sweden in the numbering plan by
the ITU Plan Committee, followed by the
national number of the correspondent. This
national number has two components: the
code of the automatic area to which the
subscriber is connected and the subscriber's
number. — French PTT Administration.
61 4

Telex calls between Switzerland and Saudi
Arabia can now be set up by the Berne-Bahrein
radio circuit. A telex service has been opened
with French Guiana via Paris.
Colour television transmissions began in Switzerland on 1 October. The Albis transmitter is
already transmitting colour transparencies and
films, on working days from 2 to 3 p.m., and
the black-and-white test pattern with colour
bars from 5 to 6.15 p.m. throughout the network. — Swiss PTT.

International relations
The year 1967 was also notable for the introduction of new international circuits, including
the second coaxial cable connecting Spain to
France and the rest of Europe. The number of
international circuits was increased in the same
year by 22%.
A new international automatic telephone exchange was installed in Madrid and the 74 circuits brought into service at that time were
increased to 120 in the first months of 1968.
By means of these new circuits, Spanish telephonists can dial directly subscribers in Belgium, Denmark, France, Germany, Italy, Norway, Sweden and the United Kingdom. It is
hoped that an automatic subscriber-to-subscriber service with some European capitals will
be introduced in 1969.—La semaine espagnole.

Telephony in Colombia
Paraguay-United Kingdom
telephone link
□ A telephone service linking Paraguay and
the United Kingdom began on 17 September 1968.
Calls are routed by undersea cable to New
York, then by radio link to Paraguay.
The link will operate between 12.00 and 24.00
hours GMT. A minimum duration of three
minutes will apply.—United Kingdom GPO.

Development of telephony in Spain
□ In 1967, the Compahia Telefonica Nacional
of Spain installed new telephone exchanges,
exclusively for the long-distance service, at
Palma, Majorca, Alicante, La Coruna and
Cadiz. At the same time, the number of automatic circuits was increased by 2610, 1944 of
which are in the national automatic network.
Forty per cent of the Spanish telephone network is thus automatic.
The quality of the local telephone service showed substantial improvement. As for the longdistance service, the percentage of calls established immediately by the operator in the last
few months of 1967 amounted to 63.5% of the
total, a much higher figure than any attained
previously.
In the same year the number of telephone sets
was increased by 305 550. The demand continues to increase and at present there is a
waiting list of almost half a million. To satisfy
the growing demand as far as possible, therefore, 3826 public telephone booths were installed in 132 localities in 1967. The total
number of public booths is 5676.
In 1950, there were two telephones per 100
inhabitants. In 1967, there were 10.26, or more
than one telephone per ten inhabitants.
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□ The Governor of the Province of Antioquia (Colombia), the Director of Empresas
Departamentales in Antioquia and Compagnie
generate de constructions telephoniques (CCCT)
representative have signed a contract amounting to 7 million francs for the supply of 50 Pentaconta rural exchanges (8600 lines) and 4 transit
centres at Medellin, Concordia, Santo Domingo
and Yarumal.
The first consignment of equipment will be
delivered at the beginning of 1969 and the last
will be brought into service in 1971.
This contract is the first of three in connexion
with the complete automation of the telephone
network in Antioquia. Finance is being provided
by the French authorities who have given the
Empresas Departamentales a credit for eight
years. — CGCT.

Inauguration of the first
programmed telephone
exchange in Sweden
□ On 10 June 1968, the first Swedish programmed telephone exchange was brought
into operation at Tumba in the suburbs of
Stockholm. L. M. Ericsson Company supplied
the equipment. Ordinary electromechanical
selectors are used to transmit telephone calls
while an electronic data-processing system
controls the selectors.
The opening of the Tumba semi-electronic
telephone exchange is a break-through in the
development of automatic telephone exchanges
in Sweden. It is the largest programmed installation operating outside the United States.
This autumn, 500 subscribers in Tumba will
be able to use the exchange. They will be given
new keyboard sets replacing the old-fashioned
dial.
The various facilities offered by the new system
include:

news

The break was in a deep trench at over 3000
fathoms. The cable ship Retriever, which was
then midway between Hawaii and Suva, sped
to the scene and has been since engaged in
repair operations.
Nearly 32 km of cable and one repeater were
replaced. The cost of the repair operation—
with materials—was nearly 150 000 Australian
dollars. — Australian GPO.

Telephone directories by computer
□ An 800 000 pounds sterling computer will
enable the United Kingdom General Post Office
to switch from manual compilation of telephone
directories to production by the computer
system.

(Televerkets Central Forvaltning)
The computer room is the brain of the Tumba exchange. The " Library " in the background
is the electronic machine itself; by means of the desk equipment one can " speak " to the machine
and receive answers.
Abridged dialling—Certain numbers which a
subscriber calls frequently will be prepared by
the exchange for abridged dialling so that
the subscriber will only have to dial A 8, for
example.
Alarm clock service—Subscribers can be awakened by telephone without calling an operator.
By keying a certain combination on his set,
the subscriber can ensure that the telephone
rings at the required time.
Recall—If a number in the same exchange is
busy, an automatic recall can be obtained when
the line is cleared.
Transferred calls—A call to any station may be
transferred to any other number connected to
the same exchange.
Secondary calls—A subscriber may call another
number during a telephone call, the first
correspondent hanging on during the interruption. — Swedish Directorate General for Telecommunications.

Pentaconta exchanges for
Greece
□ The Greek Telephone Administration has
just given a substantial order for the delivery
of Pentaconta telephone exchanges to the
Switching Systems Division of Bell Telephone
Company in Belgium.
The Company will deliver and instal 6 automatic local exchanges in towns in the north of
Greece. Deliveries will begin in July 1969.
This order is part of a vast programme to
modernize the Greek telephone network. —
Bell Telephone.

Subscriber dialling between
Norway and the United Kingdom
□ International subscriber dialling (ISD) between Norway and the United Kingdom was
inaugurated on 26 August 1968 with a call from
Sir John Wall, Deputy Chairman of the United
Kingdom General Post Office, to Mr. Haakon
Kyllingmark, Norwegian Minister of Communications.
Made possible by the new Scarborough-Kristiansand cable, the new service is now available
to telephone users in Oslo, Norway and to
subscribers in Birmingham, Edinburgh, Glasgow, Liverpool, London, and Manchester in the
United Kingdom.
The establishment of the ISD service between
Norway and the United Kingdom will mean a
considerable improvement to the international
telephone service of both countries. With the
exception of the traffic from Norway to Denmark and Sweden, the largest amount of traffic
from Norway goes to the United Kingdom.
United Kingdom subscribers are presently making an average of 820 calls per day to Norway.—
United Kingdom GPO/Norwegian Telecommunications Department.

Seacom cable cut and restored
□ The Seacom cable between Australia and
South-East Asia was cut on 17 September 1968
by a sand avalanche 400 km south-east of
Madang, following a submarine earthquake in
the area. It has been repaired and was restored
to full service on 2 October.

The GPO's National Data Processing Service
(NDPS) will use an English Electric System 4-70
computer to compile telephone directories for
the whole nation and halve the time for getting
new subscribers' numbers to Directory Enquiries.
Foreseeing serious difficulties for the production of directories if present compiling methods
were used within the next decade, during
which the United Kingdom telephone system is
expected to double in size, the Post Office
decided to switch from manual compilation to
proven data-processing methods.
Before the computer can be used, four million
basic directory entries will have to be converted to data—600 man-years of conversion
and 180 man-years of tape-punching. The cycle
of directory issues will be maintained as the
computer runs in, overlapping hand-compiled
editions.
Conversion will give an unparalleled opportunity for thorough revision and every existing
and new entry will be checked and re-checked
at each stage of conversion, from application
form to computer, with further cross-checks
built into the computer system.
The "file" of entries for every subscriber in
the United Kingdom will be stored on magnetic
tape. Information about new customers will be
on file even before they begin to use their
new 'phones and the average time for placing
it in Directory Enquiries records will be 2/
days (this now takes a week).
The new system will combine the latest selection and printing techniques. Magnetic tape
lists of subscribers produced by the NDPS
computer will be fed into a Linotron 505 filmsetter, which will automatically set them for
printing.
The computer will also keep records of subscriber's telephone installations, providing a
wide range of statistics and information for
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planning tariffs. This system will be integrated
with the number information services and telephone billing work also run on computers.—
United Kingdom GPO.

Automatic telex service between
Uruguay and Europe, Canada and
the United States

Telex with New Zealand
□ New Zealand telex subscribers can now
set up their own calls with most European
countries, including Switzerland, through the
transit centre in London. — Swiss PIT.

Dominican Republic and
United States linked by automatic
telex service

□ As from 26 May 1968, subscribers in the telex
network of the Uruguayan Direccion General de
Telecomunicaciones (DGT) have been able to dial
their own calls to correspondents in Europe,
Canada and the United States.

□ A fully automatic telex switching service
between the Dominican Republic and the
United States was inaugurated on 1 October
over circuits of ITT World Communications

The DGT network is connected by seven shortwave radio channels, with automatic error
correction, to the Italcable automatic telex
centre in Rome, which provides automatic
transit for calls to Europe, United States and

Initially equipped for 400 customer lines, the
new service is designed to meet the rapidly
expanding international communication needs
of the Dominican Republic. Within the past
two years, the number of telex users has
increased by more than 100 per cent.

Canada.
By means of special equipment installed at the
input of these seven channels, Uruguayan telex
signalling can be adapted to radio signalling and
the exact charges for calls by Uruguayan users
can be reckoned automatically. It is also possible
to identify the calling and called subscribers as
well as the routing. The international accounts
can thus be established accurately.
This automatic telex service is the first of its
type operated over radio channels between
South America and Europe.
As from 1 May 1968, by the same radio channels,
the international operator positions at the
Rome Centre and the positions in the countries
connected to Rome can dial subscribers in the
Uruguayan DGT directly. — Direccion General
de Telecomunicaciones del Uruguay.

Automatic telex between Australia
and the United Kingdom
□ The international telex service between
Australia and the United Kingdom was converted to automatic operation on 16 September 1968.
Charging for telex calls between the two
countries is now on a one-minute basis, instead
of a three-minute minimum, as was formerly
the case.

Inc.

Introduction of automatic telex will enable
subscribers to effect direct teleprinter connexion with overseas points simply by pressing
a button on their machines. — ITT.

Police mobile teleprinter system
for Milwaukee
□ The city of Milwaukee, United States of
America, has awarded a contract to Telecom
Incorporated for the development of a police
teleprinter system. The programme was funded
with support from the Office of Law Enforcement Assistance of the United States Department of Justice and is intended to develop a
model police teleprinter configuration which
will be applicable throughout the nation. In
addition, a specific system design will be developed for the city of Milwaukee.
Included in the programme are operational and
technical analysis of the system, installation
and test operation of a demonstration system
in Milwaukee, and preparation of standards for
future full-scale implementation in Milwaukee
and other cities.
Advantages which are anticipated from the installation of mobile teleprinters in police cars
include improved accuracy of instructions and
reports, possible future direct readout from
data stored in central computers, automatic
reception while the police officer is out of the
car, increased privacy, and written copies of
important data or reports.

However, subscribers could continue to book
their calls through the international telex
operator but in such cases the three-minute
minimum charge would be made.

Although presently untested in the courts, the
potential use of teleprinter messages as warrants offers an appealing possibility in improved
efficiency of law enforcement.

A telex call set up by the subscriber will cost
2.50 Australian dollars for a minute or less. —
Australian GPO.

The work will be performed under the direction of the Milwaukee Police Communications
Bureau.—Telecom Incorporated.
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Two advanced microwave systems
completed in western Canada
□ Two advanced microwave communications
systems—one of which has the highest capacity
of any microwave network now in commercial
use in Canada—have become operational in
three western provinces.
The primarily solid-state equipment in the
higher-capacity system provides 1800 voice
circuits—three times more channel capacity
than the most commonly used microwave
facilities. The two new systems, which are
transmitting telephone calls, television programmes and data communications, were manufactured by Lenkurt Electric Company of
Canada, a subsidiary of General Telephone and
Electronics (GT&E) International.
The new microwave systems were supplied
under contracts awarded by Saskatchewan
Government Telephones, Manitoba Telephone
System and Alberta Government Telephones.
The two new networks, covering a total of
920 km, will become part of the western interprovincial microwave system, which eventually
will connect Winnipeg with Vancouver via
Regina, Saskatoon, Edmonton, Dawson Creek
and Prince George. The system will provide
alternate routing within Canada for east-west
communications carried by the trans-Canada
microwave system.
The longer of the two new microwave networks
provides a 630 km communications link between
Morris, Manitoba, and Regina, the capital of
Saskatchewan and the telephone switching
centre for western Canada. There are 15
repeater stations in this system. The second

(GT&E)
A microwave repeater tower at Asquith, Saskatchewan
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microwave system, which extends more than
290 km between Saskatoon, Saskatchewan and
Blackfoot, Alberta, has six relay stations.
The Saskatoon-Blackfoot system has a capacity
of 1800 voice channels while the Morris-Regina
network can transmit 1200 voice channels. The
most commonly used microwave transmission
systems now in commercial operation in Canada
have 600 voice channels; the previous highest
capacity was 1200 voice channels. — GT&E

Microwave communications
systems between Greece and Italy
□ Two contracts to the total value of 1.5
million US dollars for the provision of microwave communications systems between Greece
and Italy have been awarded to Societa Generate
di Telefonia ed Elettronica S.p.A. of Italy, a subsidiary of GT&E International. The award for
a 183 km system in Greece was made by the
Hellenic Telecommunications Organization
(OTE), while the 85 km portion of the system
from Greece to Montesardo, Italy was awarded
by the Italian Ministry of Posts.
The 183 km system begins at Akarnanika in the
north-west of Greece and has three repeater
towers located at Ayia, a site near the Albanian
border; on the Island of Corfu, and at Othoni,
a smaller Ionian island in the Strait of Otranto.
From there the system makes the 85 km hop
to Montesardo across the strait, which is the
entrance to the Adriatic Sea. A repeater tower
at Montesardo connects the system into the
existing Italian communications system.
The present microwave systems connecting
Italy and Greece have a total of 240 voice
channels for the transmission of telephone conversations, but are not adequate to relay television programmes. The new system, which
will permit Greece to receive television programmes transmitted by the Eurovision network, will have a capacity of 960 voice channels.
The network is scheduled to become operational in January 1969. — GT&E.

Microwave transmission system for
Brazil
□ The Companhia Telefonica Brasileira, the
State-owned telephone company which serves
Rio de Janeiro and adjacent areas has awarded
a 15 million pounds sterling contract for telephone transmission equipment to Standard
Telephones and Cables Limited (STC).
The firm will supply, install and commission a
broadband microwave transmission system,
covering a route length of 2575 km in four
Brazilian States—Rio de Janeiro, Espirito Santo,
Minas Gerais and Sao Paulo.

The microwave equipment will be of the latest
solid state 7 GHz type with channel capacities
of 300, 600 and 960. In addition the contract
includes some 2000 km of coaxial cable and
multiplexing and power equipment for 128
stations.
The contract calls for surveying, planning,
installation and commissioning and the whole
project should be completed within three years.
— STC.

New radio-relay circuits for the
German Federal Railways
□ In order to transmit the multiple information required by regular and reliable rail
traffic, the German Federal Railways have their
own telecommunication network which also
serves to establish communication between
their numerous administrative services. In view
ofthe constant increase in information exchange
—which in our day includes data transmission
as well as telephone and telegraph messages—
an extension of the private telecommunication
network of the Federal Railways proved
necessary. Siemens is now installing new cable
and radio-relay circuits in the south of the
Federal Republic of Germany which will be
used for multiple purposes. — Siemens.

Contract for new colour television
production centre in Austria
□ Osterreichischer Rundfunk Gmbh. (ORF), the
Austrian broadcasting authority, has awarded
Radio Corporation of America (RCA) a contract to design a complete new colour television
production centre in Vienna and to provide it
with approximately 2 million US dollars worth
of studio equipment.
The new Vienna facility, will become one of
Europe's largest and most modern television
production facilities. — RCA.

Television and radio in the
Federal Republic of Germany
□ In the Federal Republic of Germany the
number of television licence-holders rose from
14 492 000 on 1 August 1968 to 14 549 000 on
1 September 1968.
The number of radio listeners increased from
18 797 000 to 18 823 000 in the same period. —
Bundesministerium fur das Post- und Fernmeldewesen.

Live colour television transmissions
of Mexico Olympic Games
□ For the first time in the history of summer
Olympic Games colour television pictures of
the events have been transmitted live to many
parts ofthe world. Modern SHF relay stations,

(ITT)
Our photograph shows a relay station in Mexico
operating in the 6 GHz band. This station provides
either 1800 telephone channels or one channel for
colour television.

telecommunication satellites and underwater
cables as well as close co-operation between
telecommunication and broadcasting organizations of different countries and continents were
necessary to make these live transmissions
possible. — ITT.

Instructional television in
El Salvador
□ A pilot installation of an instructional television system started operation in September
last in El Salvador.
General Telephone and Electronics (GT&E)
International Incorporated provided the television studio and microwave communications
system for the project under a contract
awarded by the Agency for International
Development (AID).
The project is the initial step in a bilateral
educational assistance programme between El
Salvador and the United States of America.
The Salvador project has been designated an
"instructional television" (ITV) system by
AID because it includes not only the equipment
being supplied, but a plan for the utilization
of the system, including curricula and teacher
training based specifically on the needs of
El Salvador. AID now has a team of educational
specialists in El Salvador planning the ITV programme with local officials.
The studio in the El Salvador project is located
in a normal school in San Andres, a suburb of
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San Salvador. Programmes will be transmitted
initially over the country's commercial television station during assigned classroom hours
for reception within schools throughout the
country. The programmes will be carried from
the San Andres school to the station's transmitter by a 26 km microwave system.
While the commercial television station reaches
a large part of El Salvador, future plans include
a separate ITV transmission system which will
operate throughout the country in any time
period which is required.
The studio complex to be supplied includes
two studio cameras, one fixed camera, and a
" telecine" room which has facilities for video
recording and playback and the transmission
of films and slides. — GT&E.

Televiewers and listeners
in the Netherlands
□ The Netherlands PTT Administration informs us that, as at 1 September 1968, there
were 2 675 339 television sets compared with
2 666 335 on 1 August 1968.
The number of radio sets also is increasing:
2 832 350 as against 2 826 283 on the same
dates. — Netherlands PTT Administration.

New airport communication
equipments...
... for India
□ A contract to supply instrument landing
systems (ILS) at India's three main airports—
Calcutta, Bombay and New Delhi—has been
awarded by the Indian Department of Civil
Aviation to Standard Telephones and Cables
Limited (STC), London, a subsidiary of International Telephone and Telegraph Corporation

(ITT).
The Indian airports will be equipped with
Stan 37/38139 ILS capable of automatically
landing suitably equipped aircraft in " blind "
visibility conditions.
This equipment is said to be the first to comply
with International Civil Aviation Organization
(ICAO) technical specifications for a category
III ILS.
Delivery of the ILS equipment will be made
early in 1969 and all three systems will become
operational about June. — ITT.

... for Kuwait
□ The installation and full commissioning of
a wide range of radar, radio and telecommunications equipment for the new Kuwait international airport was completed last September.
This work was carried out under a 2.8 million
618

pounds sterling contract awarded to a consortium led by Marconi, and the Dutch N.V. Philips
Telecommunicate Industrie.
Situated 13 km from the city of Kuwait, the new
airport will be able to handle the largest jet
aircraft, and will be comparable with other
major international air terminals.
Equipment supplied includes the airways surveillance radar, a high power long range heightfinding radar capable of fast and accurate
readings, full display facilities for both radar
equipments, and a VHF direction finder. The
contract includes maintenance of this equipment during the first year of operation.—
Marconi.

... for Libya
□ The Department for Civil Aviation of the
Ministry of Communication of Libya has
awarded Philips Telecommunication of the
Netherlands an order for the supply of the
complete communication equipment for the
airfields at Sebha and Ghadames. This equipment is valued at over half a million US dollars
and is to be delivered within 15 months. It
includes channelized HF and VHF equipment
for mobile and fixed radio-links, radio beacons,
equipment for air traffic control and such items
as multichannel recorders and public address
systems.

... for the Philippines
□ The Philippine Government have awarded
Philips Telecommunication a contract valued
at approximately 7% million US dollars for a
modern integrated aeronautical communications network and flight control system. These
will considerably modernize the infrastructure
of the already air-conscious Philippine archipelago. Internal air traffic in the Philippines is
very heavy: last year no fewer than 3.2 million
passengers were flown between the islands. To
ease the increasingly heavy burden on air traffic
control, it has been decided to modernize
aeronautical communications completely, in
accordance with international requirements.
When the communication network is completed
it will comprise 47 airports and airfields with
up-to-date equipment.
Computer-controlled flight safety
Underthe contract Philips will not only provide
long-range HF and VHF radio-telephony and
radiotelegraphy facilities between the airfields
and completely equip the main control towers,
but also supply a SATCO computer-controlled
air traffic protection system of the kind which
has for some time been in operation at Schiphol
(Amsterdam). This will be the first time that
this system has been used in the Far East.
For telegraph traffic an ES-2 type automatic
message-switching centre will be installed at
Manila. This ES-2 will be adapted to the local
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message flow and will be able to handle more
than 660 incoming and 800 outgoing messages
per peak hour via 36 incoming and outgoing
lines, five of which will be reserved for international traffic.

... for Saudi Arabia
□ For further extension and modernization of
national and international telecommunications
services the Department for Communications
of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia has awarded
Philips Telecommunication an order worth
approximately 1.4 million US dollars for supply
of the latest HF communications equipment.
The equipment will be used primarily for radio
links from Jeddah to Damman on the shore of
the Persian Gulf, Riyadh in the interior and
stations in the Middle East and Europe.
Besides channelized receivers which remain
tuned to fixed frequencies, automatic continuously tunable transmitters and receivers
will be supplied. The tuning of these automatic
equipments is very simple; once the operating
frequency is selected no further adjustments
are required. Consequently, operation is much
more flexible, and when remote control is
employed and many operating frequencies are
needed, a great saving of equipment and cabling
results.
The output of the automatically tuned transmitters ordered is 30 kW. Maximum use has
been made of solid-state components—the
receivers are fully transistorized—ensuring a
high degree of reliability and minimum maintenance. The Saudi Arabian order also includes
associated equipment such as log-periodic
aerials distribution and patching panels, terminal equipment with automatic error detection
and correction facilities, equipment for secrecy
of the speech channels, cabling generators,
measuring equipment, spare parts and tools.
— Philips Telecommunication.

Advanced computer input system
for massive London air traffic
control centre
□ The United Kingdom Ministry of Technology
has placed a contract with English Electric's
Marconi Company, for a "touch" display
system which will be incorporated in the
1.5 million pounds sterling Marconi computercontrolled flight plan
processing system
(FPPS) for the new Southern Air Traffic
Control Centre at West Drayton, near Heathrow (London) airport.
The touchwire display is an electronic computer-input device with an infinitely variable
range of " keyboard " formats. It is associated
directly with the cathode ray tube output
display, to provide a unique means of conver-

news

sation between man and machine. There are
no moving parts and it transmits information
to the computer simply at the touch of a finger.
From the operating point of view, the system
is a considerable improvement on the mechanical keyboard which it will supersede for
many applications, and operators have shown
a marked preference for it. Having no moving
parts and fewer electronic components than
a keyboard system, it is silent and much more
reliable.
Since the procedures which the controller
follows on the touchwires are pre-programmed
into the computer, the possibility of error is
greatly reduced. The touchwire system ensures
that information fed into the computers is
logical and complete for its particular context.
Other features of the touchwire displays, such
as the direct association of information with
the contacts, a constant displayed record of
previous information and a backtrack facility,
make further significant contributions to operational accuracy and efficiency.
All aircraft in Southern England
Due for installation in 1969, the FPPS system,
based on a triplicated Marconi Myriad computer
complex, will handle flight plans and control
data for all aircraft under en-route control in
the southern half of England. — Marconi.

Installation of earth station...
... in Canada
□ Canada's first earth station for domestic
satellite communication, situated at Bouchette,
Quebec, and built by Northern Electric went
into service September last.
The Bouchette earth station was designed for
Bell Canada to test the use of communication
satellites to provide telephone, live television,
and other telecommunications services to
Canada's northern regions.
The experimental aspect of the project lies
not in what the station will do, but in the conditions in which it will operate. For there are
many pioneering features that will enable the
station to be built and to function in the
rigorous climate of the Arctic (See Telecommunication Journal, August 1968, pp. 365-368,
396-402). — Northern Electric.

technical
news
(Northern Electric)
Demonstrating its 0 to 37° elevation range, the
Bouchette satellite earth station antenna flexes its
muscles skyward. On-site building can be seen
bottom left

cations facility under a five million US dollar
contract with Intercontinental de Comunicaciones por Satelites, S.A. (INTERCOMSA), a
Panamanian corporation.
The station functions as a fully compatible
transmitting and receiving facility for operation
with lntelsat-ll and III satellites.
The contractor will operate and maintain the
station for an initial period, and will train local
personnel. — Northrop Page.

Personnel changes...
... in the Argentine
□ Lt. Col. Victor Jose Roldan has been
appointed Assistant Secretary of State for
Communications.

Subjects covered in the other reports include
very high frequency (VHF) communications
between satellites and aircraft, use of large
theatre-type screens for radar information
display, extending the range of automatic communications through tropospheric scatter of
radio waves, and development of improved
radar monitors.
According to these reports, vertical and short
take-off and landing (V/STOL) aircraft can be
controlled more efficiently at high density
airports by using a separate approach pattern
and runway, a recent FAA study shows.

□ Mr. D. A. Alberts has been appointed Senior
Director of General Affairs and Radio Services;
he succeeds Mr. A. D. J. Uurbanus who has
retired.
Mr. P. F. Blickman has been appointed Senior
Director of Telegraphs and Telephones. He
succeeds Mr. R. Diks, who has also retired.

An FAA test programme to study the severity
of multipath propagation fade effects in satellite-to-aircraft VHF communications permitted

... in the Netherlands

Page Communications Engineers, Inc., designed
and installed the entire international communi-

□ An evaluation of the possible effect of vertical and short take-off and landing (V/STOL)
aircraft on the air traffic control system in high
density terminal areas is among five new technical reports recently published by the Systems
Research and Development Service of the
United States Federal Aviation Administration
(FAA).

The tests, made in an air traffic simulation lab
at the Agency's National Aviation Facilities
Experimental Center (NAFEC) near Atlantic
City, New Jersey, showed that while V/STOL
aircraft can be accommodated in the airport
terminal area using present air traffic control
procedures, it may be difficult to get desired
spacing between aircraft on final approach.
This difficulty is due to the great differences in
final approach speeds between V/STOL and
conventional air-planes and also the variation
in approach and landing speeds of different
V/STOLs.

Lt. Col. Ricardo Ramon Albarino has been
appointed Director-General for Co-ordination
a.i., Secretariat of State for Communications;
he retains his present position as DirectorGeneral for Technology.

... in Panama
□ Central America's first satellite communications earth station is now complete; first
traffic via the station was to Chile starting
1 September, 1968, to Europe starting 16 September and traffic to the United States, Mexico
and Canada started 1 October.

Air traffic control
for V/STOL aircraft
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measurements on over-ocean and limited overland test flights by an instrumented aircraft
equipped with a conventional VHF blade
antenna and a specially designed circularly
polarized satellite communications antenna,
using signals from the Nimbus-ll picture-taking
weather satellite. Results indicated that for
98 per cent of the data samples fade degradation was less than 8 dB. Average fade depth
measured was 4 dB and the maximum was
10 dB, significantly less than the 30 dB extreme
predicted from the results of previous investigations.
FAA has also published an interim report on its
efforts to extend the effective range of automatic ground-air data exchange over the ocean
through tropospheric propagation of very high
frequency (VHF) transmissions.
This report describes tests run at an experimental coastal transmission terminal at Avalon,
New Jersey. The report concludes that performances of error-free digital data transfer is at
least equal to that of good-quality voice
reception at substantially the same distances
when low-speed data modems are substituted
for voice frequency modulation and detection.
Further tests are currently being planned as a
joint effort between FAA and Pan American
World Airways to obtain additional exploratory data on medium speed air-ground digital
transmissions for the same environment. —
FAA.

Analysis of the sick
by distant computer
□ The day when computers take over the
routine medical analysis of sick people, may
have come a step closer. The United Kingdom
General Post Office (GPO) has agreed to conduct a feasibility study in conjunction with the
Research Department of Anaesthetics in the
Royal College of Surgeons of England to determine whether complex information about a
patient's condition can be transmitted, in
analogue data form, over the public telephone
network, for analysis by a distant computer.
Preliminary experiments have already established that it is feasible to send physiological
information, such as blood-pressure or respiration patterns, over long distances. The next
step is to.establish the feasibility of sending
such " parameters " simultaneously. If the experiments prove successful, information about
heart-rate and function, respiration, blood
pressures and temperatures available from
patient-monitoring devices at the bedside
could be transmitted simultaneously to a computer centre over considerable distances. Here,
a specially programmed computer could analyse
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the different analogue waveforms after suitable
processing, comparing and contrasting them
with broadly accepted norms to furnish a
dependable indication of the patient's condition.
The General Post Office is now exploring the
possibility of developing a system capable of
transmitting three channels of analogue data
simultaneously along a single telephone line.
The main problem has been to modify the
established GPO digital " modem " (modulator/
demodulator) system to handle analogue waveforms and provide multiple channels of restricted but sufficient bandwidth. The waveshape
must be transmitted without distortion, to be
presented at the computer precisely in the
form indicated at the patient-monitoring end.
— United Kingdom GPO.

profile") is stored on the computer. Week by
week, new material is automatically matched
against the stored profiles to produce a listing
of those items which should beof special interest
to each subscriber.
It will also be possible to carry out retrospective searches of the data files accumulated over
a period of time. Information may be retrieved
in the form of computer printout, magnetic
tapes for input to a user's own computer-based
information system, or special-purpose printed
publications, e.g. where a demand is found for
a retrospective bibliography in a particular
field. Microfiche and microfilm services are also
being studied. Foremost societies in the United
States and Europe are co-operating with
INSPEC on this project.—IEE.

Explorer-38 antennae extended
Computer production of science
abstracts — plan for comprehensive
coverage— new services in prospect
□ INSPEC, the Information Service of the
Institution of Electrical Engineers (IEE) London,
has announced an expansion programme to
begin in January 1969. The new service will be
based on the computer manipulation of data
obtained from most of the significant published
literature available in the field of physics,
electronics, electrical engineering, telecommunication, control engineering and computer
science.
From January 1969 the INSPEC publications,
Physics Abstracts, Electrical and Electronics Abstracts, Control Abstracts, and the associated journals in the Current Papers series, will progress
towards a comprehensive abstracting service,
covering for the first time selected patents,
reports and dissertations, as well as additional
journals, and taking in the field of computer
science. All the INSPEC publications will be
produced by computer-controlled photo-typesetting. Control Abstracts will provide a full
abstracting service in the fields of computer
science and control theory and engineering and
will accordingly be renamed Computer and
Control Abstracts.
The second major aim of the INSPEC development programme is to exploit the possibilities
of using the computer to disseminate and
retrieve information which will have been
placed on the IEE computer data file to produce
the expanded range of publications.
An experimental selective dissemination of
information service (SDI) is already in operation
on a limited scale. In such a system, a description
of the subscriber's individual interests ("user
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□ Radio Astronomy Explorer (Explorer-38) project officials of the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration (NASA) accomplished a
major technological achievement when they
extended the unique satellite's lengthy antennae to their fullest length' of about 228
metres each (see Telecommunication Journal,
September issue pp. 453-454).
RAE now resembles a giant spider in space,
measuring about 460 m from tip to tip. According to NASA officials, the satellite is five times
the length of any object previously placed in
space.
The satellite's antennae were extended on 8
October during four manoeuvers which required about two hours. A series of radio
signals, originated at the NASA Goddard Space
Flight Center, Greenbelt, Maryland, energized
and halted these antennae at their final length.
After these manoeuvers took place, the satellite's libration damper boom was extended from
its present length of 165 m to the ultimate
length of 192 m. This boom serves to remove
oscillations from the satellite, caused by any
movement of the lengthy radio astronomy
antennae.
RAE also carries a 37 m long omni-directional
antenna for monitoring bursts of low-frequency
radio signals from Jupiter, the sun and other
possible sources.
RAE was launched on 4July, 1968. The four major
antennae were pushed out to an initial length
of 139 m each on 22 July 1968, after the satellite
had been pushed from its initial elliptical orbit
to its final circular orbit at the 5860 km altitude.
Following the initial antenna deployment, the
antennae were pushed out farther to a length
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selected high communications traffic areas, or
for the broad beam or " earth coverage "
mode, serving an area greater than one-third
of the globe. The remaining 4 transponders can
be used for broad beam coverage only.

of 183 m each on 24 September 1968. These
exercises complete the antenna deployment
sequence planned for the spacecraft. — NASA.

Intelsat-IV contract approved
The advanced satellites will each have a design
capacity in excess of 5000 voice-grade circuits.
The capability of the satellites to be switched
from a combination broad/spot beam coverage
to a broad beam coverage only while in orbit
provides flexibility for the selection of a nearoptimum configuration for particular traffic
needs. The Intelsat-IV satellites will be powered
by a solar array/battery arrangement similar to
the lntelsat-l, II and III series. The life expectancy of each Intelsat-IV satellite is about seven

□ The Interim Communications Satellite Committee (ICSC), governing body of the International Telecommunications Satellite Consortium (INTELSAT), approved a contract with
Hughes Aircraft Company of Culver City, California to build the new Intelsat-IV series of
advanced communications satellites. The contract will be entered into with the Communications Satellite Corporation (COMSAT) on
behalf of and as manager for INTELSAT.

years.
The contract calls for four flight spacecraft and
one prototype, along with associated spacecraft
test equipment and necessary ground equipment, to be delivered within 22 months.

The contract with Hughes Aircraft Company is
for approximately 72 million US dollars, including incentives.

capacity of the Hughes Early Bird. In contrast,

Hughes Aircraft Company, as prime contractor,
will enter into subcontracts with electronic and
aerospace companies in Belgium, Canada, Federal Republic of Germany, France, Italy, Japan,
Spain, Sweden, Switzerland and the United
Kingdom. The value of these subcontracts will
be approximately 19 million US dollars.—

technician displays Early Bird (lower right).

COMSAT.

As in the case of the lntelsat-1 (Early Bird), II
and III series of satellites, the new satellites
will be owned by the 63-Member nation
INTELSAT.
Each of the new communications satellites will
have 12 transponders, 8 of which may be used
for either " spot beam " coverage directed at

(Hughes Aircraft Company)
Model of the Intelsat-IV satellite—25 times the

SATELLITE LAUNCHINGS NOTIFIED DURING PERIOD
15 SEPTEMBER TO 14 OCTOBER 1968
Frequencies
Code name
Description

International
number

Cq

'

Perigee
Apogee

Datg

Period
Inclination

Transmitter
power

19.995 MHz

Observations

Decayed on 24 Sept. Carried scientific apparatus, radio system for
precise measurements of orbital
elements and radio telemetry
system.

Cosmos-241

1968-77-A

USSR

16 Sept.

201km
343 km

89.7 min
65.4°

No name

1968-78-A

United
States

18 Sept.

178 km
391 km

90.1 min
83.0°

Decayed on 8 October.

Cosmos-242

1968-79-A

USSR

20 Sept.

260 km
376 km

90.8 min
70.9°

Carries scientific apparatus, radio
system for precise measurements
of orbital elements and radio
telemetry system

Cosmos-243

1968-80-A

USSR

23 Sept.

210 km
319 km

89.6 min
71.3°

OV2-5

1968-81-A

United
States

26 Sept.

—

—

19.995 MHz

Decayed on 4 October. Carried
scientific apparatus, radio system
for precise measurements of orbital elements and radio telemetry
system

Orbital Vehicle
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Code name

International
number

Country

Perigee
Apogee

Date

Period
Inclination

Frequencies
Transmitter
power

Observations

ERS-28

1968-81-B

United
States

26 Sept.

183 km
35 786 km

630.7 min
26.3°

136.830 MHz

Experimental Research Satellite

ERS-21

1968-81-C

United
States

26 Sept.

35 775 km
35 786 km

1435.8 min
3.0°

136.860 MHz

Experimental Research Satellite

LES-6

1968-81-D

United
States

26 Sept.

—

—

Cosmos-244

1968-82-A

USSR

2 Oct.

140 km
158 km

87.4 min
49.6°

Decayed on 2 October. Carried
scientific apparatus

Cosmos-245

1968-83-A

USSR

3 Oct.

272 km
481 km

92.0 min
70.9°

Carries scientific apparatus, radio
system for precise measurements
of orbital elements and radio
telemetry system

Aurorae
(ESRO-I)

1968-84-A

Europe

3 Oct.

259 km
1528 km

102.8 min
93.7°

136.170 MHz
0.2 W
136.950 MHz
1.2 W

See Ideas and Achievements on
p. 586. On board experiments
particle measuring instruments
auroral photometer electron
probes and ion probe

10th Molnya-I

1968-85-A

USSR

5 Oct.

490 km
39 600 km

11h. 52 min
65°

Transmitting
800 MHz band
40 W
Receiving
1000 MHz band

Carries apparatus for transmitting
television programmes and multichannel radiocommunications, apparatus of the command measuring
complex, orientation system, orbit
correction system and power supplies (six solar panels)

No name

1968-86-A

United
States

5 Oct.

484 km
509 km

94.5 min
75.0°

Cosmos-246

1968-87-A

USSR

7 Oct.

147 km
348 km

89.4 min
65.4°

19.995 MHz

Decayed on 7 October. Carried
scientific apparatus, radio system
for precise measurements of orbital elements and radio telemetry
system

Cosmos-247

1968-88-A

USSR

11 Oct.

205 km
362 km

89.9 min
65.4°

19.995 MHz

Carries scientific apparatus, radio
system for precise measurements
of orbital elements and radio
telemetry system

Apollo 7
16 415 kg
command
module,
service module
and SpacecraftLunar Module
Adapter
Diameter:
391 cm to
660 cm
total height:
29 m

1968-89-A

United
States

11 Oct.

229 km
306 km

89.9 min
31.6°

tracking beacon
2106.406 MHz
16.5 W
Data transmission
2272.5 MHz
11.2 W

First Apollo manned spacecraft
flight. Three astronauts on board.
Tests for preparation of the
manned lunar landing programme
Spacecraft landed on 22 October
200 nautical miles south-southwest of Bermuda. Fuel cell power
plant, storage batteries.

Sources: COSPAR, NASA, Specialized Press
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See Ideas and Achievements p. 585
Lincoln Experimental Satellite for
telecommunications
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A list of articles in other technical publications which may be of interest to readers of the
Journal. The articles are listed under the language of the publication.
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of computer graphics at Bell Laboratories —
P. 189-196. KopelP. S. Interactive computer
graphics.
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materials discovered.
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thin-film transistors stretch performance,
shrink cost.
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Robinson H. E., Abella L. R. Central American
VHF/UHF network for air traffic communications.
Telecommunications and Radio Engineering.
(English edition of 3jieicTpocBH3b and
Pa^noTexHHKa). Institute of Electrical and
Electronics Engineers, 345 East 47th Street
New York, N. Y. 10017. No 2. P. 43-46.
Tamm Y. A., Danilov B. S. Method of double
relative phase-shift keying with partial sideband suppression — P. 52-54. Kalinichev B. P.
Amplitude distribution of atmospheric interference — P. 57-58. Kazimirovskiy E. S.,
Kontorovich I. B., Kokourov V. D. Motion of
ionization non-uniformities causing shortwave fading. — P. 70-75. Lyapin K. K. Field
of large-aperture antennas near the radio
horizon — P. 80-83. Ayzin F. L., Dolzhenkov,
Zimin D. B., Losev V. S., Filatov A. P. Features
of antenna arrays with elliptically polarized
radiators.
Telephony. Telephony Publishing Corporation, 53 West Jackson Boulevard, Chicago,
Illinois 60 604. Year 1968. No. 10. P. 26-29,
66, 88. Simms R. L., Jr., Trends in computer/
communication systems.
Western Union Technical Review. 82 Mckee
Drive, Mahwah, New Jersey 07430. Year 1968.
No. 3. P. 82-93. Patterson C. C., De Witt R. G.,
Parra F. J. Pulse code modulation — initial
application at Western Union — P. 94-103.
Kostas D. J., van Gelder R. B. PCM-D4 channels (Derived direct digital data).

SPANISH
Comunicaciones electricas. * International Telephone and Telegraph Corporation, ITT,
Ramirez de Prado 5, Madrid-7. Ano 1968.
N.° 3. P. 238-242. Cragg W. D. Valoracion de
la sonoridad de aparatos telefonicos de abonado
por metodos subjetivos y objetivos. — P. 243250. Stepan J. L. Sistema telefonico movil
para 16 2 canales de radio. — P. 263-267.
Wigren E., Bogestam A. Sistema de intercomunicacion ITT-411.—P. 268-275. Brading W. A., Mandy A. W., Seeger D. Nuevo
sistema de portadoras acumulativo para
lineas aereas. — P. 276-283. Rahmig G. Aspectos tecnicos de la planificacion de redes
telefonicas.
* This review is also published in English,
French and German with the following titles:
Electrical Communications, Revue des telecommunications, and Elektrischen Nachrichtenwesen.
Revista de telecomunicacion. Consejo Tecnico
de Telecomunicacion, Palacio de Comunicaciones, Apartado 936, Madrid. Ano 1968.
N.° 92. P. 2-17. Madrid Roda I. El concepto de
capacidad de carga en los sistemas multicanales.
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review review/books

ITALIAN
Elettronica e Telecomunicazioni. ERI — Edizioni RAI Radiotelevisione italiana, 41 Via
Arsenate, Torino. Anno 1968. N° 3. P. 86-89.
Zetti G. Scrittura elettronica di lettere e
numeri su schermo televisivo.—P. 90-91.
Tamburelli G. Collegamenti telefonici sperimentali su laser. — P. 92-96. Sponzilli L.
Confronto fra ricezioni notturne indirette di
onde medie su terra e su mare. — P. 97-102.
Salvadorini R. « Mixer » per segnali a colori
PAL negli studi di televisione. — P. 103-107.
Bronzi G. Principi generali ed aspetti tecnologici della radionavigazione.
Note, Recensioni, Notizie. Istituto Superiore
delle Poste e delle Telecomunicazioni, Viale
di Trastevere 189, 00 100 Roma. Anno 1968.
N° 3. P. 509-515. Porreca Massangioli A.,
Orlando A. Generatori di particolari forme
d'onda per la definizione dei segnali orari
campionati. — P. 516-523. Porreca Massangioli A., Orlando A. Riduzione d'interferenze
generate nell'emissione della frequenza campione della stazione « I AM » dell'ISPT. —
P. 524-542. Misino A. L'organizzazione della
manutenzione per i circuiti internazionali
secondo l'attuale orientamento del CCITT. —
P. 585-600. Degano G., Saraco U., Bufalini M.
Riunione della Commissione Speciale «A»
(Trasmissione dati) del CCITT. — P. 601-602.
Timperi G. Riunione del Gruppo di lavoro
I/XI del CCITT.

MULTILINGUAL
PTT-Zeitschrift — Revue des PTT — Rivista
PTT. Entreprise des PTT suisses, Bollwerk 25,
CH-3000 Berne. Annee 1968. N° 7. P. 181-182.
Chappuis Ch. Premiere reunion des ministres
PTT d'Europe. — P. 183-184. Lancoud Ch.
Quelques aspects de la planification des telecommunications.

Revue E Tijdschrift. Societe royale beige des
electriciens — Koninklijke Belgische Vereniging der Elektrotechnici, 1 Place du Trone,
Bruxelles 1. Annee 1968. N° 10. P. 323-326.
Casimir H. B. G. Les droits integres et les
microtechniques.
Sciences et industries spatiales — Space Research and Engineering — Weltraumforschung und Industrie. Editions SADESI
(Societe anonyme d'editions scientifiques et
industrielles), 39 rue Peillonnex, 1225 Geneve/
Chene-Bourg. Annee 1968. N° 5-6. (Textes
francais avec resumes en anglais et allemand).
P. 20-30. Clot J., Marpinard J-CI. Generalites
sur les senseurs d'attitude. Etude d'un senseur solaire a grand champ.

JYe7. CTp. 71-77. Caeiu/Kuu r. A., IJonoe C. r.,
C/iyuanoecKan 3. II. AapoAHHaMHaecKaa ycTOHHHBOCTb aHTeHHblX yCTpOHCTB.

JV28. CTp. 1-7. TmnenKo A. II. OOmch nporpaMMaMH Me5KAy CTpaHaMH C pa3JIHHHbIMH
CHCTeMaMH uBeTHoro TeneBHAeHHa — CTp. 811. rojibduimeun IO. A., Koumopoeuu B. II.
O BJ1HHHHH CTaTHCTHHeCKHX CBOHCTB paflHOKaHajia Ha rpynnHpOBaHHe OIHH6OK — CTp. 4448. Oa/ibKo A. H., Tpaeuu r. A. K Bonpocy o
KOppejianHH Meacny cnraajioM H onopHbiM
HanpaaceHHeM $a30Boro neTexTOpa.
PaAuo. IleTpoBxa 26, MocKBa K-51. 1968.
J\o 8. CTp. 60-61. MUJIOH HCCKU. HexocjiOBauxne aHTeHHbie ycHJiHTenn.

SCANDINAVIAN LANGUAGES
SLAV LANGUAGES
Ceskoslovenske Spoje. Hybernska 5, Praha 1.
Cerven 1968. Cis 4. Str. 18. Stojanov M. N.
Mezimestska telefonni sit v Sovetskem svazu.
BecTHHK CBJOH. HncTonpynHBiH SyjibBap 2,
MocKBa-ueHTp. 1968. JNs 6. CTp. 4-6. KaMenCKUU H. H. HoBaa MarncTpajibHaa pannopejienHaa cncTeMa cbh3h «Bocxoa».

3jieKTpocBU3b, yji. TopbKoro, 7, MocKBa,
K-375. 1968. JVa 6. Grp. 1-6. Kaneecmu 3. M.
CpaBHHTejibHbiii aHajiH3 nepe^aan c
MH(j)opMaiuiOHHOH h peiHaioiueH obparaoH
CBa3bio — Grp. 7-12. CepeuncKuu E. r. O
KpHTepnax ouemcH chctcm nepenaan AHCKpeTHOH HH^OPMANHH — CTP.
13-19. Epaununa
H. C. OneHKa K03(J)$HUHeHTa KOppejiannn
Meacny aMnjiHTynaMH cnraajioB, pa3HeceHHbix
no aacTOTe b AByxjiyneBbix KopOTKOBOJiHOBbix
pannoKaHajiax — CTp. 32-37. KamnpoecKuu
B. E. 06 yaeTe bjihhhhh oahhothmx npenaTC
tbhh Ha pacnpocTpaHeHne cpenHHx pannoBOJiH.

Elektro. Norsk Elektroteknisk Forening og
Norske Elektrisitetsverkers Forening, Ingeniorforlaget A/S, Kronpinsensgatan 17, Oslo 1.
Argang 1968. Nr. 14. S. 348-351. Bergh K.
Analyse av fagverksradomer.
Nr. 17. S 448- 453. Tveito S. Automatisk
avstemning av SSB-sendere.
Tele. Kungl. Telestyrelsen, Telemuseum, Karlaplan 2, Stockholm. Argang 1968. Nr. 2.
Str. 104-112. Pettersson G. A. Televerkets
deltagande i Svenskt och international!
samarbete betraffande atgarder mot inverkan
pa telefon fran kraftledningar och atmosfariska
overspanningar.

PORTUGUESE
RBR, Revista Brasileira de Radiodifusao.
Rua Padre Joao Manoel 100-cj. 114, Sao
Paulo. Ano 1967. N.° 17. P. 13-17. Estaqoes
transmissoras. Gerentes devem tamben conhece-las.

111
THE RADIO AMATEUR'S
BOOK 1 45th edition.

HAND-

One volume paperback; pp. 611; illustrations,
tables, diagrams. 24x17 cm. Published by The
American Radio Relay League, Newington,
Connecticut, 06 111, 1968. Price: 4 US dollars.
1

This is the 45th edition of the " handbook " which has acquired the reputation
of being the basic reference book of the
radio amateur.
Written with the needs of the practical
624

amateur in mind, the handbook has
earned universal acceptance not only
among amateurs but by all segments of the
technical radio world.
Considerable revision has been made in
the theory chapters of the 1968 edition,
making significant and useful information
available to the reader. Much emphasis has
been placed on solid-state devices: bi-polar
transistors, field-effect transistors, integrated circuits, Zener and variable-capacitance diodes, etc.
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Many of the construction projects appearing in the earlier editions have been
replaced by brand-new material, making
the handbook more interesting and more
informative than before.

The handbook continues to carry a useful
catalogue section, featuring the latest
equipment and small parts of a number of
the leading manufacturers of amateur radio
equipment.
A. El-Zanati

books / tenders

THE MAN BEHIND THE MIKE: A
GUIDE TO PROFESSIONAL BROADCAST ANNOUNCING 2
by Hal Fisher.
One bound volume; pp. 288: illustrations.
22x14 cm. Published by TAB Books, Blue
2

EINFUHRUNG IN DIE ALLGEMEINE
INFORMATIONSTHEORIE 3
(Introduction to the general theory of
information), by J. Peters.
One bound volume; pp. xn + 266; diagrams.
24x16 cm. Published by Springer-Verlag,
Berlin, Heidelberg, New York, Heidelberger
Platz 3, 1 Berlin 33, 1967. Price: 64 German
marks.
3

Ridge Summit, Pennsylvania 17 214,
Price: 9.95 US dollars.

1967.

This book offers the practical help needed
by most aspiring announcers and by
stations and broadcast personnel. Mana-

there have been many attempts to rescue
information theory from its abstract
remoteness and bring it closer to physics
and communication media technique, and
to correlate it with the theoretical bases
applying to the latter. The work of Szilard
and Brillouin springs to mind immediately
in this context.

Information theory has gradually assumed
great importance in the field of communication techniques over the last twenty years.
This importance is due to the fact that it is
not a theory of electro-technique — i.e.
the theory of a medium of communication
— but a theory of information itself.

If considerations start from this point —
as in the case of Einfiihrung — a consistent
system of concepts and relations can be
built up which extends far beyond information technique strictly speaking to
cover all the natural sciences and even
include biological systems as part of
physics.

Since Shannon first enounced his theories

The reason for this universality lies in the

gers and programme directors will find a
wealth of information to guide them in
their daily role, in addition to a host of
management and programming ideas.
A. El-Zanati

general significance of the second law of
thermodynamics, whereby the gap known
as the Laplace demon is filled precisely by
information theory.
This book provides a good basis for engineers who must deal with extremely
technical problems in the field of information technique. For this reason, on various
occasions the opportunity has not been
missed of highlighting the final limits
discernible in Shannon's theory through
its relation with the second law of thermodynamics. However, great trouble has been
taken wherever possible to present as concretely as possible the relationships which
served as a basis for a manner of thinking
commensurate with the present state of
information technique.

We should be obliged if any Administrations wishing to make use of this column would
send us their tenders if possible two months before the closing date for bids.
tenders

DEMOCRATIC AND POPULAR
REPUBLIC OF ALGERIA
The Algerian Ministry of Posts and Telecommunications invites tenders from any
country for the extension of its switched
telegraph network :
1) Algiers: International Switching Centre
and Telex Centre;
2) Constantine: Switching Area Centre;
3) Ouargla: Switching Area Centre.
Interested firms may consult the file needed
for the preparation of their bids, or have
a copy sent to them, on application to:
Monsieur le sous-directeur de la Commutation
Direction des Telecommunications
Ministere des PTT
4, boulevard Salah Bouakouir, 2e etage
Alger

and against payment of 100 Algerian
dinars to the account of:

(Warehouse, 3rd Division, National Office
of Posts and Telecommunications).

Monsieur le chef du Centre national de
Comptabilite
CCP n° 3130-98
Alger.

The period of delivery is four months as
from the date of notification of the contract.
3. The date of issue of the invitation to
tender is 16 October 1968. Bids, to be sent
by registered post, must reach the

The closing date for the receipt of tenders
is 31 January 1969.
The period for which applicants are committed by their bids is 120 days.

REPUBLIC OF THE CONGO
(BRAZZAVILLE)
1. Tenders are invited for the supply of
720 km of open copper wire or coppersteel wire.
2. Place and period of delivery. The equipment is to be delivered to Brazzaville

Director of the National Office of Posts and
Telecommunications of the Congo, Brazzaville,
Republic of the Congo, not later than
16 December 1968 at 9 a.m. local time
(8 GMT).
4. Information. Any further information
required may be obtained from the
Directorate of the National Office of Posts
and Telecommunications,
Telecommunication Division,
Contracts Office,
Brazzaville.
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official announcements
INVITATIONS ACCEPTED TO CONFERENCES OR MEETINGS EXTERNAL TO THE UNION
DATE

ORGANIZATION

OR

NATURE OF CONFERENCE
MEETING PLACE

REPRESENTATIVES

1968
Asian Broadcasting
Union
(ABU)

Engineering Committee

18-26 November

Union of National Radio and
Television Organizations of Africa
(URTNA)

9th General Assembly

Kinshasa

Mr. A. BROOKS
(General Secretariat)

20-22 November

International Radio-Maritime
Committee
(CIRM)

44th Meeting of the
Technical Committee

London

Mr. R. PETIT
(IFRB)
Dr. Y. Y. MAO
(CCIR)

28-29 Novembre

United Nations Educational
Scientific and Cultural Organization
(UNESCO)

Inter-Agency Standing
Committee on Indexing
and Documentation

Paris

3-4 December

International Electrotechnical
Commission
(IEC)

Technical Committee No. 1

14-17 January

Inter-Governmental Consultative
Organization
(IMCO)

5th Session of
the Sub-Committee
on Radiocommunication

London

20-24 January

United Nations
(UN)
Economic Commission
for Europe
(ECE)

Meeting of
Governmental Experts
on Scientific and
Technological
Co-operation

Geneva

3-14 February

United Nations
Economic Commission
for Africa
(ECA)

9th Session

Addis Ababa

9 April-3 May

International Civil Aviation
Organization
(ICAO)

6th Air Navigation
Conference

Montreal

13-15 November

]
>

20-23 November

J

5th General Assembly

J
J
|

New Delhi

The Hague

Mr. K. V. PAI
(ITU Expert)

Mr. A.G. EL ZANATI
(General Secretariat)

Mr. P. GUILLOT
(CCIR)
fv|r p DORMER
(CCITT)

1969
Mr. R. PETIT
(IFRB)

Mr. R. E. BUTLER
(Deputy SecretaryGeneral)

Mr. F. DELLAMULA
(IFRB)

CALENDAR OF ITU CONFERENCES AND MEETINGS
DATE

TITLE

PLACE

1968
28 October-8 November

International Frequency Registration Board (IFRB):
Seminars on frequency management and the use of the radio frequency spectrum

Geneva

Administrative Council

Geneva

1969
3-23 May
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INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATION
CONVENTION, MONTREUX, 1965

THE MARITIME MOBILE SERVICE, GENEVA,
1967

The Kingdom of Cambodia has acceded to
the International Telecommunication Convention, Montreux, 1965.
The instrument of accession was deposited with
the ITU General Secretariat on 13 September
1968.

France, the Group of Territories represented by the French Overseas Post and
Telecommunication Agency and Iceland,
have approved the above-mentioned Acts by
letters dated respectively, 11 September,
1 October and 25 September 1968.

The Algerian Democratic and Popular
Republic and Norway have ratified the
International Telecommunication Convention,
Montreux, 1965.

TECHNICAL CO-OPERATION

The instruments of ratification were deposited
with the ITU General Secretariat on 24 September and 13 September 1968 respectively.

OPTIONAL ADDITIONAL PROTOCOL TO THE
INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATION
CONVENTION, MONTREUX, 1965, ON THE
COMPULSORY SETTLEMENT OF DISPUTES

Norway has acceded to the Optional Additional Protocol to the International Telecommunication Convention, Montreux, 1965,
on the Compulsory Settlement of Disputes.
The instrument of accession was deposited
with the ITU General Secretariat on 13 September 1968.

PARTIAL REVISIONS OF THE RADIO REGULATIONS AND THE ADDITIONAL RADIO REGULATIONS, GENEVA, 1959: FINALS ACTS OF THE
WORLD ADMINISTRATIVE RADIO CONFERENCE TO DEAL WITH MATTERS RELATING TO

Recruitment of experts
Circular-letters which have been sent to all
Members of the Union announce the following
field vacancies:
• a post of Telecommunication Adviser,
for one year (with possibility of extension),
from 1 January 1969 (or as soon as possible after
this date).
• a post of Telecommunication Legislation
and Regulations Adviser, for one year, from
1 January 1969 (or as soon as possible after this
date). These two posts are to be filled for the
Ministry of Public Works and Communications
at La Paz (Bolivia). (Field vacancy notices
TC 37/68 BOL-508/TA and TC 38/68 BOL509/TA; circular-letter No. 47 of 15 October
1968; final date for submission of applications:
15 December 1968).
• a post of Transmission Expert, for one

The following letters indicate the languages in
which documents are published
ITU
F for French

R for Russian

E for English

C for Chinese

S for Spanish

year (with possibility of extension), from
1 January 1969 (or as soon as possible after this
date).

• a post of Expert in Organization and
Operation of Telecommunication Services
and Tariffs, for one year (with possibility of
extension), from 1 January 1969 (or as soon as
possible after this date). These two posts are
to be filled for the Telecommunication Authorities of the countries of Central America (the
duty station being the capital of one of the
following countries: Nicaragua, Costa Rica,
Panama). (Field vacancy notices TC 39/68 CA503/TA and TC 40/68 CA-504/TA; circularletter No. 48 of 16 October 1968; final date for
submission of applications: 16 December 1968).

• a post of Project Manager for the Post and
Telegraph Training Centre, for one year (with
possibility of extension), as soon as possible,
in the Ministry of Communications, Department
of Posts and Telegraphs at'Khartoum (Sudan).
(Field vacancy notice TC 41/68 SUD-513/SF;
circular-letter No. 49 of 17 October 1968; final
date for submission of applications: 17 December 1968).
Only applications forwarded through Administrations can be taken into account: detailed
applications with personal histories should be
submitted to the General Secretariat of the
ITU, Place des Nations, 1211 Geneva 20
(Switzerland), not later than the final dates
mentioned above.

Note.
A comprehensive list of all the publications of
the Union will be supplied free on request by
The General Secretariat, Geneva.

publications
Prices are in Swiss francs.

Publications issued
since the last number
of the Journal

CCIR
Comite consultatif international
des radiocommunications

IFRB
International Frequency Registration
Board

Summary of monitoring
received by the IFRB
No. 146 (July 1968)
Trilingual edition F, E, S.

information

Summary of monitoring information
received by the IFRB on the use by broadcasting stations of the exclusive high fre
quency broadcasting bands (BC 26)
Periods: 25-31 August
1-7 September 1968
Trilingual edition F, E, S.

Xlth Plenary Assembly, Oslo, 1966
Vol. VI — List of participants — Minutes
of Plenary Sessions — Place of the Xllth
Plenary Assembly — Reports to the Plenary
Assembly — Resolutions of a general nature —
Organization of the CCIR — Texts of the
CCIR — Lists of documents
Volumen VI — Lista de participantes —
Actas de las sesiones plenarias — Lugar
de la XII Asamblea Plenaria — Informes
sometidos a la Asamblea Plenaria — Resoluciones de orden general — Organization
del CCIR — Textos del CCIR — Listas de
documentos
Spanish edition.
Price: 45 Sw. fr.
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Forthcoming
publications
Final Acts of the Plenipotentiary Conference, Montreux 1965
International Telecommunication Convention,
Montreux 1965 with Annexes, Final Protocol,
Additional Protocols, Resolutions, Recommendation and Opinions and a subject index
Russian edition.
Optional Additional Protocol on the compulsory settlement of disputes
Russian edition.

Final Acts of the Extraordinary Administrative Radio Conference for the preparation of a revised Allotment Plan for the
Aeronautical Mobile (R) Service (Geneva,
1966)
Preamble. Annexes 1 and 2. Additional Protocol. Resolutions and Recommendations. Maps
and charts
Russian edition.

Final Acts of the World Administrative
Radio Conference to deal with matters
relating to the Maritime Mobile Service
(Geneva, 1967)
Preamble relating to the revision of the Radio
Regulations (Geneva, 1959), Annexes; Preamble
relating to the revision of the Additional
Radio Regulations (Geneva, 1959), Annexes;
Final Protocol; Resolutions and Recommendations
Separate editions in S, R, C.
Manual for use by the Maritime Mobile
Service
Containing those provisions of: a) the Radio
Regulations (including Appendices) and the
Additional Radio Regulations, both as revised
by the World Administrative Radio Conference
(Geneva, 1967); b) the International Telecom-

munication Convention; c) the Telegraph
Regulations and the Telephone Regulations
which are applicable or useful to the Maritime
Mobile Service.
Separate editions in F, E, S (possibly in R, C).

Summary of monitoring
received by the IFRB
No. 147 (August 1968)
Trilingual edition F, E, S.

General telephone statistics, 1967
Trilingual edition F, E, S.
IFRB technical standards—Series A: Gene'
ral standards, 4th edition
Trilingual edition F, E, S.

information

List of stations using special means of
identification distributed as a supplement to
the Summary of Monitoring Information No.147.
Trilingual edition F, E, S.
Summary of monitoring information
received by the IFRB on the use by broadcasting stations of the exclusive high frequency broadcasting bands
6 Summaries per year:
4 Summaries related with the last and first
weeks of any two consecutive seasonal schedules
2 Summaries related with the seventh week of
any four-month seasonal schedule
Trilingual edition F, E, S.
High frequency broadcasting schedules
(4 publications per annum)
Trilingual edition F, E, S.
List of radiodetermination and special
services stations (List VI), 4th edition
Trilingual edition F, E, S.
List of ship stations, 9th edition
Trilingual edition F, E, S.
Table of international telex relations and
traffic, position on 31 December 1967
Trilingual edition F, E, S.
Radio Regulations and Additional Radio
Regulations (new up-to-date edition)
Separate editions in F, E, S.
General telegraph statistics, 1967
Trilingual edition F, E, S.

CCIR
International Radio Consultative
Committee

Reports Nos. 413, 414 and 415.—The more
efficient use of the radio spectrum (International Working Party 111/1)
Spanish edition.
Handbook for monitoring stations
Separate editions in F, E, S.

CCITT
International Telegraph and Telephone
Consultative Committee

Directives
Possibly Spanish edition.

Manual on local telephone networks
Separate editions in F, E, S.
Economic studies—Telecommunications
(1964-1968)
Separate editions in F, E, S.
National automatic networks (Part C) —
Buildings and sites — Power plant — Installation
of switching equipment — Air treatment —
Earthing — Safety of personnel and equipment
— Packing and transport
Separate editions in F, E, S.

Methods of payment:

CONDITIONS OF SALE

1. Switzerland: to the postal cheque account of the ITU, GENEVE 12-50
2. All other countries:
o) international postal order,
b) UNESCO coupon,
c) bank transfer to the Societe de Banque Suisse, Geneva.
(Payment may also be effected by a cheque made out in another currency freely convertible into Swiss francs provided that the cheque, when cashed and converted, will cover
the price of the publications in Swiss francs.)

All documents ordered from the General
Secretariat of the ITU must be paid for
in advance. Documents must be paid for in
Swiss francs when they are ordered,
unless a cash-on-delivery arrangement is
requested.
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Orders for documents and cheques must be addressed to:
International Telecommunication Union, Place des
Switzerland.

Nations, 1211 Geneva 20,

The prices quoted include packing costs and carriage by surface mail.
As the General Secretariat of the ITU sells its publications on a non-profit-making and nondiscount basis, no reduction can be made to booksellers.
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We have quite a thing about
transmission capacity.
108 50-baud channels.
Like RECTIPLEX.

This new carrier telegraph system commenced service between Tokyo (KDD)
and San Francisco (RCA) June 1968 and
revolutionized transmission capacity and
transmission rates.
The development of this brilliant innovation posed quite a few problems. We
had to increase speed and capacity, and,
at the same time, battle the high costs
of for-hire cables and new-cable installation. In cooperation with K.D D. we
found the answer; RECTIPLEX, in which

a unique phase-modulation transmits 108
standard telegraph channels over a single
voice band. The resulting transmission
capacity is five times that of conventional
multiplex systems, and combines economical capacity expansion with faster
data transmission.
RECTIPLEX I lived up to the highest
expectations. So will RECTIPLEX II, when
it revolutionizes cable transmission between Tokyo (KDD) and New York (ITT)

FUJITSU LIMITED
Communications and Electronics
Marunouchi, Tokyo, Japan

Main Products: Telephone Exchange Equipment □ Telephone Sets □ Carrier Transmission Equipment □ Radio Communication Equipment □ Space Electronics Equipment
□ Data Communication Equipment Q Telemetering and Remote Control Equipment Q Computers (FACOM) and Peripheral Equipment □ Automatic Control Equipment
(FANUC) p Electric Indicators □ Electronic Components and Semiconductor Devices.

GUIDED AS ON RAILS
even after landing

CSF

Class

Up to now, the ILS axis left you. to your own devices while still in
flight... Today the CSF Class III ILS ground station continues to
guide you after touch down, up to the taxiway.
First in the world, CSF has solved the overall ground ILS and aircraft
problem with a view to ensuring automatic landing.
• Its Class III ground station LS271 ,fullytransistorised andfitted with
an aerial of entirely new design, is already in operation on most airfields in France, such as Orly, and will be installed in 1967 at many
other international airports in France, the Netherlands, Switzer-

CSF - COMPAGNIE

GRDUPEMENT T£L£CGMMUNICATIONS T£L£VISION

TE=L. . 737 34-OQ

-

FRANCE

ILS

land, Pakistan, etc.
• The VOR/ILS navigation receiver type NC 250, with its duplicated
circuits monitoring system and its modular design, offers very
high security in use. Designed to ARINC specifications 547,
its high performance ensured its being chosen for equipping
the "Concord" SST.
• The "Marker" receiver MR 250, which is complementary to the
NC 250, will soon be in operation on AIR FRANCE aircraft with a
practical MTBF of over 10 000 hours.

GE=I\II=RALE
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if talking on the telephone involves you

...or this

...in this

...you need this
The LST4 loudspeaking telephone leaves the busy executive free to make notes
and refer to documents as his telephone conversation proceeds. It also enables
others present in the office to participate in a conference call, speaking to and
hearing the distant party just as if he was in the same room. And when privacy
is required, the executive can use the handset provided. Fully semiconductored
and tropicalized for operation under damp-heat conditions, the LST4 is made
to a rigorous specification by G.E.C. of England and attractively finished to
provide a neat and functional aid to effective business communications.

Takes telecommunications into tomorrow
G.E.C.

GEC-AEI TELECOMMUNICATIONS LIMITED,
OF COVENTRY, ENGLAND.
A Management Company of The General Electric Co. Ltd. of England..

Calling
A.D. 2008

?

Philips do.

50 years in
telecommunications

For instance with their all-electronic
telephone exchanges in Aarhus,
Denmark and Utrecht, Holland.
Here a thousand subscribers, the
P & T administrations and Philips
are in constant touch with the
future.
In 50 years of growing know-how
and skill Philips have become a
leading company in this field of
advanced switching techniques,
constantly probing the future, thus
keeping ahead of time.
This progressiveness is found in
individual units as well as
integrated systems like "SATCO",

a computerized fully automatic
Air Traffic Control System coupled
to radar.
KLM Royal Dutch Airlines use
world's first „AIRLORD" - short for
Airlines Load Optimisation,
Recording and Display system - at
their home base Schiphol Airport
to speed up passenger and cargo
handling.
The SITA network in Europe
ordered for its most vital nerve
centres (Amsterdam, London and
Paris) Philips' "DS-714", a
processor-controlled store and
forward data switcher.

Talking about advanced equipment,
even Philips' high-power
broadcast transmitters use small
computers nowadays to set and
control their frequencies.
Philips Telecommunications really
call A.D. 2000 for you, to get you
in touch with your future needs.
For further information write to
N.V. Philips' Telecommunicate
Industrie,
P.O. Box 32, Hilversum,
The Netherlands.

PHILIPS TELECOMMUNICATIONS

C

Type

2

2

CROSSBAR SYSTEM
GIVES IMMEDIATE 1,000 LINE
AUTOMATIC TELEPHONE SERVICE

MOBILE
CROSSBAR
TELEPHONE EXCHANGE

FAST INSTALLATION Position the ex
change on a concrete foundation and
connect external phone and power cables. No other installation work is required to put Type C22 into service.
Workers required for the job are few,
greatly reducing installation cost.
EASY TO TRANSPORT No packing is
required. Everything is included and
protected in this durable steel housing.
Warehouse storage is not required. A
long trailer or a mobile crane may be
used as a suitable means of transport.
Unit is easily transportable to a new site
in case of emergency.
Dimensions (mm)
Length

Width

Height

9,000

2,685

2,920

Photo 1—Place on foundation.

Weight (ton)
15.7

NON-ATTENDED MAINTENANCE No
daily maintenance is required, equipment has been designed to deliver 40
years of maintenance-free operation. If
trouble should occur, a trouble recorder
automatically pinpoints the location and
instantly transmits information to an office attended by maintenance personnel.
POWER SUPPLY A full-floating charging system with two silicon rectifiers is
in use. In case of an AC power failure,
an installed battery automatically supplies necessary operating power. The
power supply and switching equipment
are usually installed in a single housing
but a separate power supply housing is
available if required.
Maximum
EXCHANGE CAPACITY
1,000 subscribers (including 400 twoparty subscribers). The 400 two-party

Photo 2 — Connect phone and power cables

subscribers may be replaced with 200
ordinary subscribers, furnishing a total
of 800 ordinary subscribers.
INTERCONNECTION Interconnection
with different common control system,
step-by-step system. Manual system or
any other required system is assured.
AIR CONDITIONED & DUST PROOF
Type C 22 exchange has built-in air conditioning for use- in the tropical, frigid
zones as well as the temperate zone.
The unit is dustproofed for use in desert
areas.

HITACHI
Hitachi, Ltd.

Tokyo Japan

Photo 3 — Units ready for immediate service

The Ministry of Communications for the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia has recently installed the C 22 Crossbar type telephone exchange at
Jeddah (photos above). Hitachi has over 250 units working all over Japan, as well as in Latin America, South East Asia and the Middle East.

GEC

of England
make
Multiplex for
a multiplicity
of purposes

G.E.C.

GEC Multiplex equipments are designed first and foremost
to meet
both CCITT and North American standards. Beyond that, GEC
go out of
their way to ensure that their Multiplex equipment
incorporates the
flexibility necessary to serve any administration.
For example, the patching unit illustrated above, with a
specially built-in
pilot meter, meets the specific requirements of the Canadian
market.
The 3,000-mile overland section of the Commonwealth Cable
scheme between
Montreal and Vancouver is equipped with GEC Multiplex. Similarly,
GEC Multiplex equipment will meet your requirements.
With over 40 years' experience in the design and manufacture of
Multiplex
equipment to meet the needs of the world's markets, GEC continue to
maintain their position in this field.
This is one facet of the total capability in telecommunications that is
offered
by GEC.

Takes telecommunications
into tomorrow
GEC-AEI TELECOMMUNICATIONS LIMITED, OF COVENTRY, ENGLAND.

A Management Company of The General Electric Co. Ltd. of England.
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Extreme Stability
High Reliability
Compactness

FILTERS
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Carrier Telephone Terminal
Equipment Application
General Specifications
OThe transmission characteristics satisfy the
pertinent CCITT Recommendations.
Olnsertion loss:
7±0.5dB for single filter
10.5 ±ldB including hybrid transformer
Olnput level:
— 15 dB standard
OTermination: 75(1
ODimensions (mm): 96.0(L) x 80.0(W) x 19.0(H)

ML

OF LOI Flift MBMimrnL FILY!m

SERIES

For Voice-Frequency Telegraph Systems (120 Hz Spacing)

General Specifications
OFrequency (Hz):
1860, 1980, 2100, 2220, 2340, 2460,
2580, 2700, 2820, 2940, 3060, 3180
Olnsertion loss: 8dB MAX. for SF, RF
ONominal Impedance: 600 O for SF, RF
OTransient Response: 5% MAX. for SF
10% MAX. for RF
OTemperature range: 0CC to 40°C
ODimensions (mm): 86.0(L)x73.5(W)xl9.5(H)
{The filters spacing at 170Hz are also available.)

Patented in France, Federal Republic of Germany, Great Britain, U.S.A. and Japan

K0KUSAI ELECTRIC CO., LTD.
9, Nishikubo-Sakuragawa-cho, Minato-ku, Tokyo, Japan
Cable Address: SINESHIBA TOKYO Phone: ( 503) 2211

EARTH STATIONS
for communication via Satellites

A comprehensive advisory
and design service by
Crown Communications

GOONHILLY 1.
Photographs by courtesy of H.M. Postmaster General

The British Post Office Earth Station No. 1 on
Goonhilly Downs in Cornwall, England, which was
commissioned in 1962, is not only the most efficient and
reliable station of its type, but has set the pattern for the
design of high-capacity earth stations throughout
the world.
Earth Station No. 2, also on Goonhilly Downs, is of an
even more advanced design.
The vast technical experience and practical engineering
knowledge gained in the design of these successful
stations is available to other official administrations
through Crown Communications - a division of the
Crown Agents in association with the British Post Office.
Crown Communications is organised to give an
unrivalled advisory and design service for the
provision of Earth Stations anywhere in the world.
Crown Communications is entirely independent of all
manufacturing organisations and is completely impartial in
its advice and recommendations. It is backed by the
integrity of the Crown Agents and the authority and
prestige of the British Post Office.
Crown Communications offer the following services:

Traffic Survey
Feasibility Study
Financial Advice & Assistance
Design & Specification
Tender Evaluation & Recommendations
GOONHILLY 2.

Project Supervision
Acceptance Testing
Commissioning
Training
Operation & Maintenance

Any or all of these can be selected as required.

CROWIM COMMUNICATIONS

For further information please write to: The Director of Advisory Services,
CROWN

COMMUNICATIONS, 4 MILLBANK,

LONDON,

S.W.1. ENGLAND.

Telephone: 01-222

7730 Telegrams:

Crown London S.W.1. Telex: 24209.

Research

Engineering

The Northern Electric
philosophy.
From research through to installation, our objective is to
provide the satisfaction to our customers that enables

Telecommunication Administrations and Companies throughout

the world to provide satisfaction to their customers.

Manufacturing

Our many thousands of people combine their specialized
skills to meet this objective. Our scientists exploring the needs
of tomorrow. Our engineers improving the facilities of today.
Our technicians engaged in manufacturing and installation.
Each contributes to our objective... creating the latest innovations in telecommunications technology. And to interpret
them in the light of customer's requirements. This is our

Installation

philosophy... to innovate with ingenuity and perform with
integrity.

Northern Electric
COMPANY LIMITED
MONTREAL, CANADA

LAND, SUBMARINE, RADIO AND SPACE
TELECOMMUNICATIONS.

SUBMARINE CABLE SYSTEM
120 channel 4 kc/s or 160 channel 3 kc/s
and 480 channel 4 kc/s or 640 channel 3 kc/s
The Compagnie Generale d'Electricite
complete submarine cable systems.

manufactures

" All-in " CIT contracts cover:
• Costing, financement, and technical prospect studies
• Manufacture, laying and final commissioning of the
system (including terminals)
• Assistance in staff training and subsequent system
maintenance

CIT

COMPAGNIE INDUSTRIELLE
DES TELECOMMUNICATIONS
-ES CABLES DE LYON

The CGE systems include:
— Steel core coaxial cable
— Rigid repeaters, with guaranteed longevity
— Remote powering facilities—solid state transmission and multiplexing equipment (with 12 or
16 channel basegroups)

Important participation
underdelivery:
Sicily-Crete, TAT II et TAT IV (France-USA).
France-Tunisie
Write, phone or wire CIT Transmission Department

LES CABLES DE LYON

C.l.T.
References:

33, rue Emeriau
75 - PARIS XV
Phone 734.89.79
Telex 25.927

e

Hollande-Denmark, Marseille-Algiers I, Perpignan-Oran II,
Cannes-lie Rousse (Corsica), France-Marocco

170, avenue J.-Jaures
69 - LYON
Phone (78) 72.35.61
Telex 31.009

COMPAGNIE GENERALE D'ELECTRICITE

New!

NERA
1800/TV
solid

FM

state

SHF

wideband

Radio link system
NERA 1800/TV-4G:
Frequency range: 3800 to 4200 MHz.
Up to 6 RF channels in each direction.
NERA 1800—5G:
Frequency range: 4400 to 5000 MHz.
NERA 1800/TV-6G:
Frequency range: 5925 to 6425 MHz.
Up to 8 RF channels in each direction.
Each radio channel can carry 1800 telephone channels, one 625 line monochrome or colour TV signal
(NTSC system) with up to four superimposed sound
channels or equivalent.
The equipment is fully transistorised, exept for the
travelling wave tube in the radio transmitter output
stage.
NERA 960-8G:
Frequency range: 8200 to 8500 MHz.
Up to 6 RF channels in each direction.
This equipment is all solid state. No TWT in the
output stage.
The equipment is designed for operation from a 48 V
DC source.
For further information please write to:
AKSJESELSKAPET

Radio Cabinet with two Transmitter-Receiver
Units.

NERA
Manufacturers of microwave and electronic equipment.
Head office & sales: P.O. Box 7033 H, OSLO 3, Norway.
Telephone 4619 50 — Telex 1144 — Cables: Wireless.
Development & Works: P.O. Box 2382, 5012 BERGEN, Norway.

4 63

TCL produces all types
of dry core and plastic cables,
serves the GPO and
organisations in 75 countries
throughout the world.
A complete technical advisory
service is available.

Telephone Cables Limited,
Dagenham, England. Tel: 01 -592 6611
Cables: Drycore Dagenham
The organisation with 130 years' experience.

TCL

IN

SEVENTY

COUNTRIES

FIVE
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Systdme 7 TR 001
a voies independantes
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câbles

Systeme a voies
ind£pendantes
7 TR 001

1 & 10 voies superposables
voie par. voie sur une pa ire
d'une ligne airieipe oft de
c^ble.
prix de revient de Vinstallation d'une voie est inferieur
it celui de ia pose d'un nouveau
circuit, des que ia distance
excede 8 kilometres.
LB

System© 7 TR 012

5YSTEMES DE TELEPHONIE
A COURANTS PORTEURS

Permet d'adjoindre 12 circuits tetephoniques supptementaires a un circuit
existant sur ligne a^rienne
ou cdble.
Ces equipements sont entteremont transistorises, Stanches,
et tropicalis6s.

TELECOMMUNICATIONS RADIOELECTR8QUES ET TELEPHONIQUES
3607 RAPY

88 rue Bnillat-Savanin - PARIS 13

e

- Tel. : ~70~7.~7773 - FRANCE

TROPO
Trinidad- Guyana

Write for free REL brochures "CREDENTIALS in
Tropospheric Scatter" and
"CREDENTIALS in Space".

The distance between Morne Bleau, Trinidad and Georgetown, Guyana is
approximately 345 miles.
The communications system spanning this distance will be tropo scatter, and
will interconnect with the expanding Caribbean and Eastern Caribbean telecommunication network also operated by Cable and Wireless, (West Indies) Ltd.
For this tropo scatter system, the Marconi Company Ltd., as prime contractor,
has selected famed FM radio relay subsystems from Radio Engineering Laboratories (REL).
REL equipment for the 900 MHz system will include solid-sate exciters and
receivers ... 10 KW power amplifiers... tunnel diode amplifiers... diplexers
... fault indicators ... and terminal facilities.
Having previously supplied FM subsystems for tropo scatter links between
Petit Monier, St. Lucia and Mount Misery, Barbados ... as well as between Tortola and Antigua in the Virgin Islands ... REL is again proud to serve the advancing telecommunications requirements of the Caribbean and East Caribbean.
Just as assuredly REL will welcome an opportunityto apply more than 45 years
of design and engineering leadership to your specialized requirements. Full
r\
technical data on request:

RADIO ENGINEERING LABORATORIES DIVISION
REL

Dynamics Corporation of America
Long Island City, New York, 11101

DCA

HOYLES, NIBLOCK AND ASSOCIATES

VANCOUVER

•

CANADA

Consulting Telecommunication Engineers
MF . HF . VHF: LAND, MARINE, AERONAUTICAL

SUPERVISORY CONTROL AND TELEMETRY

MICROWAVE AND TROPOSPHERIC SCATTER

SOUND BROADCASTING

CABLE, TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE

TELEVISION BROADCASTING

Economic analyses, feasibility studies, rate and tariff structures, project financial negotiations, system planning
and design, specification and tender documents, bid evaluation, supervision of construction, system acceptance
testing, personnel training, project procedures and records, supervision of operation
and related matters concerning telecommunication facilities
proposed by government and private industry
3110 BOUNDARY ROAD,

VANCOUVER 12, CANADA

CABLE: TELECOM, VCR; TELEX 04-50322,

NTB
AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT FOR NACHRICHTENTECHNlSCHE BERATUNG
INGIiNIEURS-CONSEILS EN TELECOMMUNICATIONS SOCI^T^ ANONYME (S.A.)
TELECOMMUNICATIONS CONSULTING SERVICES LTD.
Kirchgasse 50, 8001 Zurich, Switzerland
Cable: Teleproject Zurich
Telephone: (051) 32 33 32
As an independent consulting engineering office we handle:
Layout of complete communications networks and sections. Calculation of profitability. Calculation of fees. Detailing organizational
aspects. Infrastructure planning on the communications sector. Long-haul communications connections via wire, land and ocean
cables; radio, radio relay, and satellite communications systems. Data transmission systems. Dialing and switching systems. Teleprinter and phototelegraphy systems. Mobile stations Compiling surveys in connection with communications systems. Preliminary
studies, measurements, design, calls for bids, awarding contracts, all intermediate stages from initial acceptance until the system is
handed over ready for operation. Organization and execution of training schedules for personnel assigned to operate communications
systems.

NTB
N A C H R I C H T E N T E C H N I S C H E S B E R A T U N G S B 0 R O GMBH
TELECOMMUNICATIONS CONSULTING SERVICES LTD
Sebastian-Rinz-Str. 6

6000 Frankfurt/Main
Federal Republic of Germany
Telephone: (06 11) 55 88 33

Fully l-C-ized ARQ equipment
from MITSUBISHI
guarantees greater reliability in telex and telegraph communications
This newly developed ARQ terminal
equipment, designated TZ-5 ARQ is
designed to increase the reliability
of radio telegraph circuits. Use of
HLTTL integrated circuits in the
logical circuits results in reduced
size and

easy maintenance. Also,

plug-in sheets can be supplied additionally

in

accordance

with

the

user's requirements.
Model TZ-5 ARQ consists of two sets of duplex systems (2ch x 2 x 2) or two
sets of one quadruplex system (4ch x 1 x 2) in a single cabinet. In addition,
auxiliary devices such as extensor, telex repeater, subdivider, and 7 -unit
monitor can be mounted in the same cabinet.
Model TZ-5 ARQ is designed to conform with the latest C.C.I.R. recommendations No. 342-1, Oslo, 1966. Further details will be gladly furnished on
request.

MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC CORPORATION

Head Office: Mitsubishi Denki Bldg., Marunouchi, Tokyo. Cable Address: MELCO TOKYO

NEC
Steps Up
Satellite
Communications
As commercial satellite telecasts continue to bring people closer
and make the world smaller, NEC's worldwide
prominence continues to increase.
NEC contributions to international satellite communications
progress are illustrated by projects around the globe. NEC
has designed and built satellite communications equipment
and/or complete earth stations for India (the United
Nations satellite communications research and training
center at Ahmedabad, India), the USA (US COMSAT
stations at Brewster Flat, Washington—and at Paumalu,
Hawaii), Japan (Kashima and Juo earth stations), among
other places.
This year NEC takes its next step forward in global

communications with the start of work on new earth stations:
one at Yamaguchi, Japan; COMSAT's new stations in USA; and,
one in time for the Olympics in Mexico. These stations, besides
meeting the specifications, standards and requirements set by
the INTERIM COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE COMMITTEE,
incorporate exceptional economy, reliability. This is proof that
NEC technology is internationally-credited.
It is also indication of the way NEC stands ready to supply
earth stations anywhere on earth with everything fully covered
from initial advice down to final test operation. This real NEC
readiness in satellite communications also evidences how NEC
holds to the goal set for itself: that of instant communication
between any two people—any place, any time.

Products for todayInnovations for tomorrow

NEC
Nippon Electric Co., Ltd.

Tokyo, Japan

Main Products: electronic computers, data communication systems, telephone systems, carrier transmission, radio communication, radio and television broadcasting,
satellite communications equipment, other applied, electronic equipment, and electronic components.
Overseas Offices: Taipei, Manila, Bangkok, Djakarta, Bangdung, New Delhi, Karachi, Bruxelles, Mexico City, New York

Ever since its foundation in
1876 the L M Ericsson Telephone Company has been
one of the leading enterprises in telecommunications,
particularly in the field of
design and manufacture of
telephone instruments.

WHAT
should
a telephone
look like?

Now that the telephone has
become an indispensable
factor in modern living, the
shape and ease of handling
of instruments — quite apart
from technical considerations — have acquired increasing importance.
A telephone cannot have
"just any shape". Freedom
of design is limited by considerations of use, appearance and engineering. The
distance from ear to mouth,
for example, is a virtually
fixed dimension.
The Ericofon, introduced by
L M Ericsson in 1956, was a
radical but successful departure from the traditional
type of telephone in appea-

rance and mechanical design. In the Ericofon all components — including microphone, receiver and dial —
are contained in a single
housing.
The Ericovox, first marketed
by Ericsson in 1958, is an ingenious four-way loudspeaker telephone. With the Ericovox, the user can have
both hands free during con-

L M Ericsson — the parent
company of the worldwide
Ericsson group — is represented in some 100 countries
by subsidiary and associated
companies and representatives, and employs some
48,000 persons.

versations. And telephone
conferences become a practical reality.
In many places, the traditional type of telephone is still
preferred. But "traditional"
no longer means "outdated".
Ericsson's Dialog, introduced in 1962 following intensive development work in
cooperation with the Swedish
Telecommunications
Administrations, represents
the latest in engineering
technique and attractive use
of modern materials.
What should a telephone
look like? The key to successful design is always a
thorough analysis of customer requirements. Only fol-

lowing this can function and
form, engineering and art,
be blended successfully in
the creation of superior instruments.
Ericsson
has
been dedicated to this continuing challenge in telecommunications for more
than 90 years.

TELEFONAKTIEBOLAGET

LM

Stockholm

ERICSSON
32

Sweden

MARS
Marconi fully-automatic message
switching system, economic
for small and large telegraph and
data relay centres

A Marconi MARS system for a medium-size data relay centre

MARS
needs no human intervention
nor the production of paper tape
for normal message flow
through the relay centre.
is extremely reliable because of
advanced design concepts using
microelectronics including dual
inline circuits and high-quality
components,
guarantees uninterrupted
operation by parallel working of
computers and associated
equipment.
programmed computers ensure
complete flexibility of messagehandling techniques.
can deal comfortably with mixed
traffic speeds, precedence
levels and different formats.

MARS
automation reduces manpower
requirements to three people for
a standard system and fewer for
a small system or during lightly
loaded periods,
can be extended and modified
without interrupting the service.
can handle at least 5 messages
per second.

MARS
requires no special operating
skills.
The MARS installation forthe
Cyprus Telecommunications
Authority is notable for being
one of thefirst multi-program
systems. It automates both the
civil aviation and public
telegraph networks.

Marconi line communications
Specialists in digital transmission, including
Marconidata, Pulse Code Modulation, and 'Autoplex'
and 'Autospec' error-correcting equipment.
The Marconi Company Limited, Line Communications Division,
Writtle, Essex. Telephone : Writtle 451
AN ENGLISH ELECTRIC COMPANY

LTD/U53

Buyer's guide
to communication
switching systems
(by Stromberg-Carlson)
By offering an extremely wide choice
of systems, Stromberg-Carlson can
assure the capacities and services to
meet virtually any requirement.
I • Communication systems for
smaller businesses:
Key-ABX™ Key Systems provide inside
and outside calling from the same
telephone. There are three basic systems,
each available in an almost unlimited
variety of intercommunication
arrangements. One basic system provides
up to 18 internal stations, any number
of which can have access to one central
exchange line. Another provides up
to 28 internal stations, with two central
exchange lines. A third offers more
than 28 internal stations, with up to
II central exchange lines.
2« Communication systems for larger
businesses—including the largest: Series
50 PABX*—offers extremely rapid
turret operation, along with a full array
of services. System capacity is 50 lines,
10 trunks, 6 links. Speed of operation
comes from the unique TOUCH-LITE®
Turret, which permits extending calls by
a touch on a button. The turret is of
elegant design. Among the many
standard services are busy-station
number indication, executive override,
call transfer, attendant's busy override.
Many optional features are also
available.
Series 80 PABX*—an economical
system with capacity of 80 lines, 14
trunks, 14 links. Ideal for basic telephone
service. Available services of the
system include busy-station number
display, call blocking, conference
service, and many more.
FX PABX*—a system that meets the
need of any business or institution, no
matter how large. System capacity is
unlimited, but a system can be installed
with as few as 50 lines. Special services
can be added as desired. The TOUCHLITE Turret has lighted buttons that
signal the condition of calls frofn the
central exchange. Standard and optional

services available with the system cover
the widest possible range for efficient
telephone communication.
CENTREX PABX*—a completely
modern concept of PABX service
designed to meet the complex demands
of today's communications. CENTREX
provides direct inward dialing, direct
outward dialing, PABX intercommunication, identified outward dialing, call
transfer, and all standard PABX
services. The system can serve one or
more PABX users in an area from one
centralized switching system. Each user
can have one or more attendant's
turrets, which can be switched into
service to meet changing traffic
requirements.
TYPE H PABX*—an economical system
that is expandable to large capacities
in convenient increments. Circuit plates
and associated switches are added
without wiring changes. Circuit
components are mounted back to back
in standard bay frames to save floor
space and cabling. A wide range of
standard and optional services is
available with the system.
*These systems are marketed in the
United States of America under the
name XY® Dial Systems.

3. Dial central-office switching
systems:
COMPAK*—fully assembled system
ready for immediate service. It provides
facilities for 90 lines and 15 links,
including as many as 10 trunk lines.
Two trunk groups are provided. The
system, though physically small, provides
the operating services of a much-larger
system, such as: universal-numbering
capability, frequency-selective ringing,
and more.
Larger central exchange systems*—
Stromberg-Carlson dial switching
equipment is available at low initial
investment. Maintenance requirement
for the system is minimal. The system
requires little space. Its reliability is
proven. Its capacity is unlimited.

Expansion is accomplished by plug-in
circuits. And the system is being constantly improved to keep pace with nev
developments in switching techniques.
*These systems, marketed in the U.S./
under the name XY® Dial Systems,
are installed in over 4400 exchanges
and serve over 2,500,000 telephones
in that country.

4. Switching-system controls—two
types available to add common-contro
capability to any step-by-step system:
Electromechanical Switching System
Control (EM-SSC)—ideal for central
exchanges of small to medium size.
It enables the step-by-step system to
provide universal numbering, alternate
routing, uniform service codes, and
multifrequency outpulsing within
junction networks. Pushbutton dialing
and improved selector-level utilization
can be provided for internal exchange
traffic.

Electronic Switching System Control
(EL-SSC)—ideal for exchanges of
medium to large size. The system enabl
the step-by-step system to provide
uniform service codes for local
switching, universal numbering and
alternate routing for junction networks
and register, sender and translation
capability for the long-distance netwoi
The system also provides for pushbutto
dialing, and up to 240 classes of service

When you have a communication
switching requirement, talk to the
people who have been manufacturing
telephone equipment of superb quality
since 1894. For complete information,
write to International Department,
Stromberg-Carlson, 100 Carlson Road
Rochester, N.Y., U.S.A., or call
(716) 482-2200.

Strombepg-Carlsor
A Subsidiary of General Dynamic

MARCONI PCM FOR GPC

The Marconi Company has been awarded
major contracts from the British Post
Office for 24-channel pulse code
modulation equipment which considerably
increases the capacity of present
telephone lines.
Marconi 24-channel pulse code
modulation equipment means a
twelve times increase in the
capacity of existing telephone
lines. Greater use of micrologic
circuits results in more reliable
equipment; greater space saving;
more economic installation;
better quality with extended
facilities.

Marconi PCM equipment is more
advanced and uses modern
micrologic to more effect than other
equipment. It is more adaptable,
being suitable for integrated
systems and data transmission ; a
teleprinter facility is incorporated
and a range of signalling sets for
different telephone exchange
conditions is available.

Marconi
line communications
systems
The Marconi Company Limited
Line Communications Division
Writtle, Essex
Telephone: Writtle 451
AN 'ENGLISH ELECTRIC' COMPANY

LTD/U52
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For tur IPH-15. the last count was 322 inoniries
reoresentino 1S2 locations aronnd the worid. Here's who:
Antenna Products LPH-15 is designed for transportable
applications where installation time is critical and a
highly reliable frequency independent antenna is required for short and medium range circuits. With coverage from 4.0 to 30.0 mHz, the LPH-15 radiates skyward using ionospheric propagation to overcome the
limitation of ground wave communication over rough
terrain.
At the lower frequencies, vertically incident radiation
assures efficient short range communications — even
in dense jungle environments. In the unique support
structure, all towers converge on the same base and
have adjustable guy lengths. In an area 71 feet square,
5 men can have the LPH-15 operational in 2 hours.

APC EXPERIENCE AND CREATIVE
ENGINEERING CAN SOLVE YOUR
COMMUNICATIONS PRORLEMS NOW.
MAY WE HAVE YOUR INQUIRY. . .

APC

ANTENNA
PRODUCTS
COMPANY

Box 9588
Austin, Texas 78757
TELEPHONE AC817-325-3301

THE QUEEN'S
AWARD TO
INDUSTRY 1966

Marconi is
advanced
space
communication
Britain's first overseas civil satellite communication ground station has been built by
Marconi on Ascension Island for Cable and
Wireless Limited. Marconi has also supplied
Britain's first three air transportable space
communication stations.
Marconi space capability is based on long
experience in all the elements required by
communication systems via synchronous
and random orbit satellites—computers for
traffic handling and aerial direction, highly
accurate aerial and servo control systems,
ultra high frequency transmitters and extremely sensitive receivers. Marconi has a
lifelong experience in planning, designing,
manufacturing, installing and commissioning complete operational systems anywhere
in the world.

Marconi Myriad
computer—a vital
part of many Marconi
space communication
systems.

Marconi space communication systems
AN 'ENGLISH ELECTRIC' COMPANY
The Marconi Company Limited, Space Communication Division, Chelmsford, Essex, England

LTD/P5I

1865

on the occasion of its Centenary

1965
the international
telecommunication
union
published
a volume which recounts the history of a hundred years of uninterrupted progress and success in international co-operation: that is the
subject of this fascinating book, with its 300 lavishly illustrated pages.
Available in French, English and Spanish. The volume may be
ordered at bookshops throughout the world or directly from the Sales
Service, ITU General Secretariat, Place des Nations, Geneva. Price:
40 Swiss francs — 20 Swiss francs for Administrations of Member
countries

and minted
silver and bronze medals, symbolizing
the progress achieved in telecommunications and the ITU's membership of the United Nations family. The
diameter of the medals, which are
engraved on both sides, is 6 cm, and
they can be ordered directly from the
Sales Service, ITU General Secretariat, Place des Nations, Geneva.

The price is 15 Swiss francs for the bronze medal

Automatic Error Correcting
Time Multiplex Equipmentfor
Telegraphy

Distance is no object nowadays.
Modern means of communication
link up nations and continents almost instantaneously. What used to
be an impossibility has now become a matter of course.
Hasler Works have been taking an
active part in this evolution for more
than a hundred years. One outstanding example is the electronic
HaslerTOR System, a MULTIPLEXARQ equipment which detects errors in radio teleprinter traffic and
corrects them automatically. This
technical masterpiece is at work in
every continent, day and night, year
after year, non-stop and quite unattended.

HASLER LTD.
3000 Berne 14 (Switzerland)
Phone 031 65 2111
Telex 32 413 hawe ch

Hundreds of transistorised 4-channel terminals in operation all over
the world, particularly in tropical
countries.
In accordance with CCIR Recommendation No. 342.
Central Control Panel.
No capacitors in the basic logic
circuits.
Extremely high reliability.
Large voltage and temperature variations tolerated.
Up to 24 oscilloscope test points
on every plug-in unit.
About 100 supervisory lamps.
Utmost flexibility provided by the
Auxiliary Rack universally wired
with a central Patching Panel for up

TOR
HASLER
to 16 telex, public traffic and/or leased channels.

It is with achievements like this that
we endeavour to give our worldwide clientele ever better service.
Developmentin Haslertelecommunication techniques is progressing
continuously. The long experience
of this company is the starting-point
for even more perfect electronic
telegraphy systems.

REL

FM

SUBSYSTEMS REL

INTELSAT

II

FM

SUBSYSTEMS

INTEL

SAT

III

...what's new?
INTELSAT III specs are new . . . extended and upgraded for improved
satellite communications worldwide.

New, and meeting or exceeding these stringent INTELSAT III specifications, is a complete line of FM communications subsystems from Radio
Engineering Laboratories (REL).
World's largest designer and manufacturer of FM subsystems for satellite
ground stations, REL is the proven, single source for all that's new in High
Power Amplifiers . . . Ground Communications Equipment . . . Threshold
Extension Demodulators . . . and Station Test Equipment.

Result: subsystems derived from famed and field-proven REL 2600 Series
equipment operative in INTELSAT II installations, ashore and afloat . . .
from Andover, Maine to Bangkok, Thailand.

Result: subsystems providing flexibility, reliability, and ease of maintenance for INTELSAT III installations in such diverse locations as Morocco,
Canada, Panama, California, West Virginia, and Puerto Rico.
WHAT ELSE IS NEW?

Result: subsystems with 24-to-132 channel capacity, plus expansion poten-

Try 1) REITs new
tial for future requirements of INTELSAT IV and V.
INTELSAT 111
Result: subsystems backed by REL's "added dimension of experience" in
Brochure, 2) REL's
System and Subsystem
planning, specifying, and supplying each customer's individualized appliData File, and
cation-requirements.
3) REL's "CREDENTIALS
in. Space" brochure.
Receiving your copies
■' is as yifnple as
REL RADIO ENGINEERING LABORATORIES DIVISION
DCA
i
; jlist write:

Dynamics Corporation of America

Long Island City, New York, 11101

